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ABSTRACT

I. Statement of the Problem

Attitude plays a role not only at the beginning of the writing process
but turoughout: writers are guided by their beliefs about writing 4nd about
themselves as writers. Some beliefs about writing may be ureful; contribut-
ing to a more positive attitude; while others may interfere, contributing to
a more negative attitude. MiSCOhceptions about writing can hinder develop-
ing writers.

II; Methodology

To explore the sources of negative attitudes toward writing of three

unskilled college freshman writers a': Cid Dominion University; Norfolk,

Virginia, a case study approach was used. The studies include interviews

with the students concerning their writing histories; interviews with their
former high SChool English teachers; and information on their verbal abili-
ties and high school grades. The data ws examined for patterns that would
help explain the cumulative development of these three writers' negative

attitudes, at least through high school and the beginning of college. Gen-
eralizations drawn from one case are compared to those drawn from other

cases in an attempt to derive theoretical implications;

III. Results

The three'stUdeht writers in this sample held numerous misconceptions

about the nature of writing which contributed to negative attitudes toward
_writing and appeared to hinder the development of their writing abilities.

Fcit these three writers; writing appeared outer- rather than innner-

directed: these StUdentS wrote primarily to please the teacher and earn a

grade rather than to please themselves and to learn. This study revealed

that these student8' attitudes toward writing were shaped; to a great

extent, by their teachers' attitudes.

ii
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ABSTRACT (concluded)

IV. Conclusions

Teachers not only need to recognize the role of attitude in the devel-

opment of writing abilities but also to understand how attitudes toward

writing are formed specifically; the role beliefs play in the complex

process of attitude formation. Above all; teachers need to be aware of the

powerful role they play in shaping students' attitudes toward writing.

Teachers cannot intervene effectively if their teaching is guided (or mis-

guided) by an oversimplified model of composing and by misconceptions about

the act of writing.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Anyone who writes, any writer -- whether skilled or unskilled, practiced

or unpracticed--sometimes has a negative attitude toward writing, particu-

larly when confronting a new writing task. Writing is, after all, hard

work. In fact, some writing anxiety--one common manifestation of a negative

attitude toward writing--may even be necessary for producing an effective

piece of writing, although the optimal level of anxiety may vary from indi-

vidual to individual and task to task. Student writers, like all learners,

have attitudes toward writing which have developed over many years of
schooling. This study argues that writing teachers not only need to recog-

nize the role of attitude in the development of writing abilities but also

to understand how attitudes toward writing are formed--specifically, the

role beliefs play in the complex process of attitude formation. They need

to understand how misconceptions about the act of writing can hinder devel-

oping writers. Above all, teachers need to be aware of the powerful role

they play in shaping students' attitudes toward writing.

Productive and effective writers are able to withstand the dissonance

and negative feelings they experience during writing because, as previously

successful writers, they have developed sufficiently positive attitudes

toward the whole act of writing. In 1851, when Flaubert was beginning his

five years of work on Madame Boyar', he wrote to his mistress Louise

Colet:

What a heavy oar the pen is and what a strong
current ideas are to row in...Sometimes,_when I
an empty, when words don't come, when I find I
haven't written a single sentence after scrib-
bling whole pages, _I collapse on my couch
and lie there dazed, bogged in a swamp of
despair...If you only knew how I was torturing
myself, you'd be sorry for me. (Rosen, 1981,
p. 32.)



Flaubert's negative feel'ngs toward writing, judging by the publication and

success of Madame Bovary, did not interfere; finally, with his writing per-
formance; Indeed, it is probable ghat his extreme writing anxiety t«-.1§ nec-

essary to produce Madame Bovary. However, students who have not succeeded
_as writers are often stymied by the frustration and discomfort they experi-

ence during the act of writing: their negative attitudes interfere with

their development as writers.

While attitude is generally understood to mein the degree of positive

or negative evaluation of an object or concept, the role that beliefs pia:

in the attitude formation process is generally not understood; Yet, undet-

standing the relationship of the cognitive and affective dimensions of atti-
tude is crucial to UndeggtAnding how a negative attitude toward writing can

interfere with the development of writing abilities.

Beliefs are based on the information we have about ourselves and our

environment; Many beliefs are formed on the basis of direct experience

(descriptive beliefs) o are indirectly inferred.(inferential beliefs).

Still other beliefs involve one's accepting the conclusions of authorities,

such as newspapers; books, television and teachers (Fishbein and Ajzen;
1975). BeliefaWhiCh may be viewed as hypotheses are what psychologist

George Kelly (1963) calls "personal constructs " represent our understanding

of the world and enable us to make meaning out of the chaotid "stream of

events" that we live through. According to Kelly, we are constantly adjust-

ing what we believe to be true: we look at our world and then attempt to

"fit over the .realities of which the world is- composed "- -p. -.8). .Belief (and-

attitude) formation is a "nonverbalized process" (Fishbein, 1967a). We do

not, in other words, consciously walk about like scientists, continually

testing hypotheses. As we learn, however; we adjust our beliefs in a con-
tinual attempt to approach "truth."

A single belief is not a reliable indicator of attitude; Attitude

determined by'Salient beliefsthose which we hold most intensely. We might

consider each salient belief as Weighted according to strength. The strong-

er the belief, the higher it appears in the hierarchy of beliefs. The sun
of these weighted beliefs finally tips a Person's attitude in one direction
or another.



Although beliefs appear static; they potentially may be revised or re-
constructed on the basis of discbnfirming evidence from outside sources.

When a contradic -ion is perceived; dissonance is created and the original

belief is reconsidered for a time, perhaps until another belief is "proven"
true. A belief which has been intensely held over tithe; h-oWeVer; is more

_difficult to revise. Even if an intensely_ held belief is revised, attitude

will not necessarily change, since attitude is determined by more titan one

salient belief;

Attitude not only plays a role at the beginning of the writing process

but also throughout; writers are guided by their beliefs about writing and

about themselves as writers. Some beliefs about writing may be useful, con-

tributing to a more positive attitude, while other beliefs may interfere,

Contributing to a more negative attitude.

The relationship of attitude and writing has been recognized in case

studies of the composing processes of skilled and unskilled writers (Emig,

1971; Stallard; 1972; Stiles, 1976; Piankb, 1977, Perl, 1978) and anxious

And nom-anxious writers (BlOOM, 1980 a; bi in press; Rose, 1980). VariOUS

correla'zion studies have been conducted (Daly and Miller, 1975 b, c; Daly

and Shama, 1976, 1978; Daly, 1977; 1978). The effects of writing apprehen-

sion have also been studied (Book, 1976; Bova; 1979), as well as the effects
of various intervention strategies, such as peer evaluation (Pfeifer, 1981),

on writing apprehension; In a descriptive study; Bell (1982) compared the

attitudes toward writing of basic writing and upper - division college

students. Stiles (1976) generally explored some possible sources of student

attitude toward writing, Powers (1979) explored one possible source of Writ=

iiii-40-teh-ension-among-b4Atiting-dents--compulsory-iiting: Several

researchers (Daly, 1979; Harris, 1979; Rose, 1980) haVd implied or hypothe-

sized that prior negative experience with writing is generally the source of

the deVelopment of negative attitudes toward writing. RoSe (1980) comes

closest to in-depth exploration of attitude formatiOn but he focuses only on

writer's block, an extreme manifestation of negative attitude toward Writ=
ing. Possible sources of negative attitude toward writing have yet to be

extensively studied.

11 3



To explore the sources of negative attitudes toward writing of three

unskilled college freshman writers, I used a case study approach. The

studies correlate interviews with the students, interviews with their form-

er high school English teachers, and information on their verbal abilities

and high school grades; I attempted to find patterns in this data that

woad help explaih the cumulative development of their negative attitudes,

at least through high school and the beginning of college.

Even though many more cases are needed before a formal theory of the

development of attitude toward writing can be postulated, this study

provides a basis for the development of hypotheses and the beginning of a
theory. Most important, this study marks the beginning of an exploration

into a new area--the application of attitude theory to the teaching of writ-

ing and the study of the development of writing Abilities"an area new not

only to composition and pedagogy but to psychology as well. The results of

this research may help teachers gain a new perspective on student writers,

possibly bringing about changes in teaching strategies and practices.

12



Chapter 2

RELATED LITERATURE

Student Attitude Toward Writing--Research Studies

In the early 1970's, the teaching of writing began to Shift from a pro-

duct-oriented to a process-oriented approach. A number of case studies of

the composing process of pre-college student writers began to Appear. Re-

searchers; examining the writing process rather than the product, began to

observe writing behavior as well; including attitude toward writing.

Emig (1971) was the first to observe the behavior of writers while they

were in the process of writing. Emig found that because rigid rules pre-

scribed by teachers for "school- sponsored "writing often differ greatly from

students' bwn experiences with writing, students; though they may outwardly

confirm, often feel inwardly cynical and hostile. Fear of the teacher's

criticism, Emig also found, cften prevented students from shoWing their real
feelings.

While Emig made no distinction between student8'.writing abilities,

Stallard (1972) sought to identify writing behavior, including attitude

toward writing, peculiar to good student writers in the twelfth grade.

Stallard found that 40% of the good writers said they wrote for pleasure

compared to 14% of a group chosen at random. However, no evidence was re-

vealed to show that a positive attitude influences the particular writing

behavior examined in this study. The study did reveal a major character-

istic of a good writer- -a willingness to put forth effort to make communi-

cation clearer to.the reader.

Graves (1973), investigating the writing processes of seven -year -old

children, studied attitude toward writing as one of several variables.

Gravel, asked children to rank their writings, to provide a rationale for the

choice of the best paper and to express their idea of "the good writer."

Graves found sex differences in the responses and reported other findings,

such as unassigned writing was longer than assigned writing, but did not

explicitly discuss the role of attitude in writing.



NumetouS investigators, using a single case for study and Emig's defi-

nition of the composing processs as a guide, examined student writing behav-

ior at various grade levels (e;g;, grade twelve-Mischel, 1974; geddeS seven,

ten and college-Metzger, 1972). Attitude toward writing was revealed to

some extent by students in the process of composing; however, since attitude
was not the focus of the research, it was not discussed in depth;

In the mid- 1970's, studies of the composing process began to include

college writers. Student attitude toward writing also became more of a con-

sideration; researchers began speculating about the attitudinal development

of college freshman writers. At this time too, researchers began to compare

the wtiting behaviors of skilled and unskilled writers;

Metzger (1976), after studying the composing processes of three stu-

dents--seventh grade, tenth grade and college level, observed that these

student6 viewed writing as a joyless chore because they perceived their

teachers only as editors and proofreaders. Metzger suggests teachers be:ome

listeners as well as coaches who provide students with opportunities for

pleasurable writing experiences;

Stiles (1976) analyzed the composing processes and attitudes toward

writing of unskilled college writers. She found that college English in-

structors and family members appeared to have played a far greater role in

shaping these students' attitudes toward writing than peers. Writing "dis-

ability," Stiles concludes, may be attributed to a myriad of causes WhiCh

extend backward, perhaps even Otedating formal schooling; While Stiles ex-

plores soLJ of the sources of student attitude toward writing, her study is
Limited: (1) to unskilled ("remedial") writers in selected two-yeat col-

leges in East Tennessee and (2) by her broad definition of attitude, re-
.

flected in her conclusion that these student writers maintained poSitive

attitudes toward writing, meaning that they believed that the ability to

write well would be of great personal benefit to them in later life.

Pianko (1977) observed seventeen college freshman writers(10 unskilled

and 7 "traditional") in the act of composing an essay and questioned them

regarding their writing behavior and theit attitludes and feelings dUting the

14 6



process of composing. In addition; each student was interviewed in depth

concerning prior writing experiences; Pianko's study revealed the act of

reflection as a critical component of the composing process of successful

writers and the importance of attitude toward writing in connection with

this act; Pianko observed that unskilled writers had more positive feelings

about their products and speculated that the reason for this attitude was

that they were not aware of the deficiencies in their text. Pianko (1979)

AlSO ObServed that "a depth of insight" was "behaviorally and attitudinally

absent from less successful writers" (p. 277). Again Piahkci speculates:

"Sinte traditional student writers in this study did more writing in school;

saw more nonschool writing being done by family and peers, and did more
_

selfinitiated writing; they developed a commitment to; and understanding

about writing which was evidenced by the reflecting they did while they were

composing" (p. 277). Pianko found that unskilled writers; on the other

hand; did exclusively school writing and did not see family and peers engag

ed in writing: they did not perceive writing as playing a specific role in

their lives.

Shaughnessy (1977), in a crosssectional survey of college freshman

writing; categorized and explained the sources of writing problems of basic

writing (BW) Students in an effort to understand the logic that underlies

their writing behaviors; Shaughnessy found that for fear of error many

basic writers block or, after repeated attempts to begin; produce a sentence

that is "hopelessly entangled" (p. 7); Shaughnessy closes -E-r-to-r-s__attd

the book in which she reports the findings of her study; by empha-
.

sizing the role of teacher attitude in writing Improvement and the impor

tance of a processoriented rather than a productoriented approach that

focuses on surface errors. Citing numerous examples to support the fact

that BW students do respond to instruction; Shaughnessy encourages teachers

to accept the challenge of teaching them and to change their attitude from

one of hopelessness to one of hope: teachers must believe BM students are

capable of learning to write.

While the purpose of Perl's study (1978) was to increase understanding

of the composing processes of adult unskilled college writers, Perl recog

nized the relation between attitude and the composing process and raised

15 7



me interesting questions about student perceptions and memories concerning
writing: What preconceptions do students have concerning writing? What are
their memories of writing instruction? What are their attitudes toward

themselves as writers? How do they characterize these attitudes? What

effect has their home environment had on their attitudes and expectations

concerning writing? What is their definition of a "good" writer?

In the past, most researchers have offered impressionistic views about

how students feel about writing. However, becaube feelings about writing

are not always readily observable and an observer's impressions are subject

to bias, there has been a move recently to document these feelings, particu-
larly fear of writing, empirically.

The term "writing apprehension" was coined by Daly and Miller (1975a)

to describe an individual difference characterized by general avoidance of
writing. In an effort to identify apprehensive writers, Daly and Miller

(1975a) developed an empirically based standardized self-report instrument

to measure general anxiety about written communication. The Writing Appre-

hension Measure (see Chapter 3) uses a Likert-type scale format and is com-
posed of twenty-six items. The items, presented at random in an attempt to

prevent any response bias, include (self, peer, teacher, and professional)

evaluation of writing; beliefs about writing and writing instruction; asso-

ciations with writing; confidence in writing ability; and writing behavior.

A single score is used to infer the writer's location on a bipolar affective

dimension.

Following the development of this instrument, Daly focuSed on the

effects of writing apprehension and sought to validaLe the Writing Apprehen-

Sion Measure. In a series of studies, Daly examined the interrelation be-

tween attitudes, particularly apprehension about writing, and various other

outcomes message intensity (Daly and miller, 1975b); SAT scores, success

expectations, willingness to take advanced courses and sex differences (Daly

and Miller, 1975c); occupational choice (Daly and Shamo, 1976); message en-

coding (Daly, 1977); writing competency (Daly, 1978); and academic decisions

(Daly and Sham°, 1978).

16 8



Daly found that; compared to writers with loW apprehension, writers

with high apprehension encoded significantly less intense messages; choosing

neutral and flat words, write le68 and qualified their writing less, were

willing to take more course work in writing, and chose occupations with low-

er writing requirements. As expected, males had higher scores than females

on the writing apprehension measure, and the correlation between scores on

the SAT-verbal test, which deals primarily with aptitude variables, and

scores on the Writing Apprehenaion Measure, which deals primarily with atti-

tudinal variables, was low Daly and Miller also learned that high appre-

hensives perceived their past experiences in writing as less successful;

This finding suggests one possible source of writing apprehension-- previous

negative experiences with writing;

In a survey of a large group of elementary and secondary school teath-

ers, Daly (1979) found that ppor skill deVelb0Ment showed the highest corre-

lation with writing a0Orehension. While Daly admitted that "many of the

most important competencies and skills WhiCh contribute to writing (ideas,

for example) are not and indeed probably could not; be assessed through an

objective testing procedure," hct nevertheless attempted to objectify writing

competency because he wanted to arrive at a score that could be compared

statistically to a score on the writihg ApprebenSiOn Measure (Daly; 1978,

13). The test of writing competency, which he referred to as a "writing

competency questionnaire," contained 68 MiatiOle=choice items testing use of

case, punctuation, capitalization, agreement, adjectives and adverbs,

diction, subordination, and parallelism as well as the ability to recognize

faulty references or pronouns, misspellings and sentence fragments. Daly

found, as he expected, that low apprehensives scored significantly better on

this skills-type test than high apprehensives. However, because it is high-

ly unlikely that Daly's writing competency test measures what it purports to

measure--as Daly even admitted--his findings, although statistically "neat,"

are questionable.

Other researchers have Ala() studied the effects of writing apprehen-

sion. Book (1976) discovered that high apprehensives generate fewer words

and convey less information in writing than low apprehensives. Bova (1979)

found that high apprehensives avoid risk-taking and personal disclosure

17



through a passive and unthreatening writing style and rhetorical voice.

Book's and Bova's findings substantiate previous research, suggesting that.

anxious persons lack confidence in their opinions and judgments and, conse-

quently, are likely to reduce the risk of exposure. Like Daly and Miller,

these researchers speculate that this reticence may well be associated with

prior writing experience, and area that Book claims needs further re-

search.

Powera (1979) explored one possible cause oil writing apprehensioncorn-
_pulsory writingand concluded that compulsory writing generally increased

the writing apprehension of college freshmen enrolled ir a basic composition

course.

Still other researchers focus on "treatment" methodologieS for helping
apprehensive writers, as identified by the Writing Apprehension Measure.

For Cope (1978), effective "treatment" cannot begin until possible causes of

writing anxiety are ascertained. Cope notes several possible causes: pro-

craatination, inability to organize extensive research, misguided perfec-

tionism, and impatience at the editing and proofreading stage. Suggested

treatment methodologies include: freewriting, daily writing, positive self-

tal/t, relaxation training, time-management, systematic desensitization,

teaching organization skills and writing as process. Bloom (1980 a, b, in
press) initiated a series of five-week workshops specifically designed to

reduce writing anxiety to a level where it could act as a productive

stimulus to writing. Bloom contends that while the teaching of writing as a

process is desirable for all student writers, it is especially appropriate

for anxious writers whose writing processes may be ineffective. Fox (1980),

in an intervention study, discovered that atudent-centered instruction re-

duced writing apprehension at a faster rate than conventional teacher-cen-

tered instruction.

Pfeifer (1981) sought to analyze the effectiveness of peer evaluation

of writing on writing anxiety and writing performance. Her sample consisted

of ninety students enrolled in freshman composition. The results of the

study indicate that peer evaluation did not affect either writing anxiety or

writing performance. Pfeifer observed that identical levels of writing

10



anxiety in two students did not always influence the written product in the
same way because of personality differences. Reducing writing. anxiety,

Pfeifer suggests, does not necessarily contribute to an increase in the
quality of writing performance. She suggests researchers addresa anxiety

control rather than reduction.

Usually only the affective dimenbion of attitude is measured and treat-
ed by researcherS. For example, while the bipolar scales developed by Daly
and Miller (1975a) contained attitudinal variables, these scales yield a
single score which indicates an individual's evaluation of writing and is

not intended to reflect the cognitive dimension in a precise manner.

Writer's block--a pdychogenic problem of many highly apprehensive writers-

is also usually described as an affective difficulty. Recently, however,

some researchers have focused on cognitive operations that may impede the
flow of writing. Harris (1979) surveyed a group of several hundred college

freshmen to learn the varieties of guidelines and/or misinformation that

exist in student-writer's minds and concluded that students have many mis-

conceptions about writing which may impede their writing. Rose (1980),

after interviewing five blockers and five nonbIockers, found that blockers

were stymied by rigid rules and inflexible plans.

Bell (1982) compared the attitudes toward writing of basic writing stu-
dents and their tutors, upper-division college students. She asked both

groups of students (120 in total) to write descriptions of themselves as
writers. All students said they found writing difficult and not one Student
admitted liking to write. However, Bell found a fundamental contrast be-

tween the self-descriptions of basic writing and upper-division students:

the more experienced student writers had higher internal standards higher

expect-ations of themselves than other peopLe had of them. While they fre-

quently express disSatisfaction with their work, Bell pointed out that they
have

learned to accept their insecurities as a
natural part of the composing process, and they
have developed personal ways of dealing with or
combating anxiety. They know that recognizing a

t:i 19 11



gap between their accomplishments and their
ultimate goals is not necessarily a sign of
failure; likewise; they do not confuse a
difficult task with an unsuccesSfu/ one
(p. 9).

The basic writers, Bell argued, lack this perspective: 1 ey do not expect
much from their papers... All too often, they deScriNe-- nd presumably

think of--their papers... AS collections of connected m spelled words with
occasional sentence structure shifts" (p; 9).

While the purpose of Bell's study was to compare the attitudes toward

writing of unskilled and skilled writers, she speculated that unskilled
writers lack a sense of control over their own writing because they lack

experlence as writers. During the course of the semester, the tutors and

basic writers worked together, evaluating each other's work and sharing both

the successes and failures. "EaCh group," observed beII "was able to add a

dinension to the other group's conception of what it means to be a person

writing" (p. 9). By the end Of the.semester, most, BW students had positive

attitudes toward writing and themselves as writers, and the tutors felt more

confident about their own writing.

While researchers have begun to explore the relationship between

belief6 and feelings about writing and writing behavior, more in-depth ex-_

ploration is needed. In case studies of skilled and unskilled writers, re-
searchers have often included some account of writing histories. Including

the development of attitude toward writing. Several researchers have also

implied or hypothesized that prior negative experience with writing is gen-
erally the source of the development of negative attitude toward writing;
however, poSsible Sources of negative attitude toward writing have yet to be
the focus of an extensive research Study.

Attitude Toward Writing-=Theoretical Perspective

While most attitude theorists would agree that attitude is a learned

predisposition to respond favorably or unfavorable toward an attitude object

20 12



or concept (writing, for example), many argue over whether attitude is a

multi-dimensional or unidimensional concept (Fishbein, 1967a, c). Those who
adhere to ,the claasical multi-dimensional,view divide attitude into three.
dimensions: (1) cognitive, (2) affective and (3) behavioral. The cognitive
dimension represents an individual's beliefs or perceptions about an

attitude object; the affective dimension represents the degree of positive

or negative feeling an individual has toward an attitvie object; and the be-

havioral dimension represents actual behavior/with regard to an attitude ob-

ject or an individual's intentions to behave in particular ways (Fishbein,

1967a b). Those attitude theorists who adhere to the unidimensional view

consider attitudinal only the affective, or evaluative, dimensionthe

degree of positive or negative feeling.

The assumption in this study is that the relationship among all three

dimensions is dynamic. Any change in one dimension has the potential to

affect another dimension. This study explores the cognitive dimension,

specifically the role beliefs play in the formation of attitude toward

writing, which, in turn, affects writing behavior and the development of

writing abilities.

Attitudes are usually measured by assessing a person's beliefs (Fish-

bein and Ajzen, 1975). While many beliefs may be held about a concept, some
beliefs may be held more intensely than others. No one belief is a reliable

indicator of attitude (Thurstone, 1928). Each intensely held belief tips

the Attitude scale in one direction or another and collectively, the most

salient beliefsthoSe highest in the hierarchy--determine attitude (Fish-

bein, 1963, 1965a, 1965b).

Beliefs take the form of hypotheses (Fishbein, 1967a, d) or personal

'constructs (Kelly, 1963) and guide behavior. Writers are guided by their
beliefs about writing. Some beliefs may be helpful, contributing to a more

positive attitude, while other beliefs interfere, contributing to a more

negative attitude. For example, a student writer might believe that she

can't write because she struggles whenever she writes and struggling, to

her, means that you can't write. These beliefs may be based on other
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beliefs--there is a way to write which is known by professional writers who

(she believes) write without struggle. Several misconceptions about the act

of writing -- beliefs which.contrast with the way experienced writers work--

may lead to a highly negative attitude toward writing and interfere with the

development of writing abilities. (For a discussion of misconceptions about

the act of writing, see Smith, 1981b).

Whether or not a belief is helpful depends in part upon the meaning

attached to the belief. An experienced writer and an inexperienced writer,

for example, could both believe that writing is a process. However, if

their understanding of writing process is different, then their writing be-

havior will be guided by different beliefs. The experienced writer might

believe that writing is a non-linear process. Since, according to recent

research in composing and accounts by established writers reported elsewhere

in this chapter, the nature of writing/thinking is recursive, the belief

that writing should be thought out in advance and follow certain steps--a

belief which dc!s not correspond to reality--could hinder developing

writers.

Many professional writers construe writing as a process of discovery

(Murray, 1968, 1978). They write to learn what they are thinking about.

This belief could also prove beneficial to inexperienced writers who are

frustrated with dissonance, believing they must fOrmulate a thesis statement

and detailed outline (know exactly what they want to write) before they

write. ' However, this belief would not be helpful if they also believed dis-

covery to be the exclusive province of "creative writers." The second

belief would have to 5e revised in order for the first belief to be help-

ful.

White beliefs, like attitudes, often appear fixed, they are potentially

open to change. To understand how beliefs (..nd attitudes) may be changed,

it is necessary to understand how beliefs are formed. Some beliefs may be

formed through direct observation or experience (descriptive beliefs).

Other beliefs (inferential beliefs) mey be formed indirectly from interac-

tion with others as well as from residues of past experiences (prior infer-

ences). Many of our beliefs, however, are formed by accepting information

from outside sources, such as newspapers, magazines, books, television,

friends and teachers (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975).
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Belief revision (and attitude change) is a process. Initially, a prior

belief may be called into question and a new belief may be tentatively form-
ed. A belief may ty formed on the basis of one source--direct experience,
for example. However, if this new belief id not reinforced, either through

more direct experience and/or Another source, then it is not likely to
_

become salient and replace a prior belief, particularly if the prior belief

was intensely held over a long period of time. If a new belief dots not be-

come hierarchically dominant, then it will not significantly affect atti-

tude, since attitude is determined by salient beliefs. Reinforcement, then,

plays an important role in belief revision and attitude change.

On the basis of information provided by teacherd and textbooks, stu-

dents might, for example, believe they should follow certain steps in the

act of writing, that there is a way to write. On the other hand, a new

event--for example, listening to a professional writer discuss his Writing,

process--may influence students to revise, or at least question, a number of

beIi.tfs about the nature of writing and eventually construct new beliefs.

They might come to believe, for example, that many writers struggle, that

there is no set cormula for effective writing and that they could write if

they wanted to put in the time and effort to work through the complex pro-

cess of making meaning. However, if these beliefs are not reinforced--if
.

their teachers do not act on these beliefa and change their own behavior, as

well as the classroom environment--then student writers' new beliefs are
likely to fade and they will continue to be guided by misconceptions about

the act of writing.

Another problem which inexperienced writers often suffer from is writ-
ing anxiety, stemming from probIemq with dissonance. Either they become

frustrated with dissonance because they believe they should be abIe to think

clearly from the start or they do not allow for dissonance/thinking/discov-

ery. Instead, they write formulaically and become anxious about external

condtraints--length, grammar, spelling, punctuation. They do not separate

composing and editing; instead, they try to edit while composing. Some

students do get better at formulawriting; they produce perfect school Eng-

lish, termed "Englieh" by Macrorie (1970). However, competent "schooled"

editing often suffocates emergent meaning.
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Some student writers, nevertheless, develop their writing Abilities in

spite of being required by teachera to write artifically--to separate think-

ing and writing. These writers, however, are usually already competent

writers of school-sponsored writing and/or talented writers outside school.

Accounts by established writers revealed that training in formal outlining,

for example, had no influence on their actual planning practices (Emig,

1971).

If students' beliefs about writing are revised to correspond with the

way established writers work, inexperienced writers will have a more realis-

tic understanding of the nature of writing. This new underttanding is like-

ly to positively affect their attitude6 toward themselves as writers and

toward the act of writing. It is possible, however, that although they have

a more realistic understanding of the nature of writing, a movement in a

positive direction, that they may still have negative attitudes toward writ-
ing. They could, in other wordS, experience other kinds of attitudinal in-

terference. For example, they might not be ready for the struggle, even

though they better understand writing as a complex congnitive recursive pro-

cess and recognize the role of dissonance in writing/thinking. Perhaps if

developing writers continue to practice writing and experience some success,

they will come to believe the struggle is worthwhile, even exciting.

Composing as an Inner-Directed Process

Until recently, the end product of writingthe written text--was scru-

puIousIy examined, while the process remained mysterious. Within the last

two decades, composition researchers shifted their attention from the writ-

ten product to the,composing process. Rohman (1965) hypothesized that the

composing process consisted of a series of stages: (1) prewriting, (2)

writing and (3) rewriting, and the discrete stage notion of composing became

widely accepted. Accepting this notion, however, also meant accepting com-

posing as a linear one-directional process. Was Ehis, in fact, an accurate

description of how experienced writers worked?

In recent years, many researchers (Emig, 1971; Britton et al., 1975;

Perl, 1978, 1980; Pianko, 1979; Somers, 1979, 1980; Flower and Hayes, 1980,
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1981) began to study writers at work in order to gain insight into the com-
posing process. Studies of protocols (transcripts of writers' tape-recorded
thoughts while composing) revealed that writers actually move in series of

non-linear movements from one sub-process to another. Planning, for examr
pIe, is not limited to prewriting nor revision to rewriting; instead, plan-

ning and revision occur throughout the composing process (Flower and Hayes,
1981). The entire process may be viewed as one of revision (Somers, 1980).

The discrete stage model of the composing process turned out to be based on

the growth of the external written product Lather than on the writer's inner

process: it was product-centered rather then process-centered. Composition

theorists and redearchers began to advocate that the nature of the composing

process was recursive.

Composition theorist Berthoff (1981) describes the recursive nature of

composing as a "dialectic of forming":

a nonlinear, dialectical process in which the
writer continually c1rcles back, reviewing the
rewriting.t.We don't have ideas that we put into
words; we don't think of what we want to say and
then write. In composing, we make meanings. We
find the forms of thought by means of language,
and we find the forms of language by taking
thought. (pp. 3, 69).

Berthoff's description of the composing process is rooted in Vygotsky's de-

scription of the concept-forming process and the dialectical relationship of

thought and language. Vygotsky (1962) describus conceptualizing as

a movement of thought constantly alternating in
two directions...from inner to outer 'Planes...
from the motive which engenders a thought to the
shaping of the thought, first_ in inner speech,
then in meanings of words, and finally in words.
(p. 80)

The plane between ward and thought Britton (1975) describes as an "actively

Operational area" (p. 39).

Meaning-making is the work of an active mind: "Meanings don't come out

of the air; we make them out of a chaos of images, half-truOls, remem-

brances, syntactic fragments, from the mysterious and unformed" ( Berthoff,
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1981, p. 70). A writer must learn.to tolerate ambiguity (Elbow, 1973) and

to make meaning (form concepts) out of chaos: "Learning the uses of chaos

is a method of learning to intuit the relAtionahip of parts in a whole that

is coming into being, which in compositional terms means coming to mean:

the juncture of thought and language in the making of meaning" (Berthoff,

1981, p. 57).

In an attempt to explore the recurring features of backward movement in

writing, Perl (1980) observed the composing processes of many types of writ-

ers including college studenta. She found three recursive features. Two,

which involved re-reading bits of discourse and focuding on the topic, were
easy to document. However, a third recursive movement, because the move

occurs inside the writer, was not so easy to document. Borrowing from phi-

losopher Eugene Gendlin (1978), Perl termed this focus of the writer's at-

tention to inner reflections "felt sense."

Pert has labeled this process of attending, of calling up a felt sense

and of writing out of that place, the process of retrospective structur-
ing.

In- the process of writing, we begin with what
is inchoate and end with Something that is
tangible. In order to do So, we both discover
and construct what we mean. Yet the term
'discover' ought not lead us to think that
meaning exists fully formed inside of us and
that all we need do is dig deep enough to re-
lease it. In writing, meaning cannot be dis-
covered the way we discover an object on an
archeological dig...[Writing] involves us in a
process of coming-into-being. (p. 367)

When writers are successful at what Perl refers to-as the process of retied-

spective structuring or coming-into-being (what Berthoff calls the mesning7

making process), they end up with a product that teaches them something,

that clarifies what they know (or what they knew at one point only implicit-

ly), and that "lifts out or explicates or enlarges" their experience (p.

368). "Meaning is not what you start out with but what you end up with"

tElbow, 1973, O. 15).
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Descriptions of the composing process by established writers, particu

larly with regard to planning, differ markedly from descriptions by many

composition teachers and textbooks. Emig (1971) contrasts a description o'

the composing process in a widely used handbook with accounts by profession-
al writers. The handbook suggests that "writing is a tidy, accretive affair

that proceeds by elaborating a fully pre=conceived and formulated plan,"

While professional writers describe writing as a process of discovery (p.

22). "The writer listens for evolving meaning" (Murrr-, 1982) or to what

Britton (1978' calls the "inner voice": writers "shape the point of ut=

terance" (Britton, 1972).

Murray (1968, 1978) quotes numerous professional writers wh_) link writ-
ing with discovery.

Edward AIbee: Writing has got to be an act of discovery...I write to find
out what I'm thinking about.

James Baldwin: You go into a book and you're in the dark, really. You go
in with a certain fear and trembling. You know one thing. You know
you will not be the same ptrsbn when this voyage is over. But you
don't know what's going to happen to you between getting on the boat
and stepping off.

Alan Dugan: When I'm successful, find the poem will come out saying
something that I didn't know, believe, or had intellectually agreed
with.

Joanne Greenherg: Your writing is trying to tell you something. Just lend
an ear.

GabrieI_Fieldiu: Writing to me is a voyage, an odyssey, a discovery,
because I m never certain of precisely what I will find.

E.M. Forster: How do I know what I think until I see what I say?

Henry Miller: Writing, like life itself, is a voyage of discovery.

Wright Morrie: The language leads, and we continue to follow where it
leads.

(1978, pp. 101=102)
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(For more accounts by professional writers concerning the act of Writing;

see Write -rs at Work; The Paris Review Interviews; edited by M. Crowley,

1957;1963;196719741982.)"Thepro-cesSOf Writing"of using language

to discover meaningand communicate--is a significant human act," concludes

Murray. "The better we understand how people write"how people think--the

better we may be able to write and to teach writing" (p. 101).

Somers (1980) observed that student writers "constantly struggle to

bring their essays into congruence with a predefined meaning" while exPeri

enced writers do the opposite: '"they seek (tO create) meaning" (p. 385).

The complex dynamic. relationship between the parts and the whole in the work

of experienced writers destroys the linear model: "Writing cannot develop

like a line because each addition or a deletion is a reordering of the

whole...Writing appears to be more a seed than a line" (pp. 385, 386).

Inexperienced writers, such as '.hose Shaughnessy (1977) and Perl (1978)

Studied, are particularly uncomfortable with diStionance. Perl (1980) ob

served that the degree to which skilled and unskilled writers use the pro

cess of retrospective structuring depends upon the model of the writing pro

cess they have internalized:

Those who realize that writing can be recursive
process have an easier time with writing, lOok
ingi_and discovering; Those who subscribe to
the linear model find themselves easily fruS
trated when what they write does not_ittedi
ately correspond to what they planned or when
what they produce leaves then with little
sense of accomplishment. Since they haVe
relied on a formulaic approach, they often
produce writing that is formulaic as
thereby cutting themselves off from the
possibilities of discovering something new
(p. 368).

Learning to write involves "learning to tolerate ambiguity, of learning that

the making of meaning is a dialectical process" (Berthoff, 1981, p. 71).

Plank(' (1979a) noted that unskilled college writers were overly con

cerned with "correct" wording during composing and were anxious unless they

Were actually transcribing.
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During their pause, they were usually glancing
around the room or staring into mid=air,
sometines as a diversion and at other times in
the hope that the correct spelling or the
correct word or something else to say would
suddenly appear to them. They usually did not
rescan their own text for the help they needed.
Perhaps they did not feel they could find the
Answers in their own writing. (p. 276)

Because they were only "subsidiarily aware" of thinking and were "focally
aware" of text presentation (PoIyani, 1962), the act of writing accomplished
little for these inexperienced writers. "Undue concern with transcription,"

notes Smith (1981), "can interfere with composition, the creative and ex-

ploratory aspect of writing..." (p. 794).

Based on a detailed study of how fluent writers work, Smith (1981) dis=

cusses twenty-one basic misconceptions about the nature of writing and about
the manner in which proficient writers usually write--misconceptions common-
ly held by inexperienced writers and their teachers, including those in this
study. "Writing in many classrooms,".concludes Smith, "is an unnatural

activity" (p. 792).

Pianko (1979b) found that if writing was school-sponsored and had to be
written Within limits prescribed by the teacher, the composing process was
inhibited: "There is just so much energy a person is willing to give to

please others..There seemed to be very little gained from the composing act

except meeting a school requirement" (pp. 11, 12). Concludes Pianko,

"Teachers must..include writing experiences...which evolve from within stu-
dents" (p. 18).

Britton et al. (1975) observed that often student writers only became
involved at the extrinsic level of satisfaction; they satisfied only the
minimum demands of the writing tasks, which resulted in what he calls "per-

functory writing." However, when intrinsically involved, when they make the

tasks their own--in Perl'a terms, when their "felt sense deepened"--they
began to satisfy themselves as well as their teachers.

Emig (1971) concluded that composition teaching is essentially other-
directed.
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The concern is with sending a message, a
communication out into the world for the
edification, enlightenment, and ultimately
the evaluation of another. Too often, the
other is a teacher, interested chiefly in a
product he can criticize rather than a pro-
cess he can help initiate through imagin-
ation and sustain through empathy and
support. (p. 97)

As we continue to learn about the psychological processes involved in writ-

ing, through more observational studies and accounts of experienced writers,

the salient belief that writing is an outer-directed process implied in

various teaching methods will continue to be challenged.
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Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

Participants

Three college freshmen who were full-time students at Old Dominion Uni-

versity (ODU), Norfolk, Virginia, served as case study participants. Two

were female (white) and one was male (white). Each had graduated in June

1981 from a high school within a twenty-five mile radiuti of ODU. Placed in
}asic writing, on the basis of a university-wide Writing Sample Placement

Test (WSPT), each participant was enrolled in a basic writing class at ODU's

Writing Center duringthefall term, 1981. The three Student writers varied

in tneir degree of negative attitude toward writing (from slightly to highly
negative). Selection procedures will be discussed under "Data Collec=
tion."

Old Dominion University is a state-supported urban regional university

in the southeastern Virginia city of Norfolk with an enrollment of over
15,000 students. Forty-five percent of ODU's entering students arc

graduates from high schools within a twenty-five mile radius of ODU known as

Tidewater, which consists of the cities of Chesapeake, Hampton, Newport

News, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk and Virginia Beach.

Although ODU is rot an open-admissions university, the door is open
quite wide: to be admitted to ODU, students must have a combined SAT score

of 950 and rank in the upper half of their graduating clASS, with better-

than average (C) grades in at least twelve academic subjects. If students

meet only one qualification, they may be admitted provisionally, by invita-
tion, through the Academic Opportunity Program (AOP). One of the partici-

pants in this study was admitted through this program.

Approximately one-third of the students who enter Old Dominion Univer-

sity each fall manifest difficulty in writing and are placed, on the basis

of a university -wide Writing Sample Placement Test (WSPT), in basic writing

classes at the Writing Center rather than in freshman composition. Students
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are placed in basic writing classes for a variety of reasons. They may fail

to adhere to several conventions (for example, spelling, punctuation,

syntax, usage) to the extent that much of the meaning of their texts is lost

and/or their essays may reflect a lack of understanding of the writing pro-

cess and test-taking strategies (for dealing with the constraints of task,
time and length). The three participants in this study were representative

of those who fail the WSPT. (See Appendix A for test copies and re-
sults).

Whether studente are placed in basic writing or freshman composition,
their writing abilities can be developed: they can became more skilled in

writing; they can become more mature writers. Many students who pass ODU's

WSPT and place in freshman composition are still undkilled/basicideveloping

writers and may have negative attitudes which interfere, in varying degrees,

with the development of their writing abilities. Those studenta who fail

this test can generally be considered, except in borderline cases perhaps,

more unskilled in writing than those who pass. Also, because the very

placement in basic writing often, at least initially, causes already exist-

ing negative attitudes to surface, the three research participants were
selected from this population.

The field of research was limited to the Tidewater area of Virginia so

that travel would be minimal and the data easily accessible. Furthermore,

the groundwork for this research had already been laid. The researcher had

made presentations at various Tidewater schools and had already interviewed

over fifty high school English teachers and their supervisors in Tidewater

in connection with a pilot study (1980).

Data Collection

In tracing the development of negative attitude toward writing from the

secondary to the postsecondary level, I used a case study approach, borrow-

ing from ethnographic techniques. To cross-check data, thud maximizing the

validity of the study, I utilized a variety of information-gathering de-
__

Vices: a survey instrument, collections of writing samples, informal writ-

t n resp3azes to questions and topics, structured interviews and participant
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In the beginning of a basic writing (BW) class, which I also taught, I

administered the Daly-Miller Writing Apprehension Measure to fifteen pos-

sible research participants--students who were placed in basic writing and

had grsduated from high schools in the Tidewater area of Virginia.

Daly-Miller Writing Apprehension Measure. (1975)

Directions: Below are a series of statements.
please indicate the degree to Which each state-
ment applies to you by circling whether you (1)
strongly agree, (2) agree, (3) are uncertain (4)
disagree, or (5) strongly disagree with the
statement. While some of these statements may
seem repetitious, take your time and try to be
as honest as possible. Thank you for your coop-
eration in this matter.

1. I avoid writing.
2. 1 have no fear of my writing being evaluated.
3. I look forward to writiag doWn my ideas.
4. I am afraid of writing essays when I know they will be evaluated.
5. Taking a composition course is a very frightening experience.
6. Handing in a composition makes me feel good.
7. My mind seems to go blank When I start to work on a composition.
8. Expressing ideas through writing seems to be a waste of time.
9. I would enjoy submitting my writing to magazines for evaulation

and publication.
10. I like to write my ideas down.
11. I feel confident in my ability to cearly express -Jiy ideas in

writing.
12. 1 like to have my friends read what I have written.
13. I'm nervous about writing.
14. People seem to enjoy what I write.
15. 1 enjoy writing.
16. I never seem to be able to clearly write down my ideas.
17. Writing is a lot of fun.
18. I expect to do poorly in composition classes even before I enter

them.
19. I like seeing my thoughts on paper.
20. Discussing my writing with others is an enjoyable experience.
21. I have a terrible time organizing my_idead in a composition course.
22. When I hand in a composition I know I'm going *.:o do poorly.
23. It's easy for me to write good compositions.
24. I don't think I write as well as most other people.
25. I don't like my compositions to be evaluated.
26. I'm no good at writing.
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The formula for scoring is: Writing Apprehension =. 78 + Positive Scores -
Negative Scores.

Single scores may range from a low of 26 to a high of 130. In the
sanple of 15, the mean score was 68.8 with a standard deviation of 13.2.
Individuals Scoring one standard deviation above the mean score (82) on
writing apprehension were classified as high apprehensives, while those
scoring one standard deviation below were classified as low apprehensives.
The remaining individuals were classified as moderately apprehmsive.

Jan 65 Moderately Apprehensive
Tom 69

Charlene 98 Highly Apprehens ive

Figure 1. Scores of the three research par-
ticipants on the Daly-Miller Writing Apprehen-
sion /4tasure.

This measurement instrument uses a Likert-type scale format with five
possible responses per item, ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly dis-
agree" and provides a quick means of identifying students with negative
attitudes toward writing. Mile many of the twenty -six items are specific-
ally concerned with writing anxiety (for example, Item 13--"I'm nervous
about writing."), many others are concerned with general attittrle toward
writing (for example, Item 15--"T enjoy writing.") .

While a survey is useful as a starting point in defining and describing
attitudes toward writing and later as a reference point in cross-checking
information obtained through journal entries, personal interviews and obser-
vations, it is not the best means for uncovering the development of an
attitude. Tracing the development of an attitude requires a human observer,
who can see in the responses a pattern which will lead to an interpretation.
Consequently, to collect data, T. relied on nonstandardized instruments,
including myself.
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The writing samples collected included the Writing Sample Placement

Test (WSPT) and informal written responses to questions/topics concerning

writing and students' perceptions of themaelvee as writers, such as (1) How
do you see yourself as a writer? (2) Recollections of hou you learned to

write, (3) Writing is like... (4) What problems did you encounter in writ-

ing? and (5) How do you feel about the piece of writing you are submitting

for evaluation? These responses, written in the first three weeks of the

semester-long basic writing course, were used as a cross-check of data

derived from the objective survey instrument.

High school records were Also checked to obtain verbal SAT scores,

coursework in English and grades received, grade point average and class
rank.

Next, structured interviews were conducted with all fifteen students to

learn their writing histories, including their perceptions and memories of
writing instruction. The interviews provided a wealth of information to

consider before mrrowing my study to three cases, as well as a broader

understanding of the development of attitude toward writing.

For all interviews with students, I used a core of questions, based on
items from the Daly- Miller Writing Apprehension Measure.

Student Interview Guide--Writing History

1. Do you enjoy writing?
2. Do you fear your writing being evalvated?
3. Do yon look forward to writing down your ideas?
4. Is taking a composition course a frightening experience?
5. Does handing in a composition make you feerzood?
6. Does your mind go blank when you start to write a composition?
7. Do you think expressing_ ideas through writing is a waste of time?
8'. Would you enjoy submitting your writing to magazines for evaulation

and publication?
9. Does writing ever make you nervous?

10. Are you able to clearly write down your ideas? Do you have
difficulty organizing your ideas?

11. Is it generally easy for you to write good compositions?
12. Do you expect to d poorly in comoositon classes even before

entering them?
13. Do you think you write -as well as most other people?
14. Do you write letters often?
15. Do you like to have your friends read your writing?
16. Jo you think doing workbook exercises helps you improve your

writing?
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17. Do you accept positions in groups that involve writing?
18. Do you think of the teacher as the audience for most school

writing?
19. Can you recall experiences with writing in elementary school?

Junion High?
20. How much writing did you do in high'school? What kind?
21. What were your feelings going into the Writing Sample Placement

Test (WSPT)? When you left? How did you feel when you learned
the results?

I also added individualized questions based on information derived from

other sources, such as informal writing high school records and observa-
tions. in the interviews, I asked studenta to recall and discuss prior

writing experiences as far back as elementary school. (Sea Appendix B for
representative examples of transcripts of interviews.)

All intervfrws were conducted and tape-recorded in the privacy of my
office and generally forty=five minutes. Students were interviewed only
once. With all students, I was informal and casual but purposeful during

the interviews. While some students reluctantly entered my office, uncer-

tain of the purpose of the interview and how they should behave, once I

explained the purpose and the interview was in progress, they relaxed and

seemed pleased to have the one-to-one attention, especially in college.

From the start, students seemed to view me more as an interested teacher

conducting research than as an impersonal researcher, and the rapport

established during the interviews carried over into the classroom set-
ting.

I not only was a writing teacher/tutor but also a researcher/observer

and moved back and forth between the two roles in mybasic writing class.

For example, I would sometimes interrupt students in the process of writing

and ask them what they were doing and why. After recording information in

my role as a researcher/observer, I would often shift to my teacher/tutor
role and interven , perhaps suggesting another strategy or raising a ques-
tion.
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Also early in the BW class, I observed and recorded in a journal how

the fifteen students behaved when confronted with writing tasks and what

strategies they followed to complete these tasks. I noted those students

who were particularly interested in their writing histories. After collect-

ing all data on tifteen students, I then selected three students for in-

depth study and collected additional data.

Selection_Procedures

Initially, I ranked the sampling of fifteen students according to their

scores on the Daly-Miller Writing Apprehension Measure. Then, I cross-

checked this ranking with information derived from selected writing tasks,

observations, and interviews, and placed the fifteen students into one of
four categories:

(1) highly negative attitude toward writing,

(2) mid-negative attitude toward writing,

(3) slightly negative attitude toward writing, and

(i) positive attitude toward writing.

Students in the first category expressed a very strong dislike of writing

while students in the second category had mixed feelings but leaned more

toward the negative. Students in the third category found some aspect of

writing particularly unenjoyable, and students in the fourth category found

writing generally enjoyable. Most students placed in the second and third

categories.

Of the fifteen Students, three had highly negative attitudes toward
writing. One of these three students wrote, "Writing is like being at a

construction site for three years without food or drink." While he allowed

me to interview him, he did not talk about h.s w-icing history in any

detail; therefore, I did not sele4 him for in-depth study. I finally

selected another atudent with a highly negative attitude toward writing and

two others whose attitudes varied from slightly to mid-negative. In order

to get some consensus that there was a range of negative attitudes, I Asked

two basic writing instructors and a director of a basic writing program to
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categorize roughly the three participants according to their attitudes

toward writing. For the purpose of this study, defining the precise degree

of negative attitude toward writing for each student was not crucial;

rather, it was important that the three selected participants represented a

range of/negative attitudes from slightly to highly negative.

After selecting three research participants out of the sampling of

fifteen, I conducted interviews with the former high school EngliSh teachers

of each to cross-check information derived froth interviews with the three

students and learn how these teachers perceived writing, writing inatruction

and these particular students' attitudes toward writing. To avoid teachers

being defensive and to maximize data collection, I began by eating case=

specific questions, sometimes seeking teachers' reactions to quotations from

student interviews; rather than questioning teachers about their own atti-

tudes and practices. Again, I used a core of questions as well.

Teacher Interview Guide

1. lipuid you briefly describe the course or courses took
with you?

2. How would you describe 's attitude toward writing?
3. Instructions for Writing

a. Do you provide topics.
b. Do you ask students to write for different audiences?

4. Kinds of Writing
a. Essay responses?
b. Journals?
c. Other?

5. Support for Writing
a. How do you help students with their- writing?
b. Do you deal with student writing only after it is finished

or do you involve yourself in the writing process? If you
involve yourself, how?

c. Do your students engage in peer reading? If so, how such
time is devoted to this activity?

d. What approach do you take if a student is having difficulty?
6. Evaluation

a. How do you evaluate a piece of writing? What do you look for?
b. When do you evaluate?
c. What form (or forms) does your evaluation take? Grades?

Written responses?
d. HoW did respond to your evaluation?

7. What is your reaction to 's WSPT?
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All questions from the interview guide were not asked of English teachers

Who had students in classes that involved little writing, such as tradition-
al grammar Classes.

The interviews were conducted in high schools during the teachers'

free/planning periods and generally lasted forty-five minutes. Teachers

were interviewed once, and the interviewL, When permission was granted, were

tape-recorded and later transcribed. (See Appendix B).

While all teachers initially perceived tape recording as Somewhat in=

hibitina or threatening, most teachers overcame their anxieties and allowed

the interview to be taped. Only one teacher refused; in this instance, I

took notes and asked the teacher to check their accuracy. In two cases, one

teacher, due to relocation, was unavailable, and in another case, a teacher

could not recall the student. Most teachers, however, were available,

interested, cooperative, and remembered their former students very well.

AsSiatant principals were almost always responsible for scheduling the
interviews Some only notified the teachers and left the place of the in-

terviews '. to me, while others suggested or arranged a meeting place. Some

assistant principals, and some principals, were curioua about my research,

and some ven offered information about students in my study and views about

student a titude toward writing in general.

Int rview locations within the schools varied. Sometimes I stayed in a
library onference room or an English office or faculty dining reom and

teachers came to me; other times I interviewed teachers in their own class-
rooms.

Be ause I knew that initially I would be perceiVed as an outsider, I
Was sensitive to the way I entered the high school setting, careful to

establish a role that would facilitate the collection of data 'I made every

effort to learn teachers' perspectives inside the school setting. By the

end of the interviews, teachers seemed to shift their view of me as an out-

sider/researcher to a classroom teacher conducting research.
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One high school English teacher was extremely cautious. AA I entered

her classroom, she stopped me with a barrage of questions: Are you a

graduate student conducting research? Are you a full-time member of the

faculty of ODU? Do you teach writing? When I told her I was a full-time

writing teacher at ODU and a former high school.English teacher, I sensed

her approval and proceeded with the interview; She responded hdheatly and

at length to my questions. Indeed, she sacrificed her lunch break so that

We could talk further and even invited me to return after I had interviewed

other teachers.

At the other extreme, some teachers were eager to chat even before I

explained the purpose of my research, and they did not appear interested in

my background excet that I was from ODU. Same teachers were reluctant to

sacrifice their own "free" period; some felt they could not be helpful; some

wondered whether I could be trusted; but all seemed glad to have an inter-

ested listener.

All tape-recorded interviews with students and teachers were _ranscrib-

ed within one week following the interviews and read before being filed for

later study.

Data Analysis

Instead of collecting all data before subjecting it tO interpretation,

I began interpreting each piece of evidence as it became available during

the process of research; Thus I immediately began developing a case, fol-

lowing the approach suggested by Diesing (1971). Several kinds of evidence

(a survey, observation in-depth interviews) were used to build each case.

Over the project period, evidence gradually accumulated until various obser-

vations Started to form a tentative pattern.

Since I could not go back in time and observe the participants in high

school, I relied on their memories and self-reported data disclosed in in-

terviews. While self-reporting is probbematic because of possible distor-

tion, this researcher believes we are also guided by our "distortiond" or

personal truths--our perceptions of events. We are guided by what we be-
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lieve to be true. However, by using two forms of self-reporting with par-

ticipants (a survey and interviews) and cross-checking the data through in-

terviews with others as well as through observation, distortion was mini-

mized.

In the testimonies of the three participants, I initially considered

numerous factors--aelf-concept; writing in school and outside school; pre-

ferred kind of writing; high school English curriculum; decision- waking re-

garding high school English courses (if applicable); cognitive style in the

interview; influence of family and peers on attitude toward writing; and

attitude toward grammar instruction, reading and placement in basic writing.

I gave more weight, however, to each student'i reported self-concept as a

writer, general attitude toward writing, amount and kind of writing practice

in high school and range of audience, attitude toward writing instruction

and evaluation, writing process (own and general understanding); and I gave

most weight to each student's beliefs about writing and prior writing ex-

periences in high school.,

As we talked, some students were able to see and articulate connections

between prior writing experience and attitude formation, while others could

not make explicit connections. Sometimes the students, not having studied

composition theory, perceived a writing experience as positive when, from

the perspective of someone grounded in theory, it could be perceived as

negative. While I recorded students' perceptions, I did not rely on them

blindly. Instead, I finally depended upon my interpretation which summa-

rized my perceptions of a variety of sources and which I cross-checked with

other experts in the field. N

After each interview with a student, I began to develop the caae. I

jottedj down notes or wrote freely immediately following the interview. At

that point, I tried to capture the student's perspective as a writer. A

week later, I read the transcript of the interview, making both marginal and

summary notes. I then cross-checked these notes with (1) earlier notes of

my initial impressions, (2) other notes based on observations in the basic

Writing cla64, and (3) student responses concerning writing and attempted to

synthesize the data collected to date.



In the testimonies of the teachers, I focused on teacher attitude

toward writing and teachers' perceptions of the participants' attitudes

toward writing. I noted my impressions following the interviews, this time
_

taking the teachers perspective. I then cross-checked my new notes with

previous ones. A week later, I studied transcripts of teacher interviews

and wrote again, reinterpreting each case.

My next step was to construct a unified picture, given the data I had

collected. I reviewed and re-studied all the data, fitting together obsei
nations in a tentative pattern, and drafted each case;

In order to build a case, the case study researcher cannot remain de-

tached like the experimenter and survey researcher but must necessarily

become involved. However, I attempted to counter observer bias in several

ways.

Rather than simply recording my impressions, using what ethnographers

refer to as "disciplined subjectivity" (Eritkson, 1973), I made every

attempt to block prior knowledge and relaThg attitudes, accepting inter-

OieweesWithout judgement or evaluation - -as they were. I also cross-check-

ed information and constantly monitored and tested my reactions throughout

the research procesi. I encouraged studenta sad teachers involved in the

proiect to speculate aDout events which may have contributed to the develop-

ment of negative attitudes toward writing (both in general and in particular

cases); I informally discussed certain aspects of cases with interested

colleaguea; and finally, I asked experts in the field to serve as consult-

ants and to give me their interpretations of transcripts of the inter-
views.

For each case, I used between five and seven consultants. The consult-

ants included two supervisors :sf secondary English instruct-.on; a director

of graduate studies in EngliSt. (formerly a freshman composition director); a

freshman composition instrhctor who had also taught basic writing, two

directr_y of university writiag centers; a curriculum theorist; and one

gradua.:e s dent, one professor, and two coordinators of English Education.

The consultants came from three different regions--the Northeast, Southeast
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and Midwest--and all had a strong interest and background in composition
theory and practice.

I purposely left the form and length of response up to the consultants;

each handled the task differently. (See Appendix C.) I read each consult-

ant's comments as soon as I received them, each time checking a consultant's

reactions against my own. While the general interpretations of cases never

conflicted, as can be expected, what consultants saw as significant varied

according to their backgrounds and perspectives. In the final draft of each

case study, I often quoted consultants, again in an effort to minimize sub-

jectivity.

In writing about each case, I began with .the student'S Self-concept as
a writer and the student's attitude toward writing. I then presented the

student's writing history chronologically, focusing on the high School

years, and ended with my interpretation of th.: student's case with regard to

the development of negative attitude toward writing, supported by consult=

ants' interpretations.

After drafting the narratives for each case, I carefully studied one

case (Charlene) to explore possible sources of a negative attitude toward

writing. I began by identifying the student's belief about herself as a

writer and, in an attempt to trace belief formation, began writing down

beliefs about the nature of writing that emerged from the data. I then ex-

plored possible sources for beliefs about the nature of writing.

In addition to beliefs about self as writer and beliefs about the

nature of writing, two other categories also became evident: beliefs about

good writers or good writing and beliefs about the evaluation of writing.

Next, I tentatively arranged the categories and beliefs hierarchically, also
noting possible sources. I followed the same procedure for the other two

cases whose narraties I had already drafted but began discussing possible
sources in greater detail. Four categories remained consistent--beliefs

about (1) the nature of writing, (2) good writing or good writers, and (3)

evaluation of writing, and (4) self as writer.
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After tegorizing the beliefs for all three cases,,I then explored

possible sources for each of the beliefs. I also attempted to see how the

various beliefs and categories related to each other and whether or not

there was a pattern for each case and, finally, across cases.
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Chapter 4

CASE HISTORIES

The language, the language
fails them

They do not know the words
'or have not

the courage to use them...
William Carlos Williams

Jan's Case

At Prince Edward High School, Jan was a member of the field hockey and

soccer teams and belonged to various clubs. Her teachera described Jan as

"very popular." Jan attributed her popularity in school, in part, to her

older brother's influence: "Being around his friends was a way of me making

friends."

The total atudent population at Prince Edward High School is 1,550.

Approximately thirty-five percent of the graduates go on to four-year_coI-

leges and an Additional twenty percent to two-year postsecondary institu-

tions. Jan graduated with a 3.3 grade point average ranking 57th out of 550

in her class.

While Jan ranked high academically in high school, her verbal SAT score
was a low 330. In addition, her high error count on Old Dominion Univer-

sity's Writing Sample Placement Test prevented her from enrolling in fresh-
.

man composition, requiring her to enroll in General Studieti 050, Basic Writ-

ing. Jan was provisionally admitted to Old Dominion University through the

Academic Opportunity Program.

Jan rsonally enjoys expressing herself in writing, for writing, in

her words is a "silent way to say how I feel." As the secondary English

supervisor in Jan's school system perceptively observed:
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Jan seems ripe for teaching. Fine already
recognizes the utilitarian value of writing
in studying for tests and in improving grades
in all courses; and she enjoya corresponding
with her grandparents, who respond positively
to her letters. She also seems to have some
acceptable writing,habits--leaving blanks for
words when she cannot find the precise ones,
focusing on a thesis statement to give her
direction, and freewriting from then on.

Jan seems to like writing but feels frustrated with the process of tlkin:>-

lating her ideas into words when pressured to write, as in school writing,

and fears evaluation.

Jan feels she is knowledgeable but the "knowledge does not come out"

when she writes: "It gets stuck up there and I write something different...

Somehow I can't write What I actually mean...It's as if there was a mental

barrier between thoughts in my head and...thoughts on paper." This mismatch

of what she wants to write and what she actually writes frequently occurs

with teacher-assigned writing. Her frust,ation is intensifiedto the point

of depression by negative teacher feedback in the form of "red marks" which

righ and that Sht had
.

time. She is "torn," in one English supervisor's words, "between the belief

that teachers must criticize and the fear of'red marks."

Jan's recollections of writing during her elementary and junior high

school years are vague. During the first five years, she recalls doing more

grammar study than writing; in sixth grade, writing monthly book reports;

and in eight grade, writing about what she did over the summer. She fondly

recalls her fifth, eight and ninth grade language arts teachers, whom she

describes as "excellent...because they related to students on a personal

level." They were teachers she could trust. Jan, observes a supervisor of

English instruction, "equates teacher trust with teaching excellence."
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Jan ranked her tenth and eleventh grade English teachers as her best

teachers because they were personable and helpful. Ms. Wall, Jan's tenth

grade English teacher, however, could not recall Jan: "There were so many
like her. I see so many students. She doesn't stand out." Jan earned a

slightly above average grade of "B" in English 10 and opted to take American

Studies in her junior year.

Jan particularly liked Ms. Hull, her American studies English teacher:
"We were really good friends." Ms. Hull recalled that Jan worked very hard

on any paper she turned in, and that when working on difficult topics, she '4

occasionally sought help after school. She noted, too, that Jan became

easily discouraged if she did not attain a high grade. Ms. Hull speculated

that some of Jan's frustrations may have resulted from her feeling of in-

feriority to her older brother, with whom Jan was very close and who was an

excellent student. Jan credited her older brother with being "the smart one

in the family" and added that she felt comfortable asking him for help. Ms.

Hull suspected he helped Jan with her writing and observed tha

/7
Jan "seemed

lost" when he left for college.

Given Jan's "B" average in American Studies, Ms. Hull recom anded Jan

take average English her last year and, since Jan planned to go to college,

she- advised-her-to take-a-Semeater_af _Advent od-Composit

took Ms. Hull's advice: "I knew I'd be doing a lot of writing in college

and needed more help in writing. I also knew senior English wasn't just all

writing papers." She elected to take Advanced Composition in the spring,

closest to the time she would be entering college.

Until her senior year, Jan saw herself as an "average writer." Except
during her junior year, she had been in average English classes since junior

high school and had thought her writing "not bad but not the best." She

believed she wrote as well as most other people. While Jan's papers had

their share of "red marks," her experience with school writing was generally

positive and classroom environments generally supportive, enabling Jan to

function productively. Because her teachers, in her eleven years of school-

ing, had not given her cause to think otherwise, Jan assumed her self-

concept as a writer was accurate.
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In her senior year, Jan's perception of herself as a writer was shaken,

however, when she was told "flat out" by her senior high teacher that she

"couldn't write." Ms. Brewster assumed Jan's teachers had told her this
before, but Jan protested: "No...they thought my writing was average."

Even though Jan knew this teacher had a reputation for "cutting people

down," Ms. Brewster's negative evaluation gave Jan "a big complex." While
the teacher's aggressive approach may motivate some students to perform

better, Jan was intimidated and hurt by the negative, derogatory comments.

She was also in a dileiums. Should she trust eleven years of generally po-

itive response to her writing or this one senior English teacher's highly

negative response?

While other teachers whom I interviewed thought it was odd that I had

identified Jan as haling a negative attitude toward writing--"There certain-

ly are far worse cases"--Ms. Brewster thought Jan a "classic case of

negative attitude," particularly a negative attitude toward Ms. Brewster's

criticism of her writing:

She just never liked to be criticized. When
she was, she got on a high horse...I can just

--see'her-sittin&_in...the classroom most dis-
illusionedillusioned about herself...When we wer--dbiiir-
the research paper, I talked to her ab ut her
style--her involved, complex, almost u intel-
ligible sentencesand her lovely blue !yes
would cloud over with tears because she could
not handle the idea she was less than perfect.

"The research paper," according to MS. Brewster, "was the big trauma." The

paper was composed in stages, week by week. For two weeks, the students

worked on developing thesis statements in class discussion and individual

conferences. Then a preliminary outline was required the third week and so

on, methodically, step-by-step through most of the semester.
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The students mostly worked with teacher rather than peer comments. Ms.

Brewster tried peer editing but found whenever she gave them writing to

evaluate, they "just superficially criticized it." She explained: "In

their senior year, they hadn't really been prepared to evaluate, and con-

sidering all I was supposed to do--produce a research paper among other

things..."

Ms. Brewster believes Jan, who had been in an accelerated English class

in her junior year, thought she would "breeze right through an average group

with no difficulty, and then she ran up against this writing problem." Ac-

cording to Ms. Brewster, Jan could not

clarify; simplify; amdcommunitate...She was
trying to be poetic and flowery and was never
able to simply say something basic in a
sentence...When I would show her how to switch
a phrase or a clause or just cut it out, maybe
cut out whole sentences; even whole paragraphs-
she couldn't un!erstand. She got this fix
somewhere in the past...that to be flowery, con:-
fUsing; backwards; was the thing. To simply
communicate was not the thing;

Ms. Brewster alsO believes that part of Jan's problem was that she was so

ingrained with "teenage, superficial, preppy cliches...that she was unable

------tc-pere-away-t-trat-supert/TMag-ataTbgue and get doWn' to What she 'Want-idEa--

64y." MS. Brewster explained that while Jan's language may have sounded

fine to her friends; this same language was inappropriate for formal or

academic writing; Ms. Brewster did not encourage atUdents to use writing as

a way of learning; she demanded academic writing at all times;

Ms; Brewster believes Jan's writing problem had been developed for

years but that since none of her teachers had told her, Jah developed an un-

realistic picture of herself'as a writer. Ms. Brewster did not hesitate to

tell Jan she had a writing problem; wever, she did not believe she could

help Jan: "Jan never really saw the problem. I had the feeling all through

the year that she felt I was the villain; I was wrong." While this teacher

was not wrong about Jan being an unskilled writer, her lack of understanding

of Jan's dilemma appeared harmful; and her aggressive, negative approach

heightened Jan's fear of evaluation. Jan did not view Ms. Brewster's criti-

cism as constructive. Ms. Brewster describes herself as "perhaps the one

teacher who did not see Jan as solid gold."
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Why hadn't Jan's previous teachers told her about her writing problem?

Ms. Brewster speculates that her teachers might have been reluctant because

Jan was "such a lovely gir)," popular, extremely conscientious and interest-

ed, and had a mother who was very involved in school functions. Another

teacher also speculated about teacher attitude: "So many students aren't

motivated. They, just don't care. And when we have a student like Jan who

is motivated, even though she was perhaps grade-motivated, we are so grate-

ful."

English 12-Average surveys literature through the Wettern Literature
text. Longer works studied include Canterbury Tales, Macbeth, and Crystal_

Gave. Styles of writing are explored through the study of the essay,

sonnet, short story, novel and term paper. It is interesting that Jan earn-

ed an "A" the first semester in Ms. Brewster's English class, the highest

grade she had received in English to date, and a "B" the second semester.

Ms. Brewster explained that these grades were not based on writing but

reflect other things--reading, literature...It
was an overall survey course, basically. Review
of grammar the first six weeks. She did fine on
that. Five or six novels to be read outSide class.
Highly objective testing on that. Did marvelous
on that. Did it all, did her °reading. The research
paper she reaIlycclabin2Ss10_1_00 poorly on because
it was so structured...any conscientious student
could make a B, if not an A. Had my grade been
exclusively on writing...

The fact that Jan earned a C in Mr. Wilson's Advanced Composition class in-

dicated, in Ms. Brewster's mind, "a real deficiency:"

_

Mr. Wilson, however, could not under-Stand how Jan could earn an A in

her first semester of senior English and have a "major problem" in writing.

At first, he could not recall Jan's writing problems specifically (which

surprised Ms. Brewster, who believed Jan's wordiness would have "driven him

crazy"), but Jan's grade of C indicated to him that she would have' some

difficulty with college writing." He explained that "she could have had

problems with organization or support. Even though we tell them [students]

a million times, they just write in generalizatiOns. Her word choice, could

have been poor...It's hard to break habits students have developed for

twelve years." Jan did not interpret her C in Advanced Composition as a bad

grade: "Mr. Wilson never gives A's, and he rarely gives B's," she ex-
,

plained.
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While MS. Brewster was eager to discuss Jan's attitude toward writing,
Mr. Wilson was reluctant because he didn't believe he could provide any in-
sights: "She didn't express any dominant attitude that I recall." Be

describes Jan as more dutiful about her work than enthusiastic." While she
did her assignments, Mk. Wilson never saw any "spark" in her writing. HA
did observe that Jan seemedmore motivated to please others than to please
herself. "Perhaps if Jan wrote to please herself..." he pondered.

Jan recalled her main problem in Advanced Composition --unnecessary
words and organization. While Jan saw Mr. Wilson as critical of her writ-
ing, she also saw his criticism as constructive: "Somehow, I don't know,

Advanced Compocition helped me--I don't know hoW to explain it--but Mr.
Wilson helped me through, you know, certain ways to write and everything."

Sometimes he marked out her sentences--even wrote paragraphs--and once he
read one of her essays to the class as an example of bad writing. Jan sud-
denly felt she was a "hopeless case." While she felt "really embarrassed"

(although he did not mention her name), she promised herself Lo try an "get
a better grade" next time. He read her next paper to the class as an ex-
ample of good writing. This time she felt proud.

When Jan did school writing, she wrote for the teacher: "You have to
know really what the teacher wants to know. I don't really write, you know,
what I like to write." ihenever she needed help in Mr. Wilson's class, he

would help her by crossing out a word and rewriting. "This would tell me
how he writes," Jan explained, "So I kind of followed that and, you know, it
helped me get a better grade." Jan seemed confused about the nature of
writing. In the words of one consultant, "She senses that writing should
have a purpose but holds the reductive notion that the purpose in many writ-
ing classes is to please the teacher-as-audience."

While Jan remembered feeling fruatrated and disappointed, spending "all
that time just for those red marks and getting all those words crossed out,"
"beating her brains just trying to get a good paper out," she described Mr.
Wilson as a "good teacher": "I learned a lot more from him than from other
teachers...he helped me with my writing." Jan did not get enough help with

her writing through her twelve years of schooling, however, to pass Old
Dominion University's Writing Sample Placement Test.
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When I showed her test to her Advanced Composition teacher, he noted
her high error counts and presumed that she must have been very anxious
about her writing. Surprisingly, Jan said she "felt real confident" going
into the test. She believed she would write competently since she had just

taken Advanced Composition: "If I just do everything Mr. Wilson taught
me 000"

In reality, Jan did not take time to plan or edit; she had no strate-

gies for writing a 500-word essay under pressure. Instead, she wrote for

the full ninety minutes, producing far more Words than the 500-word require-
ment: "I guess I just wrote...A lot of it was probabl- unnecessary words,

you know, repeats." When she learned she was placed in basic writing rather

than in freshman composition, Jan felt disappointed but rationalized that

many other students from Ms. BreWriter'S English classes were placed in Basic
Writing too: "It could be telling us something? Maybe we got the wrong

teacher." Jan vas confused, What had gone wrong?

Ms; Brvgzer'S treatment of Jan is no doubt one of the sources of Jan's

negative attitude toward writing; "Probably Ms. BrewSter," ObServed another

consultant "is too abrupt, too concerned with institutional forms, too ready

to pass off English as good writing and not concerned enough about what

'understanding' her students are struggling to create." It would be easy
_Sand empting_) _to attribute

.. .... _

however, it is hazardous to attribute too much casual significance to a
0

single event.

Jan was a good student in traditional terms: she was conscientious,

dutiful, cooperative, and earned good grades. In brief, she did well in

everything she learned how to do but she- never learned to write. One con-

sultant described Jan as "caught . a bind ... She's a good student... She

expects to do well academically...She's doing everything she knows how to

do, and it is not working for her. She's told She doesn't know how to

write, and she gets her words marked out, and then horrors, she's assigned

to GN ST 050 (Basic Writing)." This conSultant suspects the underlying

cause of Jan's negative attitude toward writing is the feeling that she had

been "betrayed by a system that she had been doing fairly well in." "Poor
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teaching, or lack of teaching," the consultant concluded, "causes negative

attitudes among stOdents who expect to do

From her knowledge of Jan's teachers, the supervisor of secondary

English instruction in Jan's school system concurred with this consultant's

judgment: Her teachers do not teach; they assign and examine, and their

evaluations are summative, focusing on the past product, unconcerned with

what revision and editing might effect. They do not handle writing as a

process.;;;A perceptive teacher should have concentrated Jan's attention on
revision."

Jan is obviously what Kellogg Hunt (1965) would call A "fluent" writer,

but in her senior year in high school, Jan's "flowery language," in the

words of a consultant, "met headon with the adult and sober expectations of

teachers who...emphasi2e the classical virtues of style: correctness,

appropriateness, dignity."

For eleven years, Jan thought she was an "average writer," that she

could write competently. Had she deceived herself or had her teachers, the

school system, deceived her? Although in an interview and in informal con

versations, Jan could not articulate this sense of betrayal and; in the

words of her English teachers' supervisor, "tried valiantly to be fair," a

chief source of Jan's negative attitude ,toward writing seems to be this

sense of betrayal rather than the more obvious negative feedback in-the form

of "red marks" and crossedout words. An underlying cause of JE:n'S negative

acitude toward writing and herself as a writer could stem from her teach
ers' confusion and lack of understanding of the nature of writing. Her

teachers, a consultant observed; "seem to have no clear understanding of

what they are teaching when they teach writing. They perceive it as a

collection of discrete parts, not as a holistic process...Jan never doOS

have a clear sense of What She is not doing; she had, instead, a rather

fragmented pel.:_eption of the flaws (wordiness, for example) in her Writ

ing...Thia Lgnotance results in reliance in fragmented criticism of stu

dents' written product rather than attention to the process.
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For eleven years, Jan had a generally positive attitude toward writing.

Perhaps, one might reason, that positive attitude interfeted with 1Qt learn-

ing to write because she thought- -from the generally positive Ges

1

che re-

sponse and good grades--she Rad learned to write competently. She had been

deceived, however, and, consequently, developed an unrealitic picture of

herself as a writer, a picture which was shattered her sehior yeerth high

school. While most of Jan's teachers (exept for their "red marks's) did not

discourage her as a writer, they also did not teacher her the process of

writing, especially revision, and important self- critical skills.

Instead, they responded positively to Jan's being a good student es well as

a pleasant person and so rewarded this fact, not her writing, with aood

grades.

BELIEFS

About s e Lf asWr iter

"I'm an average writer."*

About good writing

Good writing is "flowery."

3,-._,It.evaluation of writing

Critical evaluation of writing is the responsibility of the teacher.

The evaluation of writing is evaluation of the writer-perstn

Adout_the nature-of writing
40,

Writing involves directly transferring thoughts fym the mind to the paper.

*The quotation marks here and in subsequent cases indicate beliefs stated
directly by the student.



Writing

Writing

Writing

is a Linear process.

is learned frOM instruction.

is outer directed.

Bee4ief-about self as writer: " 'M an average writer."

Source

Jan believed she wrote as well as most other students--"not bad but not
the best." She had earned good grades in "average" English classes (and one
"above average" class) since junior high school. In high school English
classes, she earned 5 B's, 1 C and 1 A. A grade of 13 to Jan seems to mean
"average." While she earned a C in Advanced Composition, ohe considered

this grade "average" because her teacher, reportedly, never gave A's and
rarely g ave B's In all her twelve years of schooling, only one teacher--

her senior English teacher--gave her reason to think She was a poor writer.

Jart was able to d'iscount this judgement, hoWever, since earlier she had

earned an A and 4 15 from this teacher and, further, this teacher had a

raPutation, acc°rding to Jan, for "cutting people down." Thus, this

"contradiction" failed to cause Jan to revise her belief.

ief about122twriting

Good writing is flowery."

Source

This belie can be inferred from Ms. firewater's description of Jan's

writing:

She was trying to be poetic and flowery and
was never able to simply say something basic
In a sentence.
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Ms. Brewster believed Jan "got the fix somewhere in the past...that to be

flowery, confusing, backwards, was the thing. To simply communicate was not

the thing."

Jan recalled that one of her problems in Advanced Composition was

"Wordiness."

Beli efs about the evaluation of writing

Beli ef: Critical evaluation of writing is the responsibility of the
teacher.

Source

From the data, Jan appears totally dependent as a writer on the teach-

er. She wrote and then turned her product in to be criticized ("red marks")

by the teacher. Sometimes teachers (Ms Brewster and Ms. Wheeler, for

example) intervened in her writing process, switching "a phrase or a clause"

or "cutting out whole sentences, even whole paragraphs." Jan appears to

assume or trust that teachers know the way to write, and the "red marks" are
meant to be helpful. Peer evaluation of writing and the development of

self-critical skills does not appear to have been part of Jan's experience.

Ms. Brewster said she tried peer reading but found students "just superfi-

cially criticized" writing. "They hadn't really been prepared," she ex=

plained, "to evaluate" writing (prior to their senior year)--"and

considerng all I was supposed to do..."

Belief: The evaluation of writing is the evaluation of the writer-person.

Source

According to Ms. Hull, Jan became discouraged when her writing was not

evaluated positively when she received numerous "red marks" and did not

attain a high grade). Jan, however, was "really good friendS" with Ms.

Hull, and did not believe Ms. Hull disliked her because her writing wasn't

"the best," but Jan did seem to judge herself harshly. According to Ms.
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Brewster, Jan "just never liked to be criticized. When she was, she got on

A high horse...I can just see her sitting in the classroom most disillusion-

about herself...her lovely blue eyes would cloud over with tears because

she could not handle the idea she was less than perfect." Jan was popular

with both students and teachers. Ms. Brewster described herself as "perhaps

the one teacher who did not see Jan [not Jan's writing] as solid gold."

Beliefs about the nature of writing

Belief: Writing involves directly transferring thoughts from the mind to
the paper.

Source

In her twelve years of schooling, there is no evidence Jan learned co

use writing as a way of making meaning. She waits for the "knowledge to

come out" and gets frustrated when "it gets stuck up there." She can't

write what she actually means; she can't break through the "mental barrier

between thoughts in her head and...thoughts on paper." Jan does not mention

this frustration in relation to writing outside school (correspondence with

her grandparents, for example) but in relation to teacher-assigned or school

writing.

Source

From the data, we know that Ms. Brewster taught the writing of the re-

search paper as alinear process. Explained '423. Brewster:

The paper was composed in stages, week by week.
For two weeks, the students worked on developing
thesis statements in class discussion and indi-
vidual conferences. Then a preliminary outline
was required the third week and so on, methodically,
step-by-step through most of the semester...The
research paper she really couldn't do too poorly
on because it was so structured...any conscientious
student could make a B, if not an A.



Jan's notion of revision appeared to mean proofreading and thus was limited

to crossing out words and paragraphs (as Ms. Brewster and Mr. Wilson, her

teachers, did) or filling in blanks rather than reformulating ideas.

&elief: Writing islearned from instruction.

Source

Jan believed she would Write competently on the Writing Sample Place-

ment Teat becauSe she had just taken Advanced Composition and earned what

she considered an averag4, grade (C): "If I just do everything Mr. Wilson

taught me..." she reasoned-

Through the years, Jan's English teachers seemed to have encouraged her

dependency as a writer. She depended, it appears, on instruction; on learn-

ing the way to write from the teacher. She never learned that there are

many ways to write, and she never learned her way or ways.,,

Source

In school, Jan wrote exclusively for the teacher. She explained, "You

have to know really what the teacher wants to know. I don't really write,

you know, what I like to write." She might have reasoned: School writing

is something you have to do to please the teacher to earn a good grade. In

order to do so, you have to figure out what the teacher wants. You can't

write what you want to write. You have to write what the teacher wants the

way the teacher wants. Jan learned what the teacher wanted by checking her

:iriting with the teacher and observing which of her Words the teacher cross-

ed out and the teacher's rewriting. "IL helped me get a better grade," she

explained, and good grades were important to Jan ho was trying to be a good

student. Mr. Wilson, one of the teachers who, according to Jan, crossed out

Jan's words and rewrote for her, described Jan as "more dutiful about her

work than enthusiastic." He never saw any "spark" in her writing and ob-
tl.

served that she seemed more motivated to please others than to please her-
/self.
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Tom'S CASe

Big Bay High School was built twelve years ago because as the rural

community of Bayville expanded, the older Little Bay High SthaO1 was becom7

ing overcrowded. The total student population at Big Bay High School is

1,410. Approximately fiftyfour percent Of the graduates go on to fouryear

colleges; and an additional fourteen percent to twoyear postsecondary in

stitutions. Tom graduated in the top six percent of his class (27th out of

414) with a 3.4 grade point average and a verbal SAT score of 420.

At Big Bay High School, Tom was a member of the varsity wrestling team.

With pride, he admitted, "At the end, I was pretty good." His greatest

pride, however, was his involvement with the school's marching band. He was

the drum major, a position which required " a lot of time." The band com

peted in many contests, involVing numerous trips. Tom was also involved in

the school's theatrical productions, working behind the scenes -constructing

sets. He enjoyed this activity because-his friends were involved as well.

He pointed out that he was popular and had many male and female friends; He

believed, hoWeVeri that his social activities distracted him from his school
Work.

In Tom's words; "Writing's libt terrible but, you lodoWi it's just not

that exciting." At one time; however; a friend of Tom's suggested he try

making a career as a writer because of his wild imagination. Tom wrote:

If it were possible for me to place my thoughts
and daydreams_on paper as they_came out of my
brain, I could probably sellMillions of paper
back booklets. All Of my writing would be of
science fictions. I would write about future
happenings, travelers -of -the planets. My
writings would probably look like so; Enn, boom,
We must be in- another galaxy._ I would create
many sound_affects in my, writing. I love to
make animal noises in publit._ My imagination
would look great in writing, but I shouldn't
write it.
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In an interview, Tom explained, "If I wrote something down, I'd probably

take it to somebody and then they'd have to correct it so much..." If Tom

were to write, he would "hate to write books":

I'd love to write film scripts, movie scripts,
so I could see my writing...rather than just
write something out and have it sit there...It's
like you're building something, say a mechanical
engine. You don't want to build it to sit in a
museum to watch. I'd like to build it to see it
do stuff and to have other'people admire it and
see it...but for people just to read...".

When Tom said the word "read" in the interview, he strayed from my question

and discussed his associations with "read"--"Read. I don't know, I just

never liked to read. I've always hated to read. And that's why I read

slow, because I never read " and then returned to the question. Tom strayed

frequently throughout the interview; following his associations. For examr
ple, he went talking from drawing space figures to talking about his and his

best friend's fantasy world to talking about dreams he had "years and yearn

ago" to carrying on a lengthy discussiOn of one of his dream/fantasies. At

another point in the interview when asked about whether or not he wrote let-

ters; Tom answered the question with, "I used to write letters a lot." The

corollary "I don't write leiters now" triggered Tom to analyze his life in
relation to his peers; He revealed his general insecurity in a lengthy di-,

gression about growing up--"It seems like everybody is growing up around me.

I'm still hanging around.." "During the interview," observed one consult-

ant; "he does not seem to do much connecting of ideas at all, and when he

does, 'the connections are purely associative and mostly sensory-based,

rather than abstract or intellectual." When asked about his writing pro-

ceaa, Tom wrote, "I usually just sit down and start writing." In both the

interviews and his school writing, Tom's cognitive style is similar--rela-

tively unstructured and associative;

Tom admitted he "doesn't write really well." "I love what I can

think,"explained Tom, "My problem is I..think things, and I can't Seem to
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get exactly what I'm thinking on the paper, and if I can't get it down

exactly the way I want it--just perfect--I don't like it. I don't even like
reading it." Tom considered himself a "fair" writer and does not believe he

writes as well as most other people.

Tom, however, "would like to enjoy writing." He speculated that the

reason he dislikes writing is because he'S "not too well at it right now"

and is "too unsure" of himself. "His negative attitude toward writing," ob-

served a consultant, "may very well be due to a realistic awareness that he

does not have the skills required for college writing." While Tom admitted

he "usually doesn't get the urge to sit down and write," he does see writing

AS a means of learning: "You always learn something when you write, and he

added with a smile--"Like someone said, 'If you don't learn something new

every day, it's a wasted day.'"

Tom recollected writing numerous reports in school, especially for

history. In fifth grade, he wrote about a little country previously unknown

to him, and in seventh grade, he "built a model of the Monitor and wrote

about its battle with the Merrimack." As a high school senior, he did

"quite a bit of report writing" for his government class.

When Tom entered high school, he took a mini (nine-week) English course

"Improving the Paragraph" with Mr. JoneS. Mr. Jones claims his concept of

teaching writing, compared ot that of many other teachers, is "different."

He believes a student "has something to say...I can't just let him [a stu-
.-denti feel 'I can't write and never could write.' I say, "Oh yes, you can,

and that's why you're in here, so I can help you kind out you can write."

He also "focuses complete,y on writing." Mr. Jone6 finds it "impossible to

teach anything, punctuation for example, completely separately because it's

one thing in the end."

Mr. Jones has his students Write two compositions a week, one to be

turned in to him and another to be read in class and then turned in later.

He suggests topics but allows students to invent their own.. After listening

to a paper, he makes some positive comments and there is some class discus-

sion. Tom, Mr. Jones recalled, loved delivering his papers behind a podium.
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Mr. Jones, who sees writing as a process of revision, also has students

share what they write with each other and check each other's papers. He

wants "writing with a purpose--meaningful writing." While Mr. Jones sounds

like an effective composition teacher, he appeared to have had little

influence on Tom's development as a writer.

Tom vaguely recalled "Improving the Paragraph," and, at first, could

not remember who taught the course. He thought perhaps the teacher was Mr.

Jones. Tom recalled Mr. Jones outside tather than inside the classroom.

Perhaps the course was too brief and Tom's involvement in achool/social

activities was more important at the time. Whatever the case, Mr. Jones

certainly did not negatively affect Tom's attitude toward writing.

Also in his sophomore year, Tom took a nine-week course called "Punctu-

ation Power" with Ms. Schuman. Ms. Schuman was "amazed" when she learned I

wanted to interview her about 'Niles negative attitude toward writing: "I

never saw him negative about anything. He always took a positive approach

to everything." While Ms. Schuman acknowledges the difficulty of teaching

punctuation separate from composition, she feels the strength is that "it

focuses their the students' attention." In composition courses, Ms. Schuman

believes "both grammar and content should be examined." She described Tom
as "an average student." Tom earned a C.

At the beginning of his junior yea7, Tom enrolled in British LiteratLe

I, a semester -long course. His teacher, Mt. Miler, described Tom as "very

good natured, a very easy student to work with; k critical approach to

literary selections was.necessary to this tours approach difficult for

a student like Tom who "never liked to read." W: ..c' `A = Mi!ler was probably

referring to the reading of litetaty works; Tom a3 r cF: not like reading

his own work. Ms. Miller remembered that om's iG e "lacked

depth" and, therefore, Tom lacked t-onfidence" "I rt.:7-13 war. the type of

student who doubted himselfTom would say; do 6iat, Mt.

Miller.'" While Ms. Miller th-OUght TOM "4 delifThtful she consider-
ed his work "average." She recalled Tom en,ying the 1.\::1y class: ei.tcUt-

sions "once we got into it." She alto recalled he was "nevi. a discipline

problem" and "never unwilling to work" He hid such a positive attitude to

work with," Ms Miller explained, "that you could :hannel him into accom-

plishing."
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Tom claims he learned most of what he knoWs about writing from his

eleventh grade composition class (Composition 3) with Ms. Johnson. Tom said
he "learned about index cards and everything." He does not know if he will

ever use them--perhaps if he had "a really big important paper." He said he

also learned about the three-point system (starting out with three basic

points and supporting each one).

Ms. Johnson was surprised to learn Tom had not passed OM'S Writing

Sample Placement Test. Tom was supposed to have taken Composition 2 before

iComposition 3 but could not fit it into his schedule. "The only thing I

could fit in was Comp 3--so I said, "Well, go for it, Tom.'" Ms. Johnson

thought she was doing Tom a favor by giving him special permission to take

Composition 3. She "thought he could manage" because she "had a very small

class" and felt she "could probably work with him on an individual basis and

put him through that particu_ r course." Upon looking over his record and

the results of ODU's Writing Sample Placement Test, she thought that "he

proLdbly should have taken Composition 2." Still, she was puzzled "becauSe

he did fairly well on his paper" (in Composition r. In fact, Tom did very

well, grade-wise, and earned an A- on his research paper entitled

"Hemingway: The Religious and Heroic Symbolism of The Old Man and the Sea."

"I really enjoyed writing that paper," recalled Tom.

Ms. Johnson believed Tom needed a usage course that was combined with

composition. "That's one of the difficulties with this kind of scheduling,"

She explained. Ms. Johnson thinks that "you can do that [separate skills]

as. long as the teacher makes sure the Students are taking this usage and

transferring it to their writinc." Rather than just.drilling students with

exercises in subject-verb agreevter.t, for
. Ample, MS. Johnson believes that

teachers also ought to ask studenz, to wri.f paragraphs and edit for errors.

"Hopefully," said Ms. John -n, take the usage course an then take a

composition course." Tom tr. k a .8Ige course in his senior ,; it after Com-

position 3. Consequently, Mi. John,c continuei "he couldn z take what he

learned in there about subject -verb :-.grtertent 0/ t;thatever the .sage rule and

apply it to his own writing." Jot belic.s students n, -1 usage

course because "if you said -; youle (- problems with subject-

verb agreement' and tney don't know 1,;.; you'r2
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Tom claims he learned most of what he knows about writing From his

eleventh grade composition class (Composition 3) with Ms. Johnson. Tom said

he "learned about index cards and everything." He does not know if he will

ever use them--perhaps if he had "a really big important paper." He said he

also learned about the three-point system (starting out with three basic

points and supporting each one).

Ms. Johnson was surprised to learn Tom had not passed ODU's Writing

Sample Placement Test. Tom was supposed to have taken Composition 2 before

Composition 3 but could not fit it into his schedule. "The only thing I

could fit in was Comp 5--so I said, "Well, go for it, Tom.'" Ms. Johnson

thought she was doing Tom a fvor by giving him special permission to take

Composition 3. Sae "thought he could D:Inage" because she "had a very small

class" and felt she "could probably work with him on an individual bagis and

put him through that particular course." Upon looking over his record and

the results of ODU's Writing Sample Placement Test, she thought that "h.-

probably should have taken Composition 2." Still, she ws puzzled "beck:.

he did fairly well on his paper" (in Composition 3). In fact, Tom did ve,

well, grade-wise, and earned an A- on his research paper entitled

"Hemingway: The Religious and Heroic Symbolism of The Old Man and the Sssa

"I really enjoyed writing that paper," recalled Tom.

MS. Johnson believed Tom neede-1 a usage course that was co)-i.ned with

composition. "That's one of the difficulties with this kind of scheduling,"

she explaiaed. Ms. Johnson thinks that you can do that [separate skills]

as long as theteacher makes sure the students are taking this usage and

transferring it to their writing." Rather than just drilling students with

exercises in subject-verb agreement, for example, Ms. Johnson believes that

teachers also ought to ask students to write paragraphs and edit for errors.

"Hopefully," said M. Johnson, "you take the usage course and then take a

composition course." Tom took a usage course in his Fenior year after Com-

position 3. Consequently, Ms. Johnson continued, "he couldn't take what he

learned in there about subject-verb agreemtn or whatever the usage rule and

apply it to his own writing." M. Johnson believes students need usage

course because "if you said, 'All right, you've got problems with subject-

verb agreement' and they haven't had the usage, they don't know what you're
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talking about... If you say you're not using the correct case of the pro-

noun, they've forgotten from elementary or junior high, when they take that

grammar initially...You have to go back and refresh just so that you have

some terminology in common."

Ms. Johnson described Tom as "enthusiastic about his subject"

re-search paper. She remembered that 1-1th Tom and hip girlfriend worked on

Hemingway's book The Old Man- and the Sea, though they chose dixTerent

topics, and he would discuss his ideas with her. "He was just very consci-

entious," Ms. Johnson recalled, "about making sure that everything was

corFect." Since most of the time in Composition 3 was spent on researching

and writing this one paper, Tom--who had sentence structure and usage prob-

lems--had time to correct errors.

Ms. Johnson could not imagine Tom having a negative attitude about

writing. She did remember that in the beginning of the course he worried

about whether or not he "could make it through the course." In an inter-

view, Tom admitted being "scared to death" because he didn't know if he

would be able to keep up with the writing in Ms. Johnson's course.

After reading a portion of the transcript of my interview with Tom

Which I presented to Ms. Johnsnn during our interview, she wondered "if he

had a problem with explaining self." She explained, "A lot of times, if

a student has difficulty in conversation, that carries over into the writ-

ing." Ms. Johnson believes 1_ lot of our students don't have formal enough

situations speaking, that they learn to use the language." Tom had given me

a copy of the research paper he had written for Ms. Johnson's course. Dur-

ing my interview with Ms. Johnson, she glanced at the comments she had writ-

ten on the title page of Tom's reScarch.paper: "Your thesis is well sup-

ported. You still have a few areas where terminology is to [teacher's

spelling] informal." "That's why he get the A-," she explained.

Ms. Johnson also wondered if the use of informal language could be

attributed to a "maturity problem." "Wher, I taught seventh grade," she

explained, "I tried to show those students the same thing...You do your pre-

writing and brainstorming, and you get your ideas and you keep working with
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those ideas until you've decided exactly what you want to write and then you

support it, you know, with three points." Ms. Johnson noticed that in my

interview with Tom, he kept "bringing up this idea of three points," but,

she remarked, "he doesn't really know what he's talking about...It's not a

concept he fully comprehends.' In the interview, Tom tried to recall the

three-point breakdown he did of TI-e Old Msin_and the Sea but could only

remember the "religious aspects." "I can't rememb- the two other ones,"
said Tom.

Mt. Johnson would rather have students for an academic year than just

one semester "because you lose continuity when the system is structured so

ley jump from one teacher to another and from one subject to another." She

added, "And those subjects aren't interrelated enough." '1Cifted students,"

she explained, "are with the same teacher for the entire year."

Mt. Johnson informed me that her honor students were currently practic-

ing writing under pressure, "and they do beaut;fully," said Ms. Johnson.

She recalled, however, that the first time she had them write under pressure

(45 minutes) one student outlined the whole time and never started writing

while others just started writing immediately. Through practice, her stu-

dents have learned to use their time efficiently and to complete the task.

"They have really grown immensely," Ms. Johnton noted.

Ms. Johnson does not believe studentt get enough writing experience.

She explained that because literature classes are large (usually 35 stu-

dents), some teachers do not require essay responses on tests. "I just

refuse," said MA. Johnson who was teaching three literature courses at the

time, "to let the time and ti? number of students get me bogged down so that

I can't give that kind of a ,est." She recalled having juniors and seniors,

however, who had never had the pressure of test writing.

Tom earned a B in Composition 3 but believes he should have earned an A

because he "made an A" on an oral test and a B+ on his research paper. Act-

ually, he earned an A- on the paper. But then Tom went on to say that Ms.

Johnson "grades very very hard. They Lee students] say the best grade they

every heard of was someone made a E in her class. You know, B is about the

best."
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In his senior year, Tom took a course in grammar, which he describes as

his "worst subject." "I've always never been able to do it, so. I took the

class." According to Tom, the course consisted of grammar exercises di

vorced from writing. The teacher, due to relocation; was unaVailable'for an

interview.

In the spring semester of his senior year; Tom took British Literature

II with Ms. Schuman, whom he had worked with two years earlier in "Punct

ation Power." Ms. Schuman explained that in this course, s,udents writc

essay responses to questions and are often asked to relate the literature to

their own lives. She recalled that while Tom's "mechanics were not strong"

ane he was "not very perceptive," he was "always willing." Tom remembers

"the essay questions were hard" but he "enjoyed this class" and believed Ms.

Schuman to be "a good teachr ." Tom earned a C, "probably," he speculated,

"because I just don't write well on the spur of the moment." Ms. Schuman

believes that if Tom had more writing courses, he would have continued de

veloping as a writer because of his generally _positive attitude;
JIL

When asked to compare s.titibig to another activity, Tom chose wrestling.

He sees both is skills which can improve with practice. In an interview, he

cited his father as an example of someone who is learning to write by writ
ing:

I_look at my father; my father; you know; he
didn't even finish high school; but right now
he's very :,uch into computers and he writes a
lot and i noticed in him; it seems the more
he writes, the more he learns...and he's getting
better at it [writing].

Yom is aw. 'hat he needs to practice writing in order to develop skills,

-,!At what of writir4 practice does T6m need?

ram comfortable Witti\ what Brut, :' (1°15) cii, expressive

Or what Emig (1971) calls reflexive 17iL..inp.; clT.Jms that when

c!o'rtrf sch -'ol writing he does not w;...Lte ar the teac'7(f:-- write fcii me."
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He also admitted, hcfiever, trying to write "for a more int,IlectuaI reader."

He explained, "I to make my paper

I enjoy the taste of candy." Perhaps

for myself," is that he would like to

himself into his writing.

sound better, you knuo--I liKe candy.
,what Tom meant when he sald, A write

write for himself or would like to put

Tom had difficulty reshaping his expressive writing En? a school audi-
enceeven, ybe especially, an implied one; He did hoc know hN to
invest himself in school writing tasks. .SumMariZed one cov4alEant:

From his writing experience, he remembers the
three-point system,index cards and reports-s-the
copying of facts Tom knows that writing should
have meaningishould be vivid; however, his
experience has shown that. writing means "doing"
assignments--working within rigid boundaries--
fitting half-conceived ideans into formulas=-- school
writing. Tom has learned th beipme overly cow-
cerned about the externals the'format" of
sentencei; for instance.

Early in the basic writing class, I observed Tom editing for correctness and

language that sounded "more intellectual" as he was composing, which acti-

Ally prevented him f.rom composing (in the sense of making meaning) 3t all.

Tom, at that polim; certainly was not writing for himself The tear he was

producing was not his but, instead, represented his idea of 10-10 of text

a student should produce for school writing. It is not that Tom wanted to

approach writing this way but he knew no other way; Tom neVer leArned strat-

egies for exploring ideas, for Makihg meaning. He was working on tran%lat-
ing his ideas for the readerwith special attention to cortaCtness anti

sound--before he had come to understand what he wanted to sql;

Tom did not know how to move from loosely (arid associatively) org4n:.zed

expressive writing to hierarchically organized transactional (academic)
Writing. Observed a consultant; "Tom's conceptual habits, his cyclical

rather than logically-Sequential thinking, are not the kind that are easily
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suited to creating linear written products."

If Tom were to write for hithaelf, he would writ. fantasies to be read
and enjoyed by °tbei_. "Fantasies," a consultant explained, "can be his
oWn";

What is interesting about Tom is that his
eXperience with writing is at odds with what he
intuits about writing. Tom wants to see his
writing in action. He wants to see his
3Jagination in words. However, when hewrites,
the words just sit there.

Tom does not rend but is captivated by the visual media (science-fiction
movies in particular) and, concludad this consultant, "Tom may be judging
writing in terms of how nearly it Ezproximc,-1 visual fiction" (St.,Ir Wars,
for example).

. . . ,Tom was "scared to death" w1 t"P w',az LO take ODU's Sari.
PlacemeOt Test. said, "Oh my 2-1,1what's it going to be like? I nave
no idea. I gotta Write this many .o.-de in this Ieng,h of

friend said, "Oh Yeah, Tom, gong,

In high 901901, Tom did not work hard at hi Q Writing.

c and his

AS one consult-
ant Duc i "PerhePS he tried CO Make up for some hard writing effort with
an aktra daSh of charm;" However, if writing (composing) hAd been stressed
throughout Tom's EngliAti (and School) r.urriculumi Tomgiven his positive
outlookwould undoubtedly have made more of an effort.

ErLIEFS

About "self aswritar

"I'm a fsir writer.''
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About the nature of- writing

Writing involves directly transferring thoughts from the mind to the paper.

Writing is a way of learning;

Wri,-ing should be right the first time.

Writing is a linear process;

Writing is learned from formal instruction in grammar.

You learn to write ty writing.

Writing is outer-directed;

Belief about self as writer

"I'm a fair writer."

Source

On the basis of teacher evaluation of his writing and Tom's self-eval-
uation Tom concluded he's a "fair writer": "I do not Write AS well AS most

other people; I do not have the skill." Ms. Schuman and Ms; Miller con-

sidered Tom's work "average;" He earned 4 C's and 2 B's in English courses.

His 2 B's were in "Improving the Paragraph" with Mr Jones and in Compos-

ition 3 with Ms. Johnson; While he earned an A- on his research paper, he

rece: -ed considerable help from MS. Johnson, especially in making correc-
tions, over the semester.

B- eliefs about-the nature of writing

Belief: Writing involVes directly transferring thoughts from the mind to
the paper.
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Source

This belief is inferred from direct statements made by Tom: "If it

were possible for me to place my thoughts and daydreams on paper as they

came out of my brain...I love what I can think...My problem is I...think

things, and I can't seem to get exactly what I'm thinking on the paper."

Thus, Tom concludes, "My imagination would look great in Writing, but I

shouldn't writ it." The implication here is that skilled writers are able
to transfer thc thoughts directly from minds to the paper. In his years

of schooling; Tom was apparently not exposed to writers at work. He tried

to w.ite but didn't know the way, which he assumed most other people knew.

His bellef was never challenged.

BP"... Writing is a way of learning.

While Tom believes writing involves directly transferring thoughts from

the mind to the paper, he also believes "you alwaYs learn something when you

Write." ToM reollected Wri.ting "numerous reports" in school, .especially

for history. In fi he b.ecalled acquiring information (factual

knowledge) .;Wile wr tzr .Eporta !in the fifth grade about a eoUntty and in

seventh grade, about-the battle of the Monitor and the Merimack);

Belief: Wr!tingishould be right the first time.
_

-.--

"And :f 9/7.an't get it down exactly the way I want it--just perfect--I

don't Like it I don't een like reading it." Early in the BW CLASS, I

observed Tom trying to write a perfect first draft, editing for spelling and
the use of wrlIrds he thought might be more appropriate "for a more intellee-

tual reader." He had great difficulty writing "right" the first time and

SOUrCe

stopped often to stare at the pace or erase. Nervously, he tap-tap-tapped

his pencil on his desk, as if waiting for a muse to transfer his thoughts

from the mind to the paper. HQ evidentlY had not written multiple drafts
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before, except perhaps for a research paper Written over a period of a se^

mester. Tom does not seem to understand revising as re- seeing but as taking

time to correct errors. ACCording to Ms. Johnson, "He was just very corr-

scientious about making sure that everything was correct." This association
of writing with correctness undoubtedly came from his experiences with

writing in school, including his experience Writing in MS. Johnson's re-

search paper-writing class.

BP14-Pf: Writing is a linear process.

Source

Left alone, Tom's writing process consisted of "just sitting down and
-

writing." With a teacher's intervention, however, Tom took a whole semester
to write one resesr paper. Tom claims to have learned most of what he

knows about writin from his eleventh grade composition (research paper)

teacher Ms. Johnson. "I learned about index cards and..the three-point

system" (starting out with three basic points and supporting each one). The
emphasis in this course appeared to be on form which was arrived at step-by-

,Ma. Johnson expl,ined that when she taught seventh grade, she

tried to silow. .students the same thing: you do
your pre-wricIT-4- and brainstorming, and you get
your ideas and you keep working with those ideas
incil you'vP -tc:Ided exactly what you want, to
write and tt.eu you support it, you know, with
three points.

In an interview, Tom recalled the "three-point" breakdown but he could not

recall his three points--what he had to say. It seems that he learned to be

concerned, instead, about the external "format" of school writing.

Belief: Writing is learned from formal instruction in grammar.
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Source

While there is no indication that Tom strongly held this belief, it is
likely that he inferred this beli from some of his English reacirs'

attitudes toward the relationship of gramMer 1-?Id writing. Ms 7ohnson, for

example, believes students can apply forr_7 ini.itruction in grIMMAr to their

writing. She also believes that students need formal instruction in grammar

so that they can understand grammatical errors when pointed Out by an

English teacher. She believed ToM should haVe taken a grammar course before

Composition 3 "so he could take what he learned in there...And apply it to

his own writing." Tom enrolled in a grammar course is is senior year.

Belief: You learn to write by writing.

SMirce

Tom seems to have partially inferred this belief from observing his

father get "better at writing" by writing more and more on his job: "it

seems the more he writes, the more he learns...and he's getting better..."

Tom also believes he learned to wrestle by wreatling, by practicing over and

over and thinks the same must be true for writing. Tom's writing experi

ence was very limited in high school: he did not learn to write by writing.

He is an unpracticed writer.

Ms. Schuman believes Tom--because of his generally positde attitude--

would have continued oeveloping as a writer if ho had taken more "writing

courses."

Even Ms. Johnson appears to believe "you learn to write by writing,"

judging from her statement that "students do not getenough writing experi
ence." ironically, she reduced Tom's writing practice by allowing him to

bypass Composition 2 and go directly to Composition 3. Tom is likeable, and

she probably wanted to help him through thc system. He got through the

system but he did not learn ro write better.
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Belief: Writing is outer-directed.

Sot'rce

While Tom "would like to enjoy writing," he does not enjoy school

writing because he's "not too well at it." His writing has to be "corrected

so much." When Tom writes for school, he pays attention to surface correct-

ness and form while he is still discovering what he Wants to say. At the

same time, he also edits- as -he- writes for what he calls "a more intellectual

reader." Years of teacher attention to correctness and form rather than to

writing as a way of making meaning undoubtedly gave rise to this belief

Tom did not begin with more expressive writing and move outward to more

public writing. Instead, he usually "just wrote" for "a more intellectual

reader" the first and final draft._ He was not taught to invest himself in

school writing.

Charlene's Case

Little Bay High School, the school Charlene graduated from, is one of

five high schools in the growing rural community of Bayville. The total

student population is 1,334 students. Thirty-six percent of Little Bay

High's graduates go on to four-year colleges and nineteen percent go to two-

year colleges.

According to Assistant Prin,lipal Ms. Mahoney, many families choose to

settle in BayvilIe because of its stability: "People come hre and they
stay. Sometimes people go away but they usually return." Ms. Mahoney went

away for a few years but returned when Charlene was in her junior year.

Ms. Mahoney did not remember Charlene Johnson bvt remembered her

brothers. In fact, they periodizaIly stop by her home to update her on

their Il.ves. Nevertheless, she had to stop and think who Charlene was.

Then 3he remembered Charlene as a little girl standing in front of the

Johnson home, "a modest but convenient house in an open area where there are

not many other houses."
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"Charlene comes from a hard-working background," MS. Mahoney explained.

"Getting an education was important to Charlene's parents," neither of whom
attended high school. Charlene's mother is a housewife, and her father is

an inspector at an automobile plant.

Charlene is the youngest of six children, one of whom is a foster

child. Her oldest brother died in an automobile accident when Charlene was

five years old. He was in his first year of college and was studying to be

a preacher and history teacher. Rob, the next oldest brother, holds both

Bacelor and Master of Science degrees and his also completed some doctoral

study. Another brother, a computer programmer, is working toward a college
degree. Charlene's older sister, who owns an antique shop, is "the only one

in the family who didn't finish high school," said Charlene. Her other

sister is an LPN at Sayville General Hospital, and her foster brother is in

the Navy. Charlene describes her family as "very close" and "religious."

Charlene did not participate in sports or school activitieq. She says,

"I was a loner. I went to school, did my work and came home. I didn't go

to football games on Friday night. I didn't have friends to go with." Ms.

"didMahoney recalled that Charlene "did not seem to care about her appearance"

and did not dress like her peers. Charlene point: out with pride, however,

that she was a member of the National Honor Society.

Two of Charlene's brothers, as well as her mother, had speech problems,

including stuttering. Ms. Mahoney particularly remembered Charlene's broth-

er Rob, for he was unusually persistent, determined and highly motivated, as

well as intelligent. He taught himself calculus and was gifted in the com-

puter sciences. She remembered not understanding a point he made in a cal-
culus class which she taught. Because of his speech problem, Ms. Mahoney

did not want to embarrass him, but he stopped her: "I know you did not un-

derstand what I said, and I want you to hear what I have to say." Slowly,

he repeated his point until it was understood. "And itwas a good point,"

Ms. Mahoney recalled. The other students were patient with him and liked

h
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In an interview, Charlene talked about her brother. "He worked in the
Pentagon r w," she pointed out with pride. He graduated from high school at
the top of his class: "He was like 9 out of 250." Charlene is quick to
compare herself: "When I graduated, I was 23 out of 535 students." (Act-

ually, she ranked 17 out of 502 students with a grade point averag& of 3.6
/'

and a verbal SAT score of 450).

Prior to high school, Charlene earned mostly A's and B's. Report writ-

ing dominated her early experiences with writing. She recalled a positive

experience with creative writing in the sixth grade. The teacher "had these

little pictures...and...we'd...write up a little story of what we...wanted

to write." This writing was "for extra credit...not for a grade," Charlene
explained. She enjoyed this kind'of writing, writing that belonged to her

rather than to a teacher, and she wrote quite a few stories; other school

writing Charlene did "because it had to be done."

After sixth grade, Charlene disliked writing because she believed that

her teachers, judging from their negative criticism, disliked her writing.

Since Charlene viewed writing--however public--as an extension of heraelf,

this Ied het. to believe her teachers disliked her. I've always needed

people to like what I do, or to like me." Before high school, Charlene was

already writing to try to please teachers and earn grades rather than writ-

ing to please herself and to learn. Yet she wanted to learn to write

better, if for no other reason than to earn good grades, indicators of ap-

proval and acceptance. Perhaps she could improve her writing significantly

in high school.

When Charlene entered high school, she set two goals: (1) to make
straight A's at least one marking, period Snd,(2) -0 make the National Honor

society something her brother Rob doubted she could do; "I always had to

prove myself," she explained. Charlene also entered high SChool with a weak
background in writing. Given her goals, she viewed composition cozil-ses as

ObStacles to be avoided when possible. She felt more comfortable with

courses (grammar and mathematics, for eXAM11e) that followed a systematic

And sequential process that was deChati in advance by a teacher.



In her sophomore year, Charlene enrolleJ a grammar with
Ayers. Grammar in this school system, it many other :iught as e p
isolated skill. Ms. Ayers gives her St ,itit§ "grams .4 ictures.' If

they make errors, spell'ing for example, their grr!deg a . .!d Ms. Aye s
Claimed that if students are not penalized by grade for errots, than they do

not care. She remembered Charlene "always being a good studeor, always pre-
pared." Charlene earned an A. "1 know grammar," explained Ctiriene. "I

just don't knew how to put the grammar and my too ther to form a...

composition."

In "Organizing the a course Charlene also took in her sophomore

year, she tried hard to develop as a writer, but ahe was frustrated from the
start. Intuitively, Charlene knew her texts did not represent what she

Wanted to say. Anxiously, she submitted them to be judged by Ms. Padgett,

her composition teacher, and repeatedly Ms. Padgett reinforced, with C

grades and negative criticism, what one consultant referred to as Charlene's

"evolving sense of scribal insecurity." Observed another consultant,

"Charlene's poor writing performance does not meet her expectations; Yet,

she is unable to do better because she does not know how."

Charlene recalls Ms. Padgett telling her composition class that this

was not a creative writing class. Ms. Padgett also told her students they

"shouldn't expect more than a C, that a C was a good grade," but Charlene

knew better. Ms. Padgett wondered "if Charlene didn't feel she should get

better grades than she ot...1 couldn't get her to understand that she was a
C st-aent." Actually, judging from total school performance, Charlene was
an A/B student. Ms. Padgett, observed another consultant, "transferred

writing performance to person"; she perceived Charlene as a "dull perscn, an

uninteresting dull person."

Charlene tried to rise above the C expected of her and to win Ma.

Padgett's approval. She reviewed Ms. Padgett's list of errors to avoia and
listened to her warning:
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If you get the three to's (two; too) mixed up;
if you get the two there's (their) mixed up--
wh--.t I call my illiterates; if you make a gram-
matical error --such as subject-verb agreement
or using a pronoun that absolutely has no ante-
cedent! -these bring your paper :,own to an average
paper.

When Charlene wrote and was unsure of the spelling of a word, she would use

another word., she knew how to spell. She worried about having so any pages
or paragraphs. She believed rhe could talk better than she could write:
"When it comes to expressing my ideas on paper...I don't have enough." Per-

haps Charlene was afraid to elaborate, to experiment, to risk, for fear of
error. When she received her C papers back with numerous notes and correc-

tions, she asked Ms. Padgett's help in understanding the corrections.

"She's the kind of student," Ma. Padgett explained, "that worries you to

death as far as making the corrections."

MA. Padgett recalled that sometimes Charlene would get angry with h'_:;

and she would just tell her, "All right; you little smart ass; you just sit

down, and we'll get this thing after school; Before school, we do not haVe

time." Ma. Padgett became impatient with Charleae's questioning; In terms

of improving her writing, Charlene 'probably asked insigni:icant questions

but she had never learned (been taught) to raise significant questions;

questions that would help improve her writing. Frustration mounted fOr both
student and teacher. wasn't trying to change her style;" Ms. Pati,:ett

explained. "Formal writing was required." ("One prObleMWith [school]

writing;" noted Charlene, "is you have to write in [school] English.") "I

was merely trying," Y3. Padgett continued "to help her see piCky thin&
like--We do not begin every sentence in a paragraph with the same structure;
We must vary the structdre." External constraintslength, for example, and

too much attention to surface errors rather than meaning--seem to have pre-

vented Charlene from internalizing 'the process of writing.

Ms. Padgett tried to make Charlene see that "process does make a dif-

feren2e." However, perhaps because Ms. Padgett graded the beginning of the



process, the chief difference Charlene observed was the difference in grade

between process and product. Charlene received A's on the jottings and out-

lines Ms. Padgett required her students to submit, but she always received

C's on her papers. What happened between Charlene's A's (jottings and out-

lines) and C's (products)?

There is no indication that Ms. Padgett and Charlene ever had a confer-

ence about her writing process; instead, they apparently battled over cor-
rections. Ms. Padgett knew that Charlene's correcti' her theMea over and

over would not lead to better products but she "coed not get her to under-

Stand." Charlene learned what not to do (surface errors to avoid) bUt not

what to do (strategies for composing). Their relationship, in the words of

a consultant, was "adversarial. rather than collaborative." There is also no

indication that Charlene observed writers (her peers, her teachers, pro-

fessionals) composing or that much class time was user' for composing.

Charlene did not understand writing as a nonlinear proceSS. The A'S

she received in mathematics and grammar indicate that she could handle

linear, teacher-and rule-directed processes. In composing,: however, she

needed help, but MA; Padgett concentrated on mechanics of expression and

conventions governing correct usage and so Charlene did not learn to write

competently; whit meant- MA. Padgett "didn't see much improvement in

Char' -'s writing." For those students who knew how to make meaning but

who heIp with editing for correctness, Ms. Padgett's pickiness seemed
hoipUl. But for students like Charlene who needed to learn strategies fc

exploring ideas rather than mechanically editing undeveloped ideas, Ms.

Padgett's pickiness seemed a hindrance.

Although Charlene remembers the C's, she actually_ earned a "B" in "Or=

ganizing the Essay." She's highly motivated...Charlene wants to work," Ms.
Padgett explained. "She pushed through...Charlene is a demanding question-

asking child. Probably in order to get rid of her in elementary school,

they gave her grades she didn't earn".
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Several times during my interview with Ms. Padgett, she referred to

Charlene': home background. Early she asked, "Do you know anything about

her family?" Regarding her minor difficulty with spelling, Ms. Padgett rt

marked, "And'her background, again, ioes show through." Later when I men-

tioned the academic success of some ..:)rmer Little Bay High School students

in college, her reaction was that they were successful "despite the system."

"Usually," Ms. Padgett explained, "they come from a home environment that

hat; given them something...When they come into our classes, if we mention or

give the least little spark, they pick it up and carry it on;" Yet, later

in the interview, Ms. Padgett momentarily assumed some of the reaponsibil=

ity: "It could be I do not understand Ch arcane or Charlene's kind."

On the surface, Charlene's negative attitude toward writing seems, in

part, to stem from her weak self-concept or self-image. Nevertheless, she

would seem co be overreacting when she takes Ms. Padgett's criticism of her

Writing personally. In fact; Chariene's perceptions appear to be aecurate;

According to Ms.

"A C Student," "a

the eighth grade.

Padgett, Charlene was "dull," "uninteresting," "demanding,"

little smart ass," and had parents who did not go beyond

Ms. Padgett "does not understand Charlene or Charlene's

kind." Ms. Padgett added, "I know nothing about a world that is not exposed

to educating." One consultant found this remark particularly significant

and speculated about the meaning. Ms. Padgett "doesn't talk about a world

which is not exposed to literature or philosophy or science or arts and

I,etters,

SYSTEM.

system..

but,

What

.Here

rather, "educating." I suppose she' iking about THE

else ie educating? Educating is being able to work within the

we might have again the idealistic student who lacks proper

cynicism, who cannot be part of a system...The systedi is set up for students

who are not only cynical but who can express themselves easily in words."

In her junior year, Charlene avoided taking a composition course

because the C's she received in her sophomore composition class were "bad

enough." Her junior year was also the time she came closest to achieving

her goal of straight A's (she earned5 A's and 1 B). "That's the year I

didn't take a unit of composition," Charlene noted. That was also the year

her school.system switched from nine-week mini-courses to semester -long

courses. In the transition, Charlene slipped through the system; no one

noticed when Charlene elected to take another grammar course, which techni-
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was not suppcsed to d

Arlene's grammar teacher turned out to be Ms. Padgett. From

-'-ac ene's perspective, Ms; Padgett's attitude toward her in the class was

rkedly different; she seemed to like (and approve of) Charlene in this

ass. This apparent change in teacher behav'bt confused Charlene:

When,1 was in her composition class, she.
always used to criticize me; and she'd
see me in the hallways; and I'd say 'hi
to her and she wouldn't speak. But then
when I had her for grammar; 7 had straight
A's without...effort; and then when I'd
see her in the hallways, she'd say 'hi'
back or ask me haw I was doing.

Charlene e'en began stopping by Ms. Padgett's room every couple of weeks to

visit with . Charlene sought an explanation for the change: "I'm not

sure she liked Saphomores..She always liked good students, and...I wasn't

good in composition." Ms; Padgett could understand Charlene's confusion

"because right in the middle of class I said I don't approve of sophomores;

juniors and seniors being together in high school because thiS brings every

one.of my classes down to the sophomore level." She would constantly have

to stop and say, "All right, my darling sophomores, we,must learn this."

In he junior year; Charlene also took a course in Americah literature.

A different picture emerges of Charlene described by this teacher as "always

an interested student":

She took both reading and i4rititeaaaignthehta
seriously and gave them her full attention.
She seemed to value any leaning experience
for the personal insights it gave het; and she
sought out such int,ights. Her class discussions
and personal conversations with Me_AlWay$
showed a young lady of thought, and I_felt her
searchings and findings were reflected in her
writings. She was a very open and willing student.
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Charlene--a young 1-ay of thou;?ht who seemccl to viue any learning experi-
ence. Charlene earned an / in Amerl.':en Literature;

He,: experience in Brirlsh LiteraLuTe, which she took as a senior; was

quite different. Each year--tor cwenty--)ne years Mr. Newton had been

teaching this coo = -se - -he reviews the format for r-n3wering the essay ques-

tions and asks the students if they underslac. They never ask any ques-

tions :Ind yet, judging from the weak essay responses, the students snouId

have had questions; The year Charlene was enrolled in thiS course; Mr.

Newton decided to try something different. He assumed there were questions

but the students weren't asking them; so he passed out a guide.which includ-

ed his own Written response to his own essay question; He took "an entire

class period" to go over the guide, and -.till there was no improvement in

the'r essay responses. Mr. Newton does not believe he should have to teach

comps. on in "ritish LiteraturP. By the time they come to his class; they

shoo -;,lready know how to write. Mr; Newton explained that he 18 often

called into the office to meet with parents; angry ov-r the graCes their

childten; in his opini- earned:

Charlene, accordil. b to her standards; did not do well; she earned a C.

Ms. Padgett warned Charlene the she would have to "regurgitate;;to get an

"A" in Mt. Newton's class. C7,nsidering her grade-consciousness; however,

she probably would have done whatever was required (regurgitation of a

teacher's ideas; for ex maple) to eara a good grade. If she had been fluent

verbally; given her motivation, she probably would have earned an A in
-;

British Literature. Mr. Newton had difficulty recalling her: "Charlene

doesn't stand out. Let's see. She wasn't an attractive girl as I recall;;;
I vaguely remember."

Ih het senior year; Charlene could no longer avoid composition; Com-

position however; turned out not to be a composition course at all but

more practice in; as one consultant put it, "another institutional form,"

the research paper--just the opposite of What Charlene needed for her de-

velopment as a writer. In Composition 3; Charlene did not do much writing;

The course, Ms. Thompson explained, "was more how to do research...footnotes

and bibliography and utlining;" Just so Ms. Thompson "could see how they
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write" and that they could develop a thesis, she asked her students to

choose an author, come up with a thesis statement..read either biography or

autobiography And...bbekS by the author...critical r.:;-,riews:;;and write a

paper based on the thesis statement." his. Thompson) according to her

account; has students forma' thesis statements before they explore

ideas. Perhaps she allowed rcformul !..ion after reading. Charlene did not

learn "the generation and use of chaos' thoff, 1981) but rather how to

get a thesis statement.
1

MS. Thompson recalls that Charlene had difficulty choosing an author

and "finally came up wtih Caraon MtCullcrs." During the first week of the

course, Ms. Thompsca gives the students a long list ovAteritah atd British

authors from which to chbOtte. Many students, Ms. Thompson observet:,

"Weren't faMiliar with three people on the list--which is rAAli-

't8ti would Chink by rht time you're a senior yoL .)n1d have at least heard of

HaWthOrne."

Me. Thompson describes Charlene's attitude toward wr, as as "pretty

good": "She always asked me any time she had a question or problem." Mb.

Thompson thought Charlene's thesis statement interesting because she be-

lieved Charlene could identify with loneliness: "This theme, which she

Carson McCullers wrote many books about, deals with the ideas of loneliness

and the seeking of link6 between lost human beings."

MA. Thompson 1Mbered that Charlene was "not real popular in terms rf

the whole student She wondered if the t.,es, Charlene felt about her-

self carried over to her attAde toward herself as writer. Charlene's

negative attitude toward wri-ag could be att uted.to an internal factor--
her weak self-concept. BUt to what extent was Charlene's self-concept, as a

person and a writer, influenced by external faltors--school cUrriculUm and

teachers?

In Composition 3, the Stude-.;:a Slab write a few other papers "here and

there." Charlene earned P "B," which, according MS. ThOMOson; "is really

good in that class because that 's a pretty hard course;..It's more of an

advanced composition course." It is interesting that Ms. Thompson views



"footnotes; bibliography and outlining" as advanc-c', composition St ill,

Charlene did not advance in composition; she continu.Jd to hOld to her narrow

conception of th,! composing process.

Noting that Charlem- complained about. r Iag on assigned topics, MS.

Thompson was reminded of what she perceixies to be an English teacher's

dilemma:

Students don't want to write about what
you want them_to write about and then.;
if you say 'pick a topic,' they write
about what they did over thy: summer and
then that just perpetuates year after
year and that'S all they ever write about
themselves.

Stated another way, while students do not like inappropriate i.SSigninentS

(ones that do, not match their expectations and experience), they often do

not know how to make appropriate assignments themselves. Perhaps ;_hey hz..e

not learned strategies for generating "topics."

Ms. Thompson described Charlene's tenth grade composicion teach_r Ms.

Padgett as "excellent...a very herd composition teathet." "GOOd StAents;"

she added; "learn a lot from her...Their writing improves." If a good

sLudent is someone x. o earns good grades, then Charlene; who earned mostly

A's and B's, qualifies. Or is a "good student" in a composition class some-

-One who already knows how to write but needs to learn to b 'picky" about
surface errors? Ms. rhompson notices a "big di.:ferer_:c" in the writig of

those students who have had M Padgett a Leacher. Thompson also

recognizes, hOwever, that the students who work with this kind of teacher

have to be able to separate themselves from their wriL...i.g and that "that's

hard for a lot of people to dip." Probably students with already strong

self-concepts as writers-- already "good students" of compositioncan detach

themselves from their writing. Charlene observed that Ms. Padgett "liked

good students." That's how Charlene arrived at the conclusion "Ms. Padgett

liked me When I had her for grammar but she didn't like me when. I had her

for composition." Charlene was a "good Studrit" of grammar;
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To some extent," obserVed one consultant; "Charlene was a Vict: of

the scheduling and course structure confusion which seems to characterize

her progression through high Sch-o- English classes." In high school,

Charlene had little writing practice. Writ': was not taught across the

English curriculum an certainly not taught across the szhool curriculum

Instead, even after the .,Agi.tch from mini to 'semester courss; the English

curriculum was compartmntalized into granmar, literature; composition and

the research paper (under the name of Composition 3). Charlene ._dok two

courses in grammar, one nine-week course in composition, one course in the

research paper, and two covrses in litera,..i;:e; In one literal re course,

she seemed to develop thi cing/wrizing skills, but in the ot'er course her

teacher believed she should already know how to write, th omposition

should not be taught in literature. With her limited bac id in writing,

Charlene had difficulty composing essays in this literatl class as a

senior.

Charlene's brief experience in composition was negative. Charlene did

not learn composing (putting together) but, rather; de=composing (taking

apart), or what Ann Berthoff (1981) calls anticomposing; Her teacher's

approach was product-centered, with the teacher judging the finished pro-

ducts; Charlene must have had good ideas and plans to receive A's on her
jettin,,... and outlines--but no strategies, judging from the C's on her pro-

duo--; for realizing her tex,:s Her revir,ions undoubtedly consisted of

correcting teacher-marked surface errors. Agonizing over the "ideal text,"

or the text the teacher has in Land; cE.;ed Charlene to become so anxious

about writing that 3-! would."wait For -he la3t minute" to begin; "The

eelay that goes with the dreaded task," points out a'consultatit,'Ils her

bigger handicap; She leaves no Lite for reformulati:n and rewriting."

Ironically; Charlene's best writing teacher was her boyfriend; When he

left for military dutyi he asked Charlene to write to hiM. She became very
anxious; He was a god writer ("real good English") and liked write;

She had observed him composing (he was probably the only person she observed

composing); compared to her, he wrote with ease. She was certain he didn't

make "illiterate" errors. Since he would be away for e'.-er 1 month, she

would have to write to him. She imagined him receiving her first letter:



"He would sit down and go through it and find every error...and then say

something to me about it when he got back." Hesitantly, she sent the first

letter out, "but he didn't do _11-at;" he didn't read for error but for m-nn-
itig; She AlSO found "he was writing less formally," and he even used of

the "illiterate" words she remembered frOM her sophomore composcion ss,

A word at would bring a paper down to a C. "I just got more comfort !e

as I went on writing him." Eventually, she even sent him poetry she h.

written during breaks trom her part-time work at Burger Chef. She cook
trust her boyfriend with her writing; he was not a judge/adversaryq Un_ike

most artifical school writing, writing had become purposeful conversation/

communication.

Charlene failed Old Dominion University's Writing Sample Plicement Test

And was placed in General Studies 050--BaaiC Writing. From the moment

Charlene learned she would have to take this Lest, she "dreaded it." She

would be asked to write an essay that depended upon ge,161,1 educational

background. Charlene thought to herself: "I can't do r. -research.

They're going to tell me a subject I don't knOW anything about and I'm going

to be stuck...I was scared." Althotgh Char' ,ae ranked in the top 42% of her

graduating class, she assumed she was not knoWledgeable. Actually, she had
no strategies for topping her knowledge.

When Charlene took the test; she had a choic of writing on one of twa
quest ens. She looked at the questions aila s '1: don't knOW anything

about either topic," assuming because she naa thought about" a ques-

tion before that she could not write about it now. She did not understand

one question -- Should reporters be required to divulge news sources? She

said she didn't know anytning about "whether newspaPer editors should in-

dulge a source." Shc thought about the other questionShould more educa-

tional shows b presented on commerical television?and formed an opinion

but "couldn't find enough stuff to write 'cause it said it had to be 400 or

500 words...-,,nd 1 just couldn't think of stuff to write." When she left the

test, she didn't care--"I just knew it was over She told herself, "I

can't do nothing about it now. I'm either goinl; o make it o: not." Hov-

iiee, Charlene got "sicker as the day went along." "She thought about pass-
ing, not writing," observed one consultant.
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What emerges in this case is what a consultant termed "a basic pattern

of writing socialization." If Stl,,.'ents are'fortunate enough to fit into the

system, then they probably can survive school as writers. Otherwise, stu
dents need sirong egos to "withstand the onslaught,' In the school system's

fragmented English curriculum, Charlene could avoid writing, and perhaps

learning; yet still achieve academic excellence. While academically suc
cessful, she was not successful as a writer; As one consultant put it, "She

did not do well in her writing; nor did she learn ho' to do better in her
_writing. Naturally enough, she disliked writing." Another conSUltaht

elaborated: "Charlene has failed to appropriate texts ,!,d the writing act

itself for herself. Clearly, Charlene has found no way to succeed in school

writing because school writing was owned by the teachers, not by Charlene."

Charlene sums up her case against the school sysLem: "In high SchOol, my

teachers would say you could do this or that to improve 1 t they never

really told you how you could."

BELIEFS

About self as writer

"I can't write.

About good writers

Good writers write with ease.

Good wrIt- i make errors.

Good wr.,!ra are "real good" in EfigliSh.

Good writers : knew the way to write,

Abou-tvaluation of writin&

The evaluation of writing is also the evaluation of Lle writer person.

Critical evaluation of writing is the responsibility of the teacher.
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Ab ut he nature of writing

"Writing is putting together grammar and ide(-."

"A paper must be a certain length."

Writing ability should be acquired by a certain time/age.

Writing is a linear-process.

Writing is outer=directed.

writerBalief abbut self ,4%i wrtter

"I r :o't write,"

Source

Charlene's teachers and her boyfriend (a good writer) unconsciously led
her to believ that there is a way to write known by teach.?rs and good

writers. Teacner response to her writing further led h,2t lieve that

she di0 not know the way to write. And thus she concluded,: "I can't write."

She was not led to believe otherwiE.

Beliefs about good writers

iGood writers a "real good" in English.

Good writers write with ease.

Good writers do not make errors.

Good writers know the way to write.
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About the nature o

"Writing is puttiew

"A paper must be

wtiting Ability should -

Writing is a linear proce:i-

Writing is outerdirected.

Belief about self as writer

"I can't write.

Source

Lorm:.1- and ideas."

a cet ine, age .

Chariene's teachers and her boyfriend (a good writer) unconsciously led

her to believe that there is a way to write knOWn by teachers and good

Writers. Teacher response to her writing further led her to believe that

she did not know the way to write. And thus she concluded, "I can't write."

She was not led to believe otherwise.

B-0--1414-about good writers

GOod writers are "real good" in English.

Good writers write with ease;

Good writers do not make errors;

Good writers know the way to write.
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So tire- e

-;
These beliefs about good wriers Charlene seems to have inferred par

tially from observing her boyfrienj's writing behavior. From the data,

there i. nu evidence of Charlene having observed other good writers at work.

She miOt have reasoned:

Good writers are "real good" in English.
My boy. 1-end was "real good" in English.

(I was not "real good" in EngliSh.)
Therefore, my boyfriend is a good writer.

(I an not a good writer.)

My boyfriend is a good writer.
He writes with ease.
He does not make errors.
He krows the way to write.

Good writers writerzith ease;
Good writers do not make errors.
Good writers know the way to write.

1 do not write with ease.
I make errors.
I do not know the way to write.

Charlene may also have inferred these beliefs from her experience in various

English classes; The belief that good writers do not make errors, for ex
ample, was probably formed from years of teacher attention (most notably,

Ms. Padget:CO to surface errors.

Beliefs about. the evaluar_7.:.xofting

Belief: The evaluation of writing .s also 0-16 evaluation of the writer
person.

Source

Charlene equated criticism r-f her writing with dislike: If you dislike

my writing; then you dislike me Although according to Charlene; her nega
tive experiences with the evaluation of her writing date as far back as the

.seventh grade, she seems perceive her tenth grade teacher Ms. Padgett as

her :11..ef critic.



Charlene believed Mb. Padgett disliked her in composition clas, which

Charlene took as a sophomore; She knew Ms. Padgett did not like sophomores

(in the sane -claS AA juniors) and that she liked good students, so two

lines of reasoning were open to her:

Ms. Padgett dislikes sophomores.
I was a sophomore when I took compositon with MA. Padgett.
Therefore; Ms. Padgett disliked me.

---
Ms. Padgett likes good students.
I was not a good student in Ms; Padgett's c:-; class._
(Evidence: Ms; Padgett my writing; and I earned C'S
Therefore, Ms. Padgett disliked me.

And Charlene might Wel concluded--If I knew the way to Write; I would

be a good student and .dgett would like me.

Charlene feared that her boyfriend would dislike her writing (in

let:ers) And possibly think less other as a person She was surprised when

he only ;.yid attention to her meaning; yet; she did no revise her belief

system. She merely compartmentalized the data from the episode. This

intense belief, based on years of evidence, would be difficult to change.

Perhaps also she believed a boyfriend could prove an exception.

What is interesting is that r following year--her junior year--

Charlene believed Ms. Padgett: liked her. She observed that in the hallWays,

Padgett even said "hi" to her. Naturally. Charlene became conidsed

because Ms. Padgett's behavior and seemingly new attitude did not fit in

with Charlene's existing beliefs.

Charlene appears to have made sense out of the confusion by modifying

het old belief and adding a new belief that would fit in. She revised "MS.

Padgett dislikes me" to Mg. Padgett disliked :le in composition class." Then

she appears to have reasoned:

MS. Padgett dislikes sophomores.
I am a junior.
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Mt. Padgett _likes good stir "-.
I am a_good student of gran

(EVidence: I earned A's .mnar;)
(I was not a good student or composition.)

Theretore, Ms. Padgett likes iLe in grammar class.

Charlene's caution is interesting. She dOetn't take the lea:, o

Padgett liket me" or reconsider that Ms. Padgett-; :riticited he-

writing, might have liked her;

Belief:

Source

Critical evaluation of writinv i4 the responsibility of the
teacher.

Charlene's teachers were the sole eVainetort of her writing. There-

fore, Charlene assumed evaluation of writing was the responsibility of the
teacher; She never learned to critically evaluate her own writing.

Belief: "Writing is putting together gra:dater and ideat."

Source

Charlene probably arrived at this bClief from an auttide source, pre -

sunably one Englith teacncr dnu reinforced by other nglish teachers. For

examplei Ms. Ayers, her tenth grade grammar teether,==belieVed students-could-

improve their writing abilitiet by studying "grammatic:' structures" and

then writing "incorporating those structures." From prior experience (earn-

ing A's in two grammar classes and a C in a compcsitior cLass); Charlene is

Confident about her knowledge of grammar--"I know grammar"--but concludes
that "can't write" because she doesn 't know how to put the grammar and

leas '7Ogether to form a...composition": she doesn't knov the t4as, to

write.

Belief: "A paper must be a certain length."

Source

Charlene drolda.J.y formed this belief on the basis of het experience

producing "papers" for tChOdl. She believed she could talk better than she

could write. "When it comes to expressing my ideas on paper," Charlene

explained; "I don't have enough..1 can never think of enough stuff to
write."
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Belief: Writing ability should be acquired by a certain time/age;

Source

Mr. .ewton believed that composition ShoUld not have to be taught in a

senior literature class because students should already know how to write by
their senior year; Charlene might have reasoned:

Mr. Newton thinks I Should know how (the way)
to write by now.
I should know how to write.
Mr. Nevicon (judging from the C grade) thinks I
can't write.

Belief: Writing is a linear process.

Source

It seems likely that Charlene ir-erred this belief from her experience

with what She refers to as "school wr ,:ing." From the data, we know that

two of her high school English teach( S held this belief. Ms. Padgett, her

tenth grade compoSiton and eleventh ,rade grammar teacher, stated that she

believed the writing process was. ".: ortant." The meaning attached to her

belief tnat writing is a process ig specially crucial here. For example,

when teacher-researcher Nancy Sommlvs (1980) makes this brief statement, she

means that writing is a recursivr ;non-linear) process. However, given Ms.
Padgett's teaching behavior, we can assume MS. Padgett views writing as a

proceas. Her cdmposition students were asked to "process" a piece of

wrt,-g in two stages: (I) jottings and outline and (2) a final draft for
ev .ration. Since she graded the jottings and outlines, she apparently par-

ceived this step or stage as fixed. In Charlene's case, there was always a

huge discrepancy between the grade she received on her jottings and outlines

and on her products. Charlene was expected to know how to produce good pro-

MS. Padge't repeatedly jkidged Charlene's products as faulty, and the

two battled over corrections. MS. Thompson, Charlene's ,nmposition (re-

search paper) teacher, clearly believed writing to be a three-stage (lirear)

process: Step One--Formulate a thesis; Step Two--Make an outline; Step

Three--Write a paper based on the thesis and outline.

iBelief: Writing is outer-directd.
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S-onrce

Each 'f the preceding beliefs. about the nature of writing and the
bel;ef tEz: evaluation Of writing is the responsibility of the

teacher played a role in the formation of this more general belief about the
nature of writing; Charlene belieVed thee was a way to write known by her

teachers and good writers. She tried to write that way: she tried to "pt.t

together grammar and ideas;" shy triea to produce papers of a certain

teacherdeSighated length; she tried to write, using her teachers' steps;

She tried to corret her flawed products. When [school] writing; Charlene

concluded, "you have to write in English;" That writing could be ionet

directed outside school only became a possibility to Charlene late in her

career when her 1161friend gen:Jiaely responded to her writing; Still, she

had yet to reach the t WhrL thiS fact had changed her belief system;
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Chapter 5

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Four categories of beliefs emerged from the data: beliefs about (1)

self as writer, (2) good writers/good writing; (3) evaluation oi Writirg,
and (4) the nature of writing. What'foIlows is a combined listing of

beliefs from all three cases according to category. For case-specific

beliefs and an exploration of their sources, See Chapter 4.

(1) Beliefs about self as writer

"I'm a fair writer." (Tom)

"I'm an average writer." (Jan)

"I can't write." (Charlene)

(2) Beliefs about good writers_

Good writers write with ease.

Good writers do not make errors.

Good writers know the way to write.

Good writers know what they want to say before they write.
_

Good writers use "flowery" language;

(3) Beliefs about the evaluation of writing

Critical evaluation Of writing is the responsibility of the teacher.

Evaluation of writing equals the evaluation of the writer- person.

(4) Beliefs about the nature of writing

Writing is a linear process.

Writing is learned from instruction. (Teachers know the way to write.)

Writing involves directly transferring thoughts from-mind to paper.

Writing equals correctness;

Writing is "putting together grammar and ideas."
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A paper must be a certain length.

Writing ability should be acquired by a certain time/age;

To the three writers in this sample, writing meant writing correctly

for a teacher's steps and various other external constraints (time; length;
styli; form); In all cases, the act of writing seemed to be an act separate
from thinking--predicated on students already knowing what they had to say;
to whom and why; Writing Seethed more a teacher-based mystery than a highly-

developed extension of human cognition.

Topics were teacher-designated; "They express themelVeS better if
they have a sense of direction from the teacher," remarked one teacher.

Complained another; "Students don't want to write about what you want them

to write about and then;;;if you say pick a topic, they write about what
they did over the summer and then that just perpetuates year After year and
that's all they ever write about themselves."

Writing was always directed to the teacher. Jan even tried to figure
out how one of het teaChers wrote. She never observed hith writing or read
anything that he had written but she carefully observed the words and sen-
tences of hetS that he crossed out. "This would tell me [IOW he writes," Jan
explained, ";;;it helped me get a better grade." The teachers of these
three student writers did not seem to want "the record of an idea develop-
ing" (Shaughnessy, 1977). Instead; the writing of these students was always
on display; they were constantly called upon to perform, to go "Public" with
their writing; Students wrote primarily to please the teacher and earn a
grade rather that' to please themselves and to learn.

It's interesting that although teachers expected writing to be

"public," little attention appeared to be given to the role of critical

reading in the development of writing abilities; The students in this sam-
ple had little experience critically reading either their peers' writing Or
their own. They appeared to view critical reading as the responsibility of

the teacher-critic and consequently, as writers developed a dependency on
their teachers. Sometimes teachers requested that students have peers

"check over" their writing, presumably for surface errors, such as spelling
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and punctuation. One of Jan's teachers tried peer reading once bUt found

students "just superficially criticized" writing. She explained; "In their

senior year, they hadn't been prepared to evaluate, and considering all I

was supposed to do -- produce a research paper among other things..."

A research paper was required writing for all three students during

their last two years of high school. According to one teacher, "The re-

search paper was the big trauma." In all cases, the teachers led the stu-

dents through the research paper step by step, following a linear, building-

block model of composing. "The paper was composed in stages, week by week.

For two weeks, the students worked on developing theais Statements...Thcn a

preliminary outline was required by the third week and so on...through most

of the semester," explained one of Jan's teachers. She AlSo added that "no

student could do poorly on it because it was so structured...any conscien-

tious student could make a B, if not an A." One of Charldne'S teachers

admitted that her students did not do much writing in her advanced compos-

ition class: "The course was more how to do research... footnotes and

bibliography and outlining."

In the Preface to Searching Writing: A Contextbook (1980), Ken

Macrorie condemns the research paper as "an exercise in badly done bibliog-

raphy, often an introduction to the art of plagiarism, and a triumph of

meaninglessnessfor both writer and reader":

The principal reason education doesn't 'take'
better than it does is that it's a closed loop,
with the knowledge and experience of experts on
one side and no way for it to flow into or over
on the ather side,.where in darkness-unarticulated,
unreflected upon, unused--lie the knowledge and
experience of students. The discipline of real
learning consists of the self and the other§
flowing into each other. (p. 13)

These students writers, especially with regard to the research paper; were

usually directed by their teachers to find a thesis statement to know what

wanted to say) before writing. Often they "fished" for a thesis statement

that would meet with teacher approval. In some cases, their teachers even

gave them thesis statements. In all cases, writing appeared to be viewed as

mechanistic, associated with formulating and supporting a thesis statement

rather than with making meaning.
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From years of formulating thesis statements and outlining before

writing, these students are likely to have inferred that meaning is set,

that meaning does not change with writing /thinking. They might also have

inferred that ambiguity (not knowing what you want to say) should be avoided

and that proficient_ writers think clearly from the start. Students in this

sample were never directed by their teachers to use writing to discover

meaning (what they want'd to say); instead, they were continually directed

co use writing to communicate to some "educated other," usually the teacher;

meaning they had not yet'discovered for themselves.

Not only was the range of writing limited buy also the frequency.

Writing was compartmentalized into separate courses or units within an

English course. Tom and Charlene took only one composition course.

Charlene's course lasted ten weeks and while Tom's lasted one semester; the

time was devoted to the writing of one short research p er. While Jan's

senior English teacher complained that Jan had "a bigTroblemi" Jan earned

an A one semester and a B another semester under this teacher because

"little writing was required."

Several teachers claimed to take an "integrated" approach to grammar

and writing. One of Charlene's grammar teachers had her students "incorp-

orate" grammatical structures they had studied into their writing. Tom's

advanced composition teacher believed Tom would have been a better writer if

he had taken a usage course before taking a composition course. If these

students need to improve their writing; their teachers often gave them more

skills work. Writing came to be associated with skills and drills. The

Studett'S.:Cadie to-belieVe writing CbiilCl-be-learnedi in part, tnrough skids

activities and instrUction; justi as their teachers believed;

When these three writers h d difficUlty writing; they often blamed

themselves. Why couldn't they -irectly transfer their thoughts from ther
minds to their papers? Why did they change their minds in the middle of

ieriting? Why couldn't they write like they assumed good writers (and their

teachers) wrote--with ease and without error? Why hadn't they learned how

to write by the time they graduated from high school? Where had they failed

in their development as writers? And to what extent could the source of

their failure be traced to their teachers?
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This study revealed that student6' beliefs about writing (which deter-

Mine their attitudes toward writing) are shaped; to a great extent, by their

teachers' beliefs about writing. Since the students in this sample were in-

experienced writers and never observed other writers (or their teadher6)

writing; they depended on learning to write by instruction; This dependency

resulted in their getting a fragmented sense of the purpose and function of

writing; because their teacher6 were guided by an oversimplified model of

the writing process. Consequently, these students were guided (or misguid-

ed) 1.7 numerous misconceptions about writing which contributed to the de-

velopment of negative attitudes toward writing and hindered their develop-

ment as writers.

In all cases; the student'; depended on their teachers as judges of good

writing: they believed teachers knew the way to write. Those students who

were school-experienced enough to. produce wnat their teachers judged to be

good writing perhaps benefited from their teachers' product - picking. Less

experienced students, like thoge in this sample, while they survived academ-

ically, failed to advance as writers.
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Chapter 6

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING AND RESEARCH

Implications for Teaching

"Teaching composition as (an inner-directed)
process can put students_ in touch with their
own minds; it can give them back their
language" (Berthoff, 1981, O. 22).

Since attitude is learned and the writing of so many students, espe-

cially inexperienced writers, is limited to school writing; teachers could

play a key role in shaping student attitudes toward writing; indeed, they

perhaps are the most powerful influence. Teachers need to become aware of

the role of the cognitive dimension of attitude (beliefs) in the development

of writing abilities. In lhe act of writing, most student writers experi-

ence some attitudinal interference which might be reduced through effectiVe

teacher intervention. Unfortunately; however, students' misconceptions

about the nature of writing are often reinforced or created by teachers.

Effective teacher intervention is dependent upon teacher attitude toward

writing. Teachers cannot intervene effectively if their teaching is guided

(or misguided) by their own misconceptions about the act of writing and an

oversimplified model of composing.

Teacher understanding of the nature of writing should be grounded both

in direct experierce and in research; Writing teachers should first of all

be writers: writing should be active in their lives: And second, writing

teachers; like all teachers; should continue to be learners; thOY ShOUld be

informed by current research. Anyor.2 who writes, for example knows first-

hand .that research confirms--that writing/thinking is not an orderly,

Iiear, step -by -step process but a recursivej to-and-fro process that grows

more like "a seed than a line" (Somers, 1980, p. 386).
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In order to become more knowledgeable about the nature of writing,

teachers need to examine their own attitudes and recognize any misconcep-
tions. They might review their own writing histories to explore possible

sources for their beliefs. Smith (1981), WhO diSCUSSeS tWenty=one miscon-

ceptiong about the act of writing, believes recognition should be enough to

affect classroom instruction; However, beliefs -- especially ones that have

been held intensely over a period of time--are not easily revised. There is

no magical "ah-ha" transformation from misconception zeCognition to belief

revision. Belief revision is a gradual process which begins With diSSonance

and questioning.

Teacher recognition and revision of misconceptions--understanding the

inner-direCted nature of writing--does not guarantee, hOWeVer, that class-

room instruction will change and leathers will benefit. Some teachers may

not knoW hoW to apply their new understanding in the ClASStOOM: probably

they teach as they were taught; perhaps they are unaware of the mismatch and

think they are applying their understanding but, in feet, are not; or pos-

sibly they believe that their own practices would not be appropriate for

apprentice writers.

TeaCher behavior can also give rise to misconceptions; For example,

while teachers might not equate writing with correctness, if their only

response to student writing is marking errors, then they will send students

the wrong message, focusing student attention on grammar and spelling rather
than on meaning. Teacher attention to "correctness" might

dents to believe that proficient writers, as well

without error. AS a result, students may fail to

writers because they do not write "correctly."

as Cheir

also lead stu-.7

teachers, write

perceive.themselves as

Teachers need to learn to critically obSerVe and OV416ate their own

teaching. RecognitiOn and revision of their own misconceptions about the

act of Writing should be followed by scrutiny of ClASStooth instruction.

"Such scrutinyWhether by means of videotaping classes, asking other teach-

ers to observe, or by some self-ekathinatibhis essential if teachers are to

grow, to refine their teaching" (Allen, 1980, p. 99). TeacherS who come to

understand writing as a complex, cognitive, innei=directed process need to
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re-define their roles as teachers, re-view students as writers, and re-

create c,assroom environments for learning.

TOACher6 need to establish a collaborative rather than adversarial re-

lationship with studel.ts. Instead of viewing themselves as examiners of

students' written products, teachers should view themselves as writing con-

sultants whose role is to respond to student writing in process. "Evalu-

ation, then, is the natural conclusion of the process of response and nego-

tiation, carried through successive drafts...By negotiating those changes

rather than dictating them, the teacher returns control of the writing to

the student" (Brannon and Knoblauch; 1982, p. 166).

TeacherS often view themselves as "the authorities, intellectually

maturer, rhetorically more experienced; technically more expert than their

apprentice writers" (Brannon and Knoblinichi 1982 p. 158) and feel free to

"correct" any deviations from the ideal text (the teather'S conception of

what the text ought to look like). Consequently, many student writers neJer

experience the feeling of success in school - sponsored writing. They either

repeatedly fail to please the teacher (to discover what the teacher wanted

and earn good grades) or even if they win teacher approval, they Often fail

to please themselves. One student in this study concluded that she could

not write. According to Smith (1981);. "there is only one difference between

writers and people who do not write--writers write (O. 794). In order for

students to perceive themselves as writers; teachers need to perceive stu-

dents as writers, to respect students as authors.

The teacher should not be the sole reader of student writing. "Espe-

cially when writing is being learned, there iS greAt.need for and advantage

in people working together...The ability to write alone comes with experi-

ence, and is not always easy or necessary" (Smith, 1981, p. 796). AS Stu-

dents develop their critical reading abilitie6 by responding to the evolving

texts of other student riters in the classroom, they will eventually inter-

nLlize criteria for effective writing and become more independent readers

and writers.
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A0plebee (1981), in a report of writing in secondary schools; recom-

mends that teachers increase the frequency of writing as well as the range

of possibilities for using writing in less artificial ways; as "a tool for

learning rather than as a means to display acquired knowledge" (p. 101).

Teachers need to improve the frequency of writing, not by assigning more

papers but by requiring multiple drafts; more emphasis should be placed on

revision. As Moffet (1968) would argue, the relation-ship between writing

and thinking grows rather than develops linearly;

Thcl classroom "environment...Can modify in that it can help or

hinder..." (Montessori, 1964, p. 105). Writing teatherS can use their know-

ledge and experiencetheir expertiseCo help learners become guided by

beliefs about writing which will help them to develop as writers. They can

create an environment in which writing is shared as well as evaluated and in

Which students actually want to send messages in hopes of a genuine

response.

One student writer in this sample tentatively formed beliefs that could
_

have enabled him to develop as a writer; (1) writing is a way of learning

and (2) you learn to write by writing. HOWeVer; since his teachers did not

reinforce these beliefs, they were not intensely held and therefore did not

enhance his development as a writer.

Teachers who adhere to the transmission concept of education view

learning as the acquisition of what is already known and act as agents

through which knowledge and skills are ditettly transmitted to the student,

a pasSiVe receptor. Teaching writing from this view of learning is

Simply a matter of assigning topics and
correcting the resulting work; But the fact_ia
that teaching composition by arbitrarily- setting
topics and then concentrating on the,MeChanita
of expression and the conventions governing
correct usage does not guarantee that StudehtS
will learn to write competently, and -it certainly
does not encourage the discovery of language
either as-in instrument of knowing or as our
chief means of shaping and communicating ideAS
and experience. (Berthoff, 1981, p. 9).
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The problem is that while their written products may eventually become less

flawed; students will not learn to use writing as a process of coming-to-

khow or as a means of shaping experience

The transmission view of teaching and learning tj write ddeS not en-

courage students to discover for themSelVeS; instead passive learning is err-

tOuraged--the learner is left out of learning and the writer out of writing.

Unless students-become active learne :s, unless their writing matters to

them, they will be constantly trying to unravel what it is the teacher

Wants. The findings of this inquiry dtatatically point to the ne'd to de-

velop a philosophy of leakning writing which placs the writer-learner it

center. We cannot solve the problem simply by the red pen or being kinder

We need a larger revolution regarding the nature of writing and learning and

self in the schools

Implications for Further Research

More research studieS which foeus on the attitudinal dimension of writ-

ing- -what Emig (1971) refers :o as invisible component " - -are needed;

Thit study provides a basis for the development of hypotheses and the begin

ning of a formal theory of the development of attitude toward writing; The

Size of the samOle of college freshman writers from the same research pop-

ulation could be enlarged to include a greater range of negative attitudes

toward writing; writing abilities; and prior writing experience; A similar

study chould be conducted with college fteShtan writers who are enrolled in

freshman composition instead of basic writing;

Comparative studies could also be conducted, for example; regarding the

effect of placement (in basic writing or freAltan composition) on attitude

toward. writing of college freshtan writers of varied abilities and back-

grounds. Attitudes toward writing of inexperienced and experienced college

writers (perhaps freshmen and juniors) could also be compared, as well as

the attitudes of various cultural groups.

Case histories of student writers with positive attitudes toward writ-

ing should be conducted; Do students with positive attitudes, especially
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inexperienced writers, necessarily have a realistic understanding of the
nature of composing? Why are score student writers able to develop their

writing abilities in spite of poor instruction?

Some questions could serve as the basis of correlation studies: How

does personality, particularly self-concept; affect the formation of

tude toward writing? What is the relationship between attitude toward writ-
ing and syntactic fluency, syntactic maturity and conceptual maturity? What
is the relationship of attitude toward writing and attitude toward read7.

ingt

Now that there is methodological and theoretical framework for a case

history approach which combines both attitude and composing theory, case
studies which reveal current composing processes of writers could be added
to case histories. Longitudinal studies could be conducted of student

writers in the process of forming attitudes toward writing.

Micro-enthnographic studies which focus on the development of attitude

toward writing in varicus classrooms could be conducted. The role of peers

as well as the role of teachers in attitude formation could be considered.

Macro-ethnographic studies, which would include the larger school picture

and family backgrounds, could also be conducted.

Based on the findings of this study, perhaps the most promising area of

investigation is teacher attitude toward writing. The writing histories of

teachers, including possible sources of their beliefs about the nature of

writing, could be explored; Studies which relate a teacher's formal train-

ing to approaches in teaching composition and to attitude toward writing

could be conducted; Several related questions might.be Pursued: In what

ways does a teacher's model of learning--or lack of one--affect the develop-

ment of student attitude toward writing and learning? HOW &des teacher's

cultural and educational background affect the attitude of a student with a

different background? What role does a teacher's empathy capability play in..
the formation of student attitude toward writing?
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APPENDIX A. Writing Sample Placement Test, Old Dominion University

FACTS ABOUT THE WRITING SAMPLE PLACEMENT TEST

UNIVER5ITY POLICY: Each student (with or Without transfer credit for fresh-
man composition) will be responsible-for taking the Writing Sample Placement
Test and, if necessary, for following a program that will upgrade writing
skills.

PURPOSE: The Writing Sample Placement Test evaluates the writing skills of
all incoming students. Student§ without credit for freshman composition are
evaluated to determine whether they §hould be placed in English 110 (fresh-
man composition), General Studie§ 050 (Basic Writing), or ESL (English for
non-native speakers of English).

Students with credit for freshman composition are evaluated to deter-
mine whether their writing SkillS show weaknesses that would affect their
performance on the Exit Examination of Writing Proficiency (a graduation re-
quirement for students graduating under the 1979=80, or subsequent,
catalog).

DESCRIPTION: The Writing Sample Placement 'refit is a 90-minute essay test.
A student is expected to write a500 /500 -word expository essay responding to
one of two "should" "would," or "could" questions derived from three topic,

areas: Basic Human Rights, Commercial TeleviSion, and Environmental Regu-
lation. The essay should have an introduction that contains a thesis state-
ment, a body of paragraphs supporting the thesis statement, and a
conclusion.

TESTING SESSIONS: Students who attend the University's summer Preview ses-
sions will take the test then. Student§ who do no attend Preview should
contact the Office of Academic Counseling and Testing, (804) 440-3697, Room
200, Old Administration Building, to register for one of the regular testing
sessions given during the academic year.

RESULTS: Students without Credit for freshman composition will be placed in
one of the following: English 110 = for students whose writing indicates a
readiness for freShman composition, General Studies 050 - for students whose
writing indicates weaknesses that would hinder their progress in freshman
composition, or ESL - for non-native speakers of English whose writing indi-
cates that they are not ready for English 110 or General Studies 050.

Students with credit for freshman composition will receive a letter
indicating that their writing skills correspond to one of the following lev-
els: level - writing skills are Superior to those of the average freshman
student entering English 110, bev=el 2 - writing skills are equivalent to
those of the average freshman Student entering English 110, level 3 - writ-
ing skills are weaker than those of the Average freshman student entering
English 110, or level -4 - writing skills are equivalent to those of a stu-
dent entering Generl Studies 050. For both levels 3 and 4, the specific
areas of weakness will be indicated.
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NOTIFICATION OF RESULTS: The results of writing samples taken during summer
Preview sessions are available from the Preview counselors. However, Pre-
view students who have transfer credit for freshman composition will receive
their results by mail.

All students who take the writing sample during the academic year (at a
regular testing session) will receive their results by mail.

RETESTING: There is a ten-week waiting period before a student may retake
the Writing Sample Placement Test.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WRITING SAMPLE PLACEMENT TEST

Earlier you were notified that you would be required to write an essay
of 400-500 words (about four pages) on.a "should" or "would" or "could"
question derived from the following three topics: 1) BaSic Human Rights,.2)
Television, and 3) Education. You were told to expect two questilns derived
from the three topics, from which you would have to select one for your
essay. The two questions follow; select one for your essay:

1.

2.

You may, of course, respond affirmatively or negatively to the question you
choose. You should state your own thesiS or controlling idea and develop it
with reasons, explanations, illustrations, etc. The concern is not with how
much you know about the question but with how well you state, develop, and
explain what you do know.

Your Response (in essay form) should have

an introduction- which

- has an introductory sentence or two placing your topic in an
overall context.

has a thesis statement with which a reader may agree or disagree.

- has a statement indicating how you intend to develop your topic.

a body which

develops your topic logically and coherently, with a balance of
generalizations and relevant and specific details.

;

a conclusion which

- restates your thesis and gives the reader the feeling that your
discussion is complete.

YOU WILL BE ALLOWED 90 MINUTES FOR THE WRITING SAMPLE.

The essay you write will be graded, and you will be informed of the re-
sults. Your performance on the essay will be used to determine whether or
not you are ready to register for Englidh 110, or the level of your writing
skills if you already have credit for English 110. The students ready for
English 110 are those whose writing is relatively free of mistakes in sen-
tence structure, usage, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and serious
problems in organization. The dtudents who need to enroll in General Stud-
ies 050 are primarily those whose writing shows deficiencies in grammar,
sentence structure, mechanics, usage, and/or serious problems in expressive-
ness and in the rudiments of expository writing.
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PLACEMENT

There are many possible combination of error counts in the four eval-

uated dimensions, and there is no absolute formula for deciding whether a_ .

Student places in English 110 (Freshman Composition). Generally speaking,

students with high error counts--particularly in Dimensions III and IV (over

3 in IIT and over 15 in IV)--are placed in General StudieS 050, the develop-

mental writing course taught at the Writing Center. The student who places

in English 110 typically has low error counts in all four dimenaions. How-

ever, a student with an error count of 15-20 concentrated in one or two of

the items in Dimension IV (and-a very low or no error counts in Dimension I,

II, and III) could fall into a borderline category. In those cases, place-

ment is determined by the level of maturity and control that the Student has
achieved as a writer--matters revealed by choices of vocabulary and syntax.

Although these matters are not quantified on the evaluation grid, the exam-

ination readers are oriented to make placement judgements on the basis of

Lhe non-quantifiable criteria. Theseinclude, but are not limited to, Syn-

tactic complexity and variation, specific, rather than vague, terms of ref-

terence and Sophisticated word usage. All readers are encouraged to ask for

a second reading whenever they have any doubts about placement.

Writing sample placement test scores
for the three case study participants.

Student D I D II D III D IV

Jan
Tom
Charlene

15 11

8' 8

8
8

15
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Name: Jan

. ..... .

Writing Sample
Placement Test
Old Dominion University

_WOULD TV SHOWS. WITHOUT SET AND VIOLENCE_
....

.

ATTRACT AS MANY VIEWERS?

Television shows of family and adult screening will not attract viewers

if the shows were without sex and violence. With their humerous jokes and

abusive language, television shows basically would not be the same, both in

content and plot, without the use of sexual actions and violence.

"Saturday Night Live;" a favorite comedy among the young adult age

group widely contains bbth sex and violence in their show. Since the show

is on prime time, the extent of these actions may go abroad. Of the

majority time of the show, either sex or violence, or both at the same time,

occurs. If the communications committee of congress bans all sexual actions

and abusive violence on television shows, viewers will stop watching "Satur-

day Night Live" for the show hasn't any script to act upon unless the

writers change their idea of the show, but to what? What actions, other

than sex and violence, has more excitement and contentment in the drama of

the show? These cmversions will have to be changed in all types of show-

ing, from childrens' cartoons to adults' comedy shows.

Another show that will automatically fail in the television world would

be all soap operas. These shows are all built around the uses of sex and

violence. A man will kill another man for the love of his wife. This is

the main topic for many soap operas. Again, the question arises: what

other emotions can add to a person's enjoyment for the viewing of tele-

vision. Changes will again take place in this type bf television Show.

Children's cartoons have more of the use of violence than sex. Yet,

parents still let their children view them. For instance, the cartoon, "The

Road Runner/Bugs Bunny Show," mainly consists of violence. Either the

coyote desperately trying to kill and eat the roadrunner or Elmer Fudd, is

attempting to kill the rabbit during hunting season, all events consists of
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violence. During one show of the "Road Runner Show," the coyote defies all

natural laws of injury and death. It may be kill at least twenty times in

one show because
......

Children viewers laugh and joke at, these violent actions not khOWing that

some may use these tactice in later life as criminals. Very little sex

appears in cartoons except for a few occasipt31 instances. Throughout one

cartoon, Pepe La Pe'-y, a skunk, chases a cat through the meadows of France.

Hearts circulate Pepe's head and a heart pounds in and out of his chest as

he nears the confused and tormented cat. Love and sex are the main plot for

this children's cartoon. Again, if changes must occur, children will prob-

ably continue to watch these cartoons. Early in the mornings; especially

Saturdays, are times when children can do something quiet with-Out the super-

vision of their parents. The children are limited with their activities.

If the cartoons become nonsexual and non - violence, they may continue to

watch it without any dismay or go into the playrooms and play Barbie and Ken

or play army, in which the activities display sex and violence. According

to a Psychology instructor at High School, children badiCally

don't care what they watch; they just want something simple and unsophisti-

cated. Children may be the only age group that won't stop watching tele-

vision if the television shows were without sex and violence.

News on television basically envolves on violence in the world and

special editions. People, at all ages, need to come familiar about the

world and its problems. Many involves violence and the destruction it

creates. Take for instance the riots now being held in England. Peopl , in

all nations, should know the cause and effect of the riots in England. If

the news network didn't reveal these riots on television, people may visit

Liverpool as a tourist. It would be a big disappointment to them especially

if they were killed. Even though violence isn't very helpful in our

society, the people definitely need to know the violence in the areas and

its circumstances. If the television news network cut off all violence-

related events, the show may only last ten to fifteen minutes. Violence

should be known to the public but not to the extreme of the variety shows,

in which they overact violence. Though this paragraph is a contrast of all

the other paragraphs, news network tells the complete truth of violence in

the world. It is essential and all uniform to inform the public about all

types of violence that occurred that recent day.
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Since I reviewed all the angles of television shows, children shows,

young adult showa, Adult_Showa, and news; / reveal and concluded that tele-

vision shows without sex and violence would not attract as many viewers as

the shows with sex -and violence. Again and again, the question arises, what

other emotion or reaction can take place and make the viewer a happier and

satisfied with the show he's watching?

Name: Tom Writing Sample
Placement Test
Old Dominion University

SHOULD MORE EDUCATIONAL SHOWS BE PRESENTED
ON COMMERCIAL TV?

There should be more educational shows presented on commercial tele-

vial-on for the reason of extended learning of our nation's population. Many

people watch televiSion everyday and learn many ideas. In this paper, I

will discuss reasons and facts why these ideas should come from an educe-

tional program.

To many people in our world, television is their only means of communi-

cation with the world outside their home. Children too young for school

watch television a large amount of their time. Children tend to copy many

things they see through the day. Increasing the number of educational pro,-

grams on televisor would respond in more children coping educational activ-

ities rather than the unlawful, harmful activities that occur on most of our

commerical television today.

Uneducational programs on today's commercial revisor_ is corrupting

many individual's minds. The mid-day soap operas, that many people watch

diligently, force the ideas of murder, sex, cheating, etc. into our minds

constantly. Shows of this sort do nothing to increase the value of educa-

tiontion n our society. Home Box office has made it possible for many young

adults under the ages of eighteen years of age, to watch restricted movies
_

frequently. These auch movies also stress the ideas of sex and violence. I

personally feel that shows of this king are poorly chosen for our

society.
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National Geographic wildlife dhows, news documentaries, Sesame Street,

just naming a few of the educational programs on television, should be in-
creased greatly. Cultural shows should be planned specifically for each

area in which you live. Series that will educate in your own life style, in

the history of your city and in special events in your area.

Sesame Street, a children's educational program has many things co

offer to the younger generation. This show provides spelling lessons, read-

ing lessons, pronunciation lessons, and ways of figuring everyday problems

in their life. News programs can provide us with foreign affairs evertf,,

along with nation events also.

On the other, programs such as "Roots" caused many incidences of racial

violence on its opening. Schools here in Norfolk were plagued with riots

that normally did not occur.

With the growing amount of corruption and violence in our world todaY,

we should be very careful of what is entering our minds and our children

from the programs we watch on television. Many of the ideas we receive from

iour TV stays in our minds and subconscious more than we realize. It is a

kuown fact that our minds is in a trans as we watch a kogram, thus meaning

we are more able to be reduced by the ideas given to us.

I conclude that there should be more educational programa on televi-
sion. The reason for my opinion is that our country is falling aPart, due

to violence, and television is just making it worse.

Name: Charlene Writing Sample
Placement Test
OId,Dominion University

SHOULD MORE EDUCATIONAL SHOWS BE PRES NTED
ON COMMERCIAL TV?

Television has many different types of shows, whit can be seen almost

twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. A person aerages at least
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about six to eight hours a day watching these shows. I feel that there

should be more educational shows presented on commerical television for the

people to watch. I will show why I feel that more tducational shows be

shown by showing some advantages of showing educational programs a d some

disadvantages of not showing educational programs.

A disadvantage, of not showing a program that would be educational to

very many people, would be if educational programs are not shown then some

other kind of program would be. The type of program that would be shown

would probably consist of violence, use of profanity, and ideas of se.;.1

behavior. Violence, profanity, and ideas of sexual behavior is what is

shown on television today for many young children to watch. If educational

programs replaced these types of shows then the children would benefit in-

stead of being taught violence, profanity, and ideas of sexual behavior.

not

uaI

six

The way uneducational programs affect

showing educational programs.

behavior, that the children, teenagers, and adults see on television the

to eight hours a day they watches it, has an affect on them. The child-

people is Another disadvantage of

The violence, profanity and iciest; of sex-

ren see someone murdering someone, someone using profanity, or two unmarried

people having sexual intercourse and they think there is nothing wrong with

it. Teenagers see the same thing and they feel the same way to

The use of profanity, alcohol and drugs, and the sexuality they

vision affects them. The adults are affect by television also.

are affect by the use of alcohol and sexuality on television mostly. There

are not only disadvantages to not showing educational programs but there is

also some advantages to showing it.

an extent.

see on tele-

The adults

An advantage to showing more educational shows on television is that

the people watching the programs will benefit and learn from these programs.

For children and teenagers it should be ahoWs dealing with subjects taught

in school and other types of edUcational shows also. The programs might

help the child or teenager watching the program to underatand something they

were taught-in school better. For the adults it could be shows dealing with

how to prepare foods, how to fix things around the house, how to play

Sports, or anything where they could learn something useful. This would

save money because the adult could fix something that is broken down them-

selves instead of take it to the repair shop or the adult could fix a deli-

cious dinner instead of going out to eat.
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Money can be saved in making the programs also. This is another advan=
tage. Not as many people are )needed to be in the program so the salary is
not going to many people. Not as much equipment is needed either, so there
is more money saved. It just does not usually take as much money to make an

educational program as it does a program of violence, profanity, or sex-

uality.

A final advantage is that people would stop watching television as much

as they watch it now. People would not want to watch slot of educational

programs as much as the types of programs on television now. This would be

an advantage if the people would spend the time that they are not watching

televiSion with their family or doing something constructive. The time

spent not watching television would be a learning experience also by learn-

ing more About your family, reading your Bible, or doing anything where you

learn something.

I feel that more educational programs should be shown on commercial

television. This would make this nation a better educated, and lest, violent

nation. It would make Americans better educated, less violent and maybe

even closer and friendlier with their family and fellow Americans.
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APPENDIX B. Examples of Transcripts of Interviews

INTERVIEW WITH JAN

Inestigator: Jan, you wrote that you're an average writer.
What did you mean?

Jan: Well; I've been in average English, you know,
since--

Investigator: When does that division begin? Does it go back
to elementary school?

Jan: It starts in junior high.

Investigator:

Jan:

So that's why you say you're an average writer,
because you were in average English?

Well, yeah -- and I compare me to other writers,
I mean in my school and everything. I feel my
work is not bad, but it's not the best.

Investigator: .You also wrote that there seems to be a "mental
barrier" between thoughts in your head and placing
your thoughts on paper. What did you mean?

Jan: I felt that I had so much knowledge up there, but
it seems when .I write it just doesn't, you know,
come out. Something--a barrier is there, and I
can't put it on paper. You know, something's stuck.
It got stuck up there, and I write something
different.

Investigator: From what you really mean? Frustrating.

Jan: Yeahi

Investigator:

Jan:

Do'you block sometimes? Actually block - -you can't
even make an attempt to --

Yeah, sometimes. If I, like, if I don't know the
word I'm looking for, I'll just skip the whole space,
like, you know - just leave a space and put a ques-
tion mark there. Like when I'm trying to write a
paper and thinking of ideas, I just jot all these
ideas down and just pick the bcst one. You know.

Investigator: So when you get stuck, you will leave a space and go
on, and then come back?

Jan: Yeah.
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investigator: It's usually a word, not a whole

Jan: Yeah.

Investigator: Do you think that all writers block sometimes?

Jan: Yeah.

Investigator: You enjoy writing to a certain point, is that right?

Jan: Yeah.

Investigator: Where do you draw the line?

Jan: Well, I don't mind writing, you know. It's just
like when teachers make you write the next day -- you
know there's a pressure on you and you have to sit
down and do it. I can't do that, I have to take it
step by step. I just can't write a paper and then
edit and then I'm finished. You know, it takes
time, and I don't like that.

Investigator: So you enjoy writing more when you have time?

Jan: Yeah, I like writing -- except for when I get stuck.

Investigator: Do you write letters?

Jan: Yeah.

Investigator: Often?

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Often, yeah. I write to my grandparents a lot,
because they're in Ohio and Florida and you just
don't pick up the telephone and call them. It's
easier using an $.18 stamp.

I bet they really enjoy hearing from you.

Yeah. And they always say that I write nice letters
And stuff.

You don't really avoid writing. You seem fairly
confident. Do you fear writing?

Well, I don't mind writing, except - the only time
I fear writing is when I get the paper back and I see
those red marks.
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Investigator: And so it makes you afraid the next time?

Jan:

Investigator:

Yeah. I learn from my mistakes and everything, but
I always feel that, you know, if I start --when I see
all those red marks, I try not to do the same things
over again, but the red marks make me feel, you know,
depressed. I feel like I can't do anything right.

So that's what makes you nervous, when you have to
hand in something?

Jan: Yeah.

Investigator: You don't really fear evaluation, but you're"\same
what anxious. You know that there will be red ma,-ks,
and that's generally been your experience?

Jan: Yeah.

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Can you recall some of your experiences--times when
you got papers back with red marks? Can yOu go back?

In my advanced composition class, tte only thing I
had trouble with was unnecessary words. And you
know, he just marked it all out--and sometimes I had
paragraphs--you know, that's the only reason I didn't
have organization. Organization and unnecessary
wordings were my main problem.

Did you every feel really bad when you got a paper
back? That 3ou had wroked on --

Yeah. I'd work on it for like a week and a half in
class and out of class and you feel pretty confident
and then when you get it back the next day and you
see all those red marks you feel like it's just a big
waste of tine.

Mosc of your teachers used red marks, then?

Yeah.

You noted that you enjoy writing but also noted
writing isn't a lot of fun. There seems to be a
contradiction there. This is on the anxiety survey.
Is it the degree again?

Jan: Yeah. I enjoy writing, but you know it's no fun
seeing those red marks.
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Investigator: Do you like discussing your writing with others
very much?

Jan: Yeah, well that's what we did in the advanced
composition class. We discussed--we talked about
our ideas, and then other people in one group, you
know, said what it could be about and gave us ideas.

Investigator: Were they hard on you?

Jan: Sometimes, but it helped me a lot. You know, to
think clear thoughts.

Investigator: It's fairly easy to write, except sometimes when you
block. Do you think you write as well as other
people?

Jan: Yeah -- average.

Investigator: You noted you used writing to help you study and
learn new subjects. Would you explain that?

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

This past history test, we hadit's called the
common denominators--when you get about four or five
people--people's names or places--or ideas--and then
you had to write what they were related to Well, I
wrote down all the you know the main heading, and
then the people under it, all the places, and you
know, names and stuff like that. And that helped me
a lot. And you get other important definitions. I
Write that down.

It helps you remember better?

Yeah. Writing it down writes it up here. So it
helps me writing. I just can't sit down and look up
the word and read it. It helps a little bit, but not
as much--It makes you pay more attention--

Investigator: Do you think students who write well get better
grades?

Jan: Yeah. It involves a lot of subjects. English,
history, you know, foreign languages. Almost every
subject involves some writing. You have to have
some knowledge, you know, of that subject to put
down on paper for organization and everything.
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Investigator: Two people can know the material well, but the one
who writes better, you think, would probably get a
better grade?

Jan: Yeah.

Investigator: You wrote that you felt uneasy when we first talked
because the student doesn't usually have a "personal
agreement" with his/her instructor. Would you
elaborate, dipping into your past relationships with
teachers, particularly English teachers? You never
had a trusting relationship in a classroom?

Jan: No. Like my last English teacher--she told me flat
out that I couldn't write--that I wasn't a very good
writer and she goes, "I know other people have said
that." Add I said, "No, they haven't--they thought
my writing was average and everything." And she
said, "Well, you have to improveryour writing." You
know, she was frank to me. I never had that

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Frankness--but to say you're not` a good writer?

Yeah. That really gave me a big complex. That was
when we were writing a research paper --

Thkt wasn't Advanced Composition though.
the other class?

In English class, yeah.

at was in

With Ms. Webster?

Yeah. She has a personality, like she cuts people
down a lot. And nobody likes that in her classroom.

So it wasn't just you, though,--

It was a 1dt of other people in the class, too.

In front if the class sometimes?

No Not/in front of it If she does it, it was not
Co embarrass you. -Like I was talking to this other
guy in/My English class last year--and he knows a lot
of peOple in her class who were put in 050 (Basic
Writing) too.

Invest4gator: Oh, re a/11

Jan: Yeah./
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Investigator: He noticed that?

Jan: Yeah. It could be telling us something? Maybe we
got the wrong teacher.

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Well; it doesn't sound like you had a very trustihg
relationship. What about with ether teachers?
English teachers?

In my 10th and filth grade year, both my English
teachers were helpful, and we were on a more personal
level than a lot of other teachers. Rave you ever
heard of American Studies? Well; I was in that and
like we were really good friends--me and MS. Hull--
she was more on the personal level, because she had
kidr our own age and she knew how to deal with them;
I guess. I liked her: I think both my 10th and 11th
grade English teachers were my best teachers.

Ms. Wall and Ms. Hull. You say you think they were
your best teachers? Is it in part because of the
understanding?

Yeah. If you don't like the teacher and you don't
trust him, you're not going to do good in that class.
You have to have some type of positive attitude to go
in the class you know.

And trust your writing With that teacher. So you
don't feel that those teachers cut you down in terms
of writing.

No. The/ have to criticize some to help you but not
as much as Ms. Webster.

Investigator: And M . Wilson, too, would you say?

Jan: He was critical. He helped me too. One time, you
know he read good examples and bad examples. Well,
he read a bad example of mine--and I felt really
embarrassed. And then I had promised myself that I'd
help myself and try and try and get better grades.
And the next paper was one of the best papers in the
class and he read it, and I was proud of that.
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Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Let's go back to elementary school. You said by 6th
grade you mastered the fundamentals of writing. Is
that true?

Well, by the time you go to junior high--you know,
7th, 8th, 9th grade you kind of know basic sentence
structures and learn the spelling rules and you kind
of know a lot of fundamentals of writing. I wean,
not of writing but to do writing. Organization and
everything.

Can you recall any particular experiences in 5th
grade or 6th grade? What about the 5th grade
teacher?

Yeah, she was our Language Arts teacher for English,
reading and spelling and stuff like that. And she
helped me a lot. She was a real excellent teacher.
She was another teacher that I can trust and she
helped me and everything. I guess things got stuck
in my mind and I learned them, you know, as a
positive attitude toward her and toward the class.

Investigator: Can you recall any writing experiences in there?

Jan: No.

Investigator: Not anything special sticks out, just that it was
a positive experience?

Jan: Yeah. In 6th grade, we had to write book reports
every month. Different types of books -you know,
fiction, nonfiction, science-fiction, stuff like
that. You know, that was the only writing we did.

Investigator: What about in 7th and 8th grade?

Jan: Let's see.

Investigator: Nothing stands out in terms of writing?

Jan: No.

Investigator: 9th grade? I see you've listed several teachers.

Jan: Yeah.

Investigakor: These aren't just English teachers? These are all
the teachers?
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Jan: Ms. 2 she was a drama teacher, too. So she
kinda knew a lot more you know. We had to write a
lot of papers, well, some, a lot of papers in there.
She was, I don't know, she was really nice. I could
trust her too. Nothing really stands out.

Investigator: What about in the 8th grade? Who was the Language
Arts teacher?

Jan: Mrs. We all liked her. I mean the whole
class did. She was, I don't know, she told us
personal stories, I guess just to get on a personal
level. We didn't have to do that much writing; I
don't think. Just the regular stuff, you know. The
regular papers--how was your summer?

Investigator: You had your share of those?

Jan:

p

Investigator:

Jan:

Yeah. Especially in elementary school. You know it
was something to write out and let the teachers know
how you write, so you don't copy other people's
papers. That's what my 12th grade teacher did; Ms
Brewster. She had us write a lot of essays before we
wrote our term paper, and that --

So she could become familiar with your writing, was
that it?

So you don't have to copy someone else's term paper.
It was a good idea. I think I know one guy who did
that, and he passed, barely.

Investigator: Students in Average English didn't write as much as
students in Superior English, is that right?

Jan:

Investigator:

That's right. I know a couple of people in Superior
English, and all they did was write and read books
and wrote about three to five papers on that one
book. Character analysis; thi theme, what they
thought about it--along that line.

In high school, you moved on to essay writing. Is
that correct? You weren't doing essay writing until
maybe 10th grade?

Jan: Yeah. That's right.

Investigator: And you wrote that the teachers in high school
instructed the students to just write the paper, not
how to write, but to write it and get it done.
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Jan: 'Leah. That's all" they did. Like I remember - -well, I
don't remember any particular teacher, they used to
all just say "write." Write either about a book or
something or an experience and they just said, you
know, write it and get it done by next week. You
know,,they didn't tell us.

Investigator: How to go about writing?

Jan: Yeah. They just said the regular stuff, like the
mechanics, spelling.

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Even in the Advanced Composition course?

No.

Do you usually write for the teacher when you do
school writing? Do you have the teacher in mind?

Yeah. You have to know really what the teacher wants
to know. I don't really write you kno4 what I like
to write. Like for Mr. Wilson, he-- whenever _I needed
help, he comes back and he crosses out a word and
writes this down and then tells how he writes. So I
kind of followed that and you know, it helps.

Investigator: It helps you or it helps you in terms of the grade
in class?

Jan: Both. But basically in class, and grades.

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Investigator:

Jan:

In Advanced Composition, you wrote that you "learned
the fundamentals of writing essays. This was the
only time I got total instruction on the art of
writing." What did you mean by total instruction?

Pause --

That course is definitely geared to essay writing.

Yeah.

SO you learned the fundamentals of writing essays
there?

In that class, Mr. Wilson just kind of told us tc
write, and then a little with our process in writing
in class he instructed 013 how to write and some of
the mechanics we should know.
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Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Investigator:

Did he give you one method? This is how to write.

No.

Several different ways?

Yeah. The only thing he told us was to get a really
well-developed thesis statement for the first state-
ment and with that thesis statement, develop the
whole paper. You know, because it goes bock and
corresponds with other sentences, He really didn't
tell us any method that we should use.

You also write that by the time you took Advanced
Composition, you were a "hopeless case." What did
you mean?

Jan: Well, I don't know. After -I knew I needed some
help.

Investigator: Ms. Brewster told you that?

Jan: Yeah: I took that because I knew I'd be doing a lot
of writing in college. I needed` more help in writ-_

ing. I knew that English wasn't just all writing
papers, you know; so I decided to take that. It
helped me a little bit.

Investigator: Why only a Attie bit?

Jan: Well, I mean I'm in here! (laughs) I need some
help.

Investigator: You received low grades in Advaaced Composition.

Jan: C's. Well, Mr. Wilson, he never gives A's. And he
rarely gives B's. If you have a good paper, you have
a B.

Investigator: Does he announce this, or he just has this
reputation?

Jan: He has a reputation like that. He neversee, he
doesn't have--if you get below C, you have to rewrite
it. He reads mostly A's and B's, mostly B's because
he doesn't give A's.

Investigator: As examples?

Jan: Yeah. But, you know, he's a good teacher.
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Investigator: Why do you think he's a good teacher?

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Jan:

In estigator:

Ja

vestigator:

Investigator:

Jan:

Investigator:

Well, I learned a lot from him. A lot more than
from other teachers. He helped me with my writing.

But you also said that these low grades gave you a
complex. You were disappointed in yourself. Can you
explain?

Again, it's those red marks. Yo'l spent all that time
just for those red marks and getting all those words
crossed out. I just sat down and didn't really beat
my brains just tryi-ig to get a good paper down and
then take a rest end then go back again, just trying
to improve it and everything. And somehow it just
doesn't--

And then getting the red marks--

Yeah. It just really disappointed me a lot.

Did you end up with a C in the course?

Yeah.

Do_you think studying grammar helps improve your
writing?

Yeah, because you have to know acme of the mechanics
and you know--you just can't have all organization
and knowledge about the subject, you have to have,
you know, spelling, grammar?

When did you study grammar? Did you have a grammar
class anywhere along the line?

Just in elementary school.
so in the early years of,
it in high school because,
learned it in elementary.
know, you to 6th grade.

That's all we did. And
you know, well--we skimmed
we'should have already
I learned all mine, you

Where did you learn to perfect each sentence before
going on? You know, to write one sentence at a
time? Where did you learn that?

I just picked it up somewhere. You see, I just do
that for the first couple of sentences.

Oh, I see.
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Jan: And after that, after .I know what I'm talking about,
I just start freewriting and write anything I want
to and then, you know, and then I go back and then
the first couple of sentences are okay. You know,
I look at than and see if I want to improve them.
But I don't improve them that much since I already
improved than before. It just helps me to get
going.

Investigator: You have to have the first couple of sentences right?

Jan: Yeah, I have to know what I'm talking about. If I
don't do it--it would take me forever.

Investigator: Anything else you want to mention? About your high
school writing experiences particularly? In American
Studies, I would assume you did a lot of writing in
there and that Ms. Hull would look at the writing and
the history teacher would look at the writing more
for content?

Jan: They had no relation for the writing. The writing
was, you know, just their own grading system.

Investigator: What do you mean--"their own grading system"?

Jan: Well, if we did an essay on a test for the history
teacher, she wouldn't go to Ms. Hull to check it out
You know, they really didn't relate to each other in
writing.

Investigator: Okay.

Jad: It was two separate courses. Like the only time we'd
get together was when we did projects.

Investigator: In some schools, the teachers work closely together
and they actually pass the writing back and forth.
That's why I didn't know. It.wasn't like that,
though?

Jan: No.

Investigator: How did you feel going into the WSPT?

Jan: Well, I felt real confident because after I had that
Advanced Composition I was--since I had it, the
spring semester I knew it, and I remembered every
thing Mr. Wilson told me and I figured that I
should go ahead and, you know, have everything that
he taught me and put it down on paper.
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Investigator: What are some of the things that he told you to do?

Jan: I don't know. Mostly unnecessary words. That was my
main problem. I think. I guess on my WSPT I just
wrote--

Investigator: You wrote a long test, you really did.

Jan: A lot of it was probably unnecessary words. You
know, repeats, or something really- -

Investigator: Well, you have plenty to say. How did you feel when
you were placed in Basic Writing?

Jan: I felt disappointed. I guess everybody does. But I
don't know--after that, that whole happy year was--

Investigator: Wasted?

Jan: (laughs) It was. I just, you know- -

Investigator: You still feel that way, that it was wasted?

Jan:

Jan's Case

Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

It wasn't. It helped me. Somehow, I don't know, but
it helped me. He helped me--I don't know how to
explain it--but he helped me through, you know,
certain ways to write and everything. So it helped
me.

INTERVIEW WITH MS; BREWSTER

You were asking me why I chose Jan s case.

I think it's fascinating that Jan' name was given
to me by you because just rememberi g generally all
of my students last year, she'strik s me as being
the most negative one.

Toward writing, or negative in general?

Her attitude toward my criticism of her writing,
which seemd to be inherited from past years. She
just never liked to be criticized. When she is, she-
gets on a high horse. She can't handle it. So I can
remember, I can just see her sitting in this class-
room most disillusioned about herself.
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Investigator: About herself?

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

In relation to writing and my opinion of her writing.
Well, should I go on with this? For example, when we
were doing the research paper, we made conferences
and I talked to her about her style, her involved,
complex, almost unintelligible sentences. And her
lovely blue eyes would cloud over with tears becauie
she could not handle the idea that she was less than
perfect. And I wondered about quite a few problem,
approaching college. She never really took a real-
istic attitude toward that and low and'behold her
name appears. There are very few people that strike
me so clearly as this particular girl. She was one
of the major college-bound types who had a big writ=
ing problem and refused to admit it to herself.
That's the thing.

So you would say she had an unrealistic picture of
herself as a writer?

Right, a very unrealistic concept of herself.
Couldn't understand what was wrong.

How did you evaluate writing in the course? Did you
have her all year?

I had her all year. She was in an average class and
she came into. the average class--the junior class was
acceleratedso she had the concept from that group
that she would just breeze right through an average
group with no difficulty. And then she ran up
against this writing problem wh%ch had been develop-
ing for years.

Put no one had npparentiy

Apparently not. And st, when she was told bluntly
that she had to clarify, simplify, and communicate,
she couldn't handle it.

Why don't you talk to me a little bit about the
course, so I cau,get a better picture. I know she
was in Advanced ;.Imposition also during her senior
year.

fight. Now I don't know what'happened there. That
should have really helped, but I don't think it did.
In this average gro'ip, we did really basic simple
stuff at the beginuing--paragraphs, sentence struc-
ture, basic stuff. And from the beginning, she had
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Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:\

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

difficulty. She would never want to say something- -
you see, I think she was trying to be poetic and
flowery and was never able to simply say something
basic in a sentence. So when I would show her how to
switch a phrase or a clause or just cut it out, maybe
cut out whole sentences, even whole paragraphs--she
got this fix somewhere in the past that to be flow-
ery, confusing, backwards, was the thing. To simply
communicate was not the thing. So what can I say?
So after that basic simple writing--we went onto your
standard introduction-bo4y-conclusion-situation, and
we led into the research paper, you know. She was
never really prepared for it; ss far as her style
was concerned.

Were you the only person in the course who responded
to her writing? Or did you have some peer reading
too?

We had a little, a little bit, but not a tremendous
amount because of the nature of the class. She had
more background than most of the kids coming from
this accelerated class and generally all the other- -
whenever I did turn back certain things for them
to get together on; they would just superficially
criticize it. So in their senior year, they really
hadn't been prepared to evaluate, and considering
all I was supposed to do--that is, produce a research
paper among other things--

When you evaluate writing, do you circle every error?

Oh well, I take various methods. Sometimes I just
look for one thing, depending. We move from the
simpler to the more complex... __Sometimes just a
certain comma situation. Sometimes we're just con-
centrating on introductory elements,_. It depends.
The research paper, of.course, which was the big
trauma, -- everything.

Did you do that in stages?
\

Yes. Week by week. I could give yogi_ a schedule if
you wanted to look at it--but you probably know: the
thesis statement, and we'd talk over that for two
weeks and have individual conferences. Preliminary
outline was the third week. In very gradual stages.
It took up a good part ofethe semester. And in-
between times working on paragraphing. '
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Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:

I think she made a comment in an interview with me
that she was never told bluntly that she was not a
good writer.

Yeah, and I came right out and told_her after a
while, after she didn't seem to understand what was
written on her paper by me. Then what did she say
after that?

Something about getting a complex. She appreciated
the frankness, in one way, but it was rather shocking
for her. And then, of course, she was taking the
Advanced Composition at the same time, so between
the two, and then in the senior year to have a
sudden--

BrewSter: Did she get that reinforcement in her Advanced Comp?

Investigator: Yes.

Brewster: Because I never had the opportunity to speak to Mr.
Wilson. I do know that the junior teacher seemed to
agree with me but apparently never told her. Now if
I could solve a problem like Jan's in one year, I
would be delighted.

Investigator: This is the difficulty with talking about negative
attitude toward writing--

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

Did she see the problem? I had the feeling all
through the year that she felt I was the villain, I
was wrong. She never really saw the problem. I

understood that, so I really couldn't work on it.

Why did it take Jan until her senior year to realize
she was a "hopeless" case? I don't see her as a
hopeless case.

Just _a theory possibly -because she was such a
lovely girl, so popular--totally school-involved,
club active--she may have affected her teachers to a
degree, where they thought this is such a lovely
girl-

Investigator: And she did all her work, I assume --

Brewster: She did all her work, extremely conscientious; inter-
ested in everything in the class, academically; not
to mention outside the class, so maybe there was a.
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reluctance there over the years to take this lovely
girl aside and say, "Hey, take a look at this." Her
mother may be an influence in this. I remember see-
ing her mother, one of the few mothers who came in
parents' night, totally involved in the child. The
mother could have contributed o an unrealistic
attitude. Everytime there was something going on in
school, the mother was in charge, running it, there,
present. And I definitely felt after a while; after
I told Jan what I thought of her writing, that her
mother felt the same way about me. This was maybe
the one teacher who didn't see this girl as solid
gold.

Investigator: I see what you're saying.

Brewster: I don't know, this is all --

Investigator: Speculation?

Brewster: Speculation. I think part of her problem is being so
full of teenage cliches--verbal cliches. Superficial
--preppy, can I say--so ingrained within her, that
she was unable to pare away that superfluous dialogue
and get down to what she wanted to say, and she knew
that.

Investigator:

Brewster:

That's what she meant by the "mental barrier" between
her ideas and her words.

Right. So she soundedfine,particuIarIy_to_thepser______
group and then She tried to put that on paper, and
that's not the way formal writing is--if we're talk-
ing about formal writing.

Investigator: Academic writing?

Brewster: Right. Does that help some? This is just specu-
lation. Had Jan not gone thrbugh the American Stud-
ies, but had the further discipline of English 11
Superior writing, she probably wouldn't have come
into this problem with me. Then again, had this been
the case, she would have been in my 12 Superior
class, so I can't say. Because she was a kid a
little bit above average in an average group, she
felt somewhat above them, and, therefore, was not
open to criticism. If she was in my 12 S group, may-
be this would have been an entirely different situ-
ation. It might not have occurred, so it could also
be a scheduling difficulty. She did go, I think,
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Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:

Brewster:

Investigator:

frcm a 10 Superior, into an American Studies thing
which is like a high average group. (Note: Actually
she was in English 10 Average.)

Why would she go in there instead of to a superior
class?

Somewhere in the 10th grade--that may require another
interview with the 10th grade teacher--

I an going to do that today.

Maybe the 10th grade teacher recommended that she go
down a little bit into this American Studies thing.

That is considered "down"?

Brewster: Down a little bit, right. It's a high average group.
And then possibly her American Studies teacher recom-
mended that she continue on in that average course of
study. So it could have started back in the 10th
grade. It would be interesting to find out.

Investigator: I'm curious, why did she receive an A and B in your
class?

Brewster: The grade is not really based on writing. That does
not reflect writing. Basically it reflects other
things--reading literature.

Investigator: Of course, she was a very conscientious_student.
'Dutiful,- as Mi. Wilson said.

Brewster: It was an overall survey course, basically. Review
of grammar in the first 6 weeks.

Investigator:

Brewster:

That's a requirement?

Right. Forced. And mechanics. She did fine in
that. Roughly five or six novels to be read outside
of class. Highly objective testing on that. Did
marvelous on that. Did it all, did her reading. The
research paper she really couldn't do too poorly on
because it was so structured. '

Investigator: Plenty of time there, too.

Brewster: Right. So covering every form of writing, starting
with a history of the language going through the
novel form, lectures, you know, that kind of deal,
notes that would respond aad indicate that they had
studied short story form, the essay form--the drama
form. A "C" in Mr. Wilson's class does tell you that
there's a real deficiency.
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Investigator: Maybe, too, she had an unrealistic attitude because
of the A and B, even though she heard your comments.

Brewster: Had my grade been exclusively on writing, it wouldn't
have been--but because of the nature of the course,
any conscientious student could make a B, if not an
A.

Investigator: Mr. Wilson didn't have too much to say. He remember-
ed her more as dutiful, and not particularly enthusi-
astic, so she wouldn't stand out in his mind, because
she did her writing and she worked at it "dutifully"
as he said.

Brewster: I'm surprised he didn't remember her problem, which
to me is flowery, excessive, that type of thing,
which would drive him crazy. Wordiness.

Investigator:

Brewster:

Invest ;ator:

Charlene:

She recalls that vividly. She said Mr. Wilson would
come over and cross things out. He said that could
have Neen one of the problems; he didn't specifically
remember.

Well, she signed up for that course in her junior
year, so we did a pretty heavy sales, job the second_
semester of the junior for courses like that. So she
must have anticipated college. Why she signed for it
would be an interesting thing in the junior--because
that's before she ran into me. Whatever I did was
not the reason she got into that course. So she
realized she needed it then, early on. This was
auffethiffurwarwaii coming on. ITEIiirag-'n-VEhe gun.
Why are you asking me about Jan? How did she come
to your attention of all the students? .ad she's the
one that stands out so much in my mind, not in other
teachers' minds. Isn't that interesting. Boy, she
really sticks out--

INTERVIEW WITH CHARLENE

Charlene, on the writing anxiety questionnaire I gave
you, you indicated that you avoid writing, that you
d-,n't like to write. Why? Why isn't writing fun
I you?

It's mainly because the, things that _I have to write
about, I can't have to say that much, or not enough
for a paper, or--I don't know--I think I can talk
better than I can write, and I just don't enjoy it.
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investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

You also noted that you were uncertain about whether
or not you liked to write your ideas down, whether
or not you liked seeing your thoughts on paper.
There seems to be contradiction there. Can you
explain?

Well, if the paper is written down and I go back and
read it and it's what I like, you know, what I wanted
to say, then that's all right, you_know, but, then
again, if it's not, I don't know, I just don't like
writing it down because I've always had a teacher
grade it, and the teacher most of the time didn't
Iike what I wrote down, or she liked part of it, she
didn't like the whole thing. So--

Your mind seems to go blank when you start to work
on a composition. Is that right? Why do you think
you are nervous about writing? Also, can you dip
into your memory and recall specific times when you
blanked?

(Nervous) Because all through high school any paper
I've ever written has always been criticized by the
teacher one way or the other. I don't know,.I ve
always needed people to like what I do or to like me.

So you think if someone doesn't like your writing,
if someone criticizes your writing, that perhaps that
person doesn't like you? Or perhaps that person is
criticizing you? Is that your feeling?

Ih a way, y-07--T4m Litt sure-aratit-17411,-ThaftI-Ria--
to take one thing and give a description of it- -write
a whole paper of description. I don't remember what
the object was, but I had trouble then because I
couldn't think of enough because it had to be one,
one-and-a-half pages long, and I couldn't think of
enough to write about. I couldn't even get started
because I didn't know how to describe it without us-
ing the word.

It seems from talking with you that you think about
length, and when assigned a topic--"I have to attain
that length." Is that what you do?

Yes.

"I have to have so many pages or paragraphs."

Yes. Because that's what I was taught all through
high school.



Investigator: That a paper has to be a certain length?

Charlene: Right.

Investigator:. You lack confidence in your ability to express ideas.
Why don't you think you're any good at writing?

Charlene: It all goes back down to, like, the/teachers crticiz-
ing. They said that my points weren't clear, and it
didn't say what I wanted it to say 'and stuf7 like
that.

Why isn't writing easy for you? /0o you think others
have an easier time writing? /

Because every time I sit down/to write a paper, it
takes mefor one thing I dread writing it, I wait
till the last minute to do it, and once I sit down
to do it it takes me forever to get it written.

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Investigator:

Investigator:

Charlene:

It's a long process, isn't it?

I think other people that like writing do. Because
my boyfriend, he loves to write a paper.

He doesn't struggle the way you do?

Yes.

He ahs an easier time. It doesn't take him as long,
you don't think?

I don't think it takes him as long, no.

You indicated that expressing your ideas clearly and
organizing them is a problem. Wbuld you explain?

Well, like I said, I've always been able to talk
better than I can write and so when it comes to ex-
pressing my ideas on paper, I'm not sure of the words
to use. Or just like I'll be writing a paper, and
I'll think of a word I can use, but I don't know how
to spell it, and I don't have a dictionary there.
I've always been taught that spelling is important,
too. Because before, like on all my papers if we had
one misspelled wrod we got a C automatically.

When was that,'Chariene?

It was back in 10th grade. It was my first compos-
ition class.
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Investigator: So if you had on spelling error, you would get a "C"
automatically?

Charlene: If I'm not mistaken, that was right.

Investigator: Taking a composition course, for you, is a very
frightening experience. Is that right?

Charlene: Yes.

Investigator: And handing in a composition does not make you feel
good. Why? And why do you think you're going to do
poorly when 1 u turn in a, composition?

Charlene: It goes back to the criticism.

Investigator: You make that assumption when you xurn in a compos-
ition--"I'm going to do poorly."

Charlene: Because every time I've done it in high school, I
always did poorly, and the only thing I got on my
papers were. C's in 10th grade.

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Would you call that your first composition course?

The first I can remember, yes.

And you got C's Vick:- And that didn't feel very
good.

No, because I was aIwaysah A or B student, mostly
--------"A", up to that point.

Investigator: How were your papers marked?

Charlene: Spelling errors and-the first couple of papers I had
like run-on sentences and subject-verb agreement.

Investigator: That still troubles you.

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Yes. Like I said, if I'm not mistaken like than a
spelling error was an automatic C. Or just one
little error.

Mechanical or grammatical? And did that continue in
the 11th and 12th grade?

In the 11th grade, I didn't have to take a compos-
ition course, so I didn't take one. But in 12th
grade I hAd ro take one more composition course to
graduate, so I did. The composition teacher I had
for 10th grade tried to talk me into taking Compos-
ition 4 but I talked to some other teachers, and, you
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know, that since I didn't have Composition 3, that I
shouldn't skip over Comp 3 and go to Comp 4. So I
went ahead and took Comp 3 because I had always had
trouble, and I didn't want to get into a class and
fail because the C's were bad enough.

Investigator: The teacher you had for Comp 3 and you also had for
grammar?

Charlene: Right.

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Now explain to me--go over that again--how you felt
she liked you in the grammar class.

In the grammar class...In fact, one thing I'm sure
of--I had her in composition when I was a sophomore,
and I'm not sure she liked sophomores. And I was a
junior when I had the grammar. So, because when I
Was in her composition class, she always used to
criticize me and she'd see me in the hallways and I'd
say "Hi" to her and she wouldn't speak. But then
when I had her for grammar I had straight A's without
even an effort. And then when I'd see her in the
hallways, she'd say "Hi" back or ask me how I was
doing, and stuff like that. By then, I'd start stop-
ping by her room and talking to her. In fact, I used
to do it about once every two weeks the last year.
That was after the composition class.

When you had that teacher for composition, you felt
that she didn't like you, wasn't as friendly? You
don't think-it was-just time and getting to know each
ocher? You were good in grammar and she liked you
You were not good in composition class by her stan-
dards and so-

She always liked good students. And, like I said, I
wasn't good in composition. But the thing that
really confused me is she said that when we came in
her composition class, we shouldn't expect more than
a C, that a C was a good grade.

Investigator: But that still didn't help her, her saying that?

Charlene: No.

Investigator: I know you don't like having your work evaluated.
Did people in your composition class--your peers-
evaluate your writing? Did you do any group-type
evaluating? Or did just the teacher evaluate?
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Charlene: No, just the teacher.

Investigator: You received an assignment and then turned it in and
received it back?

Charlene: Yeah.

Investigator: So the teacher didn't really help you in the process
of writing?

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

She helped us. Like, first of all she graded our
jottings and outline. I always gotten "A" on my
jottings and outline. But when it came to the
paper, I got a C. One thing--I'm note sure if it
affected her grading or not--she told the students
she always got C's on her compositions and stuff like
that. So I don't know if she felt that no paper was
worth--in fact, we were all shocked when she gave one
student an A on a paper. There was only one A in
the whole class. And I was over liked that much in
school, but you know--

So you think a student's popularity influences a
teacher?

Yeah. Because she had some popular kids in her
school and--any of the teachers there, they always
used to do more or talk more with the popular stu-
dents. In fact, in my last composition class, I

didn't think the composition teacher there.liked me
there either because-she'd spend her time talking to
the popular people. And I'd have a question about my
composition and she'd says "I'll be with you in just
a minute," and she never came to me. This was when I
was a senior..

Investigator: Hmm.

Charlene:

Investigator:

Cause just like one of my friends said, they noticed
that she did that, and she didn't treat me right.
Because I'd ask her a question, and she'd just tot-
ally ignore me. In fact, _I was standing in frt.nt of
her one day and she was just sitting here and I know
she heard me because she looked up at me, and she
jast ignored me. So"

You were not on her list? Okay, I know that you
don't like getting your writing evaluated, and now
I'm getting a picture of why. Do you fear your
writing being evaluated? You indicated that you
don't even like your friends to read your writing.
Is that so?
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Charlene: Yes. My writing--I don't know--I usually don't like
what t write on _a paper because it doesn't really
say What I want it to say most of the time. So I
guess that's why I don't want other people to read
it.

Investigator: How did you feel when you first started writing to
your boyfriend?

Charlene: Like I said, he's real good in English and all, so I
took my paper and was scared to send him a letter
because I said he'll sit down and go through it and
find every error, you know, and then say something to
me about it when he got back, but he didn't do that.
And I found that he was writing less formally. In
the composition class, if we used an illiterate word;
we'd get a C on our paper. And he wrote back and
used that and just other little things and I just got
more comfortable as I went on writing him.

Investigator: Did you do much writing in high school? How much?
What kind?

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

Investi gator:

Charlene:'

Investi gator:

Charlene:

Investigator:

I had to do reports every now and then. But not that
often. It was in the earlier grades that I had to do
it more. Like 6th, 7th grades.

Let's go back to high school. It's really amazing
that you can go all_tbemTlyAaackand list mostof-
yolir teachers, from first grade on.. What do you
remember writing from eary years?

I used to write papers in 6th grade. She had these
little pictures and she wanted us to take it and,
like, it was mainly creative writing. I enjoyed
that. Because we'd take the pictures and write up a
little store of what we, you know, wanted to write.
She always liked my papers then, so I guess that's
why I liked writing--because the teacher liked them.

So you associated writing with fun.

Yeah. It was extra credit. It wasn't for a grade.
That was. So IUsed to enjoy doing that I used to
do as much as I could, so...

Do you have any other pleasant memories of writing?

Not that I_can remember. Because other than that
teacher, they always used to criticize my writing.

What other kinds of writing did you do? Let's say
in 7th, 8th...
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Charlene: They were like reports and certain kinds of aspects,
certain things.

Investigator: Geography, history?

Charlene: Yeah.

Investigator: And did you feel okay about that kind of writing or
just...

Charlene: I did it because it had to be done. After 6th grade,
my teachers starting criticizing me again, so I
didn't like writing that much.

Investigator: Can you dip back earlier than 6th grade?

Charlene: I can't remember any of the writings I did before
6th grade.

Investigator: And you say that you have most of your writing?

Charlene: Boxes. It would be interesting, it really would.

Investigator: What were your feelings going into the WSPT?

Charlene: Woll, from the moment I got that thing they said I
had to take a test, I dreaded it. Plus, I said I
can't do any research. They're going to tell me a

-----subject-1 don'tknow anything about, and if; going'
to be stuck. Well, I was scared from the moment I
got the thing until the moment I got through with the
test.

Investigator: What happened when you looked at the topics?

Charlene: I looked at the topics and I said, "I don't know any
thing about either topic." I never really thought
aboutif we- should have more educational televison
shows; and then the other I really don't know that
much about whether newspaper editors should indulge
a source. I really didn't know that much about that,
so I had to think about the television and try to
write enough about that. I though about it and got
my opinion, but then I couldn't find enough stuff to
write because it said it had to be 400 to 500 words
or something like that. And I just couldn't think, of
enough stuff to write.

Investigator: How did you feel when you left that test?
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Charlene: I felt like I did...like I was on the borderline;
that I didn't know. Which I really didn't care after
I got out of there. I just knew it was over with. I

said it's over with. I can't do nothing about it
now. I'm either going to make it or not-so-but I
think it was still there because I ended up getting
sicker as the day went along.

Investigator: Thinking about writing can sometimes make you sick?

Charlene: Right.

Investigator: How did you feel when you found out you were placed
in Basic Writing?

Charlene: Well, I didn't feel so bad because everybody around
me was making it--getting in this class. One of my
friends came up and said he got into 110. Re said he
was on the borderline, but he made it. But that
bugged me because, I thought, when he was in high
school he was in a lower composition class than I
was. _So I said, how did he make it and I didn't make
it? So, it was just that one person didn't.

Inve_tigator: It seems you've had a slight attitude change toward
Writing lately. How do you account for that? You're
doing a lot of letter writing now, aren't you?

Charlene: Well, this class--you haven't told us to write on
anything--you haven't told us that we have to have a
certain length and then the subjects, because, just
like you didn't say it was to be exactly on this or
exactly on that, it had to be our reactions and I can
usually write ?retty good on that So...

Investigator: Perhaps writing to your boyfriend helped too?

Charlene: Yeah.

Investigator: Anything else you want to share?

Charlene: I was just thinking again like I was back in th 10th
grade, like I was saying a misspelled word, use on
the paper and I was thinking another thing--I'm ore
sure of this than anything else -that if we used "you"
cr your second person on paper, I'm pretty sure that
was an autc-ltic C.

Investigator: Any id of paper?
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Charlene: Yeah. It was almost impossible to get an A or B in
her class. Like I said, from the first day we walked
in there, she said we shouldn't expect more than a C.
But it just got to me because--one thing, I've always
been an A or B student; I made the honor rolls, and I
was in the National Honor Society, Junior National
Honor Society --and I even made Who's Who Among Amer-
ican High School Students.

Investigator: Wonderful.

Charlene: And my brother; I've always had, my brother_ works_ in
the Pentagon now; he went to the high school and he
was; like; 9 out of 250; but when I graduated; I was
23 out of 535 students;

Investigator: That's up there.

Charlene: I always had to prove myself because when I was in
junior high, my brother said you'll never make--he
said if you can make the National Honor Society;
because you can get in that..and you know because he
saie that's a lot easier, but it's harder to get in
the National Honor Society in high school. I set two
goals because. I had, since about the 6th grade, I
hadn't made straight A's, I made A's and B's. And I
said to myself, my two goals were I was going to make
straight A's at least one 9 weeks, and I was going to
make the National Honor Society. . Well, you can't
join the NHS or apply to join it during your first
year. So as soon as I could "apply, I went and
applied for it, and I was accept.

Investigator: That's wonderful.

Charlene:

Investigator:

Charlene:

So I got that goal. The sponsor, the really liked me
because I had her for a teacher, too. And she always
said I was one of the best members and all. Because
I loved it. It was good for thy ego. But I never
accomplished my goal of straight A's. T came close
one year, my eleventh grt:de, I made, the first 3
weeks I make 5 A's and I 1'). So that was the closest
I ever came. That was the year I didn't take a unit
of composition.

In what school subjects were you the strongest?

Math. I'm going to major in business. Just like all
through high school and all through, you know, most
of 11th grade, I. made straight A's in math. And when
it came to pre-calculus, I made A's and B's. That'S
one of my favorite subjects.
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Investigator: Yes, I can tell. You're lighting up. (Laughter)
Thanks for your time.

Investigator:

Padgett:

Investigator:

Padgett:

INTERVIEW WITH MS. PADGETT

You said Charlene had come back a couple of times.

I think she's been back twice this year. I believe
I worked with her as a sophomore.

Right, you had her in a nine-week course--Organizing
the Essay. Then you had her as a jun...r for grammar.
She got an A in the grammar class and it Organizing
she got a B.

Probably a B becnuse she's the kind of student that
worries you to death as far as making the corrections
and then understanding why she had made a correction,
and I didn't see that much improvement--in that
organizing class. The grammar class as it is struc-
tured here--rote memory can get any child an A.
Charlene wants to work. Do you know anything about
her family?

Investigator: A little bit. Her brothers.

Padgett: 1 All of them have been good students, pluggers. She's
highly motivated. I sometimes wonder, though, if
Charlene doesn't feel that Charlene should get better
grades than Charlene gets. I could not get her to
understand that just because she was correctiong the
theme over and over that she should end up with aft
above average grade. I couldn't get her to under-
stand that she wa a C student.

Investigator: She earned a B by persistence?

Padgett: Did she have any other composition classesop. ?

Investigator: Not really. Let's talk more about Organizing. Here
is what she said about that class. She was ,evAs-
tated by the negative comments in that class- because
she felt the negative criticism - -you know, the red
marks, the corrections--were comments against her
personally. She felt that you didn't like her in
composition, but you liked her when you had her for
grammar. You follo0 me?

Padgett: (laughs) Now I can see hOr she arrived at that.
Because right in the middle of class I said I don't
approve of sophomores, ju\iors, and seniors being
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together in a class in high school because this
brings every one of my classes down to the sophomore
level. And I'm constantly having to stop myself and
say, "All right, my darling sophomores, we must learn
this."

Investigator: Semester courses 10 through 12 can be mixed?

Padgett: isIf a child is 10thgrade level beginning his writing,
he needs to work on his skills. I would give the
papers back with all of these notes, all of these

4)6
corrections, and she would get angry ith me. I

would just tell her, "All right, yo little mmartass,
you just sit down and we'll get this thing after
school. Before school, we do nos have time for this
thing." She was very justified. But I could not get
her to listetn. She had made up her mind as far as
her writing was concerned; I really wasn't trying to
change her style. It was a formal writing experi
ence. I was merely trying to help her see such picky
things like we do not begin every sentence in a para
graph with the same structure. We must vary the
Structure.

Investigator: She said one spelling error, you automatically get a
C.

Padgett:

Investigator:

If it were...this is the kind of spelling error:. I'd
give them the list--I still do the same thing--I give
them a list at -the beginning. If you get the three
ta's_(two, too) mixed up,_if you get the two there's
(their) mixed (what I call my illiterates), if you
make a_grammatical error such as subject--verb agree
ment, if you make a grammatical error using a pronoun
that absolutely has not antecedent--these bring your
paper down to an average paper. There can be other
errors, that_won't do it She remembers "automatic
C" because of one spelling error. And her back
ground, again, does show throligh;

Her parents aren't educated beyond 8th grade, you
mean? She said; "Every time I turned in a paper in
high school always did poorly...I was always an A
or B student, up to that point." Then she goes on,
"If I'm not mistaken, a spelling error was an auto
matic C. Just one little error," (see this is how
She's hearing it) "mechanical or grammatical. We did
that continually in 11th or 12th grade." Well, she
Says in the 11th grade she didn't have to take a
composition course, so she didn't take one. And
that's interesting. But in 12th grade she had to
have one more course to graduate--one more compos
ition course. "My composition teacher, the one I had
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Padgett:

Investigator:

Padget.:

Investigator:

Padgett:

Investigator:

Padgett:

Investigator:

in 10th grade, tried Lo talk me into
but I taIked.to some other teachers,
didn't have Comp 3, then I thought I
trouble. The C's in Organizing were

taking Comp 4
and since I
would have
bad enough."

I was trying to help her into 4. Because I never
taught 3. There's not that much difference. And she
would have more of a variety of writing experiences.

She only has that 9 week Organizing class, and then
beyond that she has this Comp 3 as a senior, and it
was mainly writing a research paper so she has very
little writing background.

That was my reason for trying to talk her into Comp
4. She couldn't take Comp 2. They Wouldn't give her
credit for it. She got caught with the system tell
ing her that she had to have a grammar course, a
writing course, and a literature course. She was
told she could not take--because organizing was
basically the same as Coup 2--she could not take; Comp
2. She had a choice of 3 or 4.

At the end of the interview, she talked about her
goals and about one of her brothers. And then she
said she had a goal--here, let's see. "When I went
to high school, I set two goals. My two goals were,
I was going to make straight A's at least one nine
weeks and I was going to make the National Honor
Society." And so in her junior year she just ducked
composition here and she came clorie to achieving her
goals, but she didn't quite make it. She never
accomplished straight A's. She had 5 A's and 1 B"
the closest she ever came and that was the year she
didn't take composition. And so that's interesting
there.

I bet I can explain her C here. This disturbed her.
She used to cry on my shouldet about this.

The "C" with Mr. Newton?

But she's a person who refuses to regurgitate back.
And here you have to do it to get an A. I tried to
explain it to her.

Mr. Newton told me that a lot of his students go onto
the University of Virginia and get A's in World Lit.
and other literature classes and are grateful for the
background.
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Padgett:

Investigator:

Padgett:

Investigator:

Padgett:

They are doing that not because of the system--they
are doing that despite the system. They are doing
that because usually--you check the background--they
come from a home environment that has given them
something that when they come intr, cur classes, if we
mention or give the least little b, rk, they pick it
up and carry it on.

Charlene would have a handicap, you're saying? So
what happened in 10th grade composition; this was a
devastating experience for her, I mean, personally.
She did not have a strong enough self-conCept to
take that, or know how to use it where someone else-
because I know your reputation--I know a lot of stu-
dents come back and thank you either directly or how-
ever--the word gets around that you have really. help-
ed them a great deal with their writing. Then you
see someone like Charlene who could not work with
negative comments; she did not know how -to interpret
them or understand what was going on. She thought,
"That person does not like me when I write." That's
how she handled it Do you see what I's saying?
It's the way different students react. And partially
what you're saying is something about the home back-
ground. I'm looking myself at Charlene reacting to
what you did, and others; I'm sure, reacting quite
differently.

It could be due to the fact that I do not understand
Charlene. Or Charlene's kind I know nothing about a
world that is not exposed to educating.

We're talking about different teachers' cultural
backgrounds, too.

That's the major difference here. And the emphasis
that is given and how a child is penalized from me.
I still think with Charlene that some people can re-
act to negative criticism and'others cannot react and
usually it has to do with self-image.

Investigator: And she also was not a popular person.

Padgett:

Investigator:

Right. A dull person. An uninteresting, dull per-
son. Which is sad. Now, out of the same environ-
ment her brother reacted entirely different.

She said in her Organizing class she would get A's
on her jottings and outlines. You did look at pro,
cess--you didn't just have them turn in compositions
and put the red marks on and turn them back. Then
she'd get C's on the papers, which depressed her.
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Padgett:

Investigator:

Padgett:

Investigator:

And that's how she possibly ultimately pushed through
with B's. I tried to make her see that the process
does make a difference in life. I'm still trying
today with the writing. process, or with anything in
learning, that while the process is important, it's
the end product that's going to make the difference.
But once again, I think we need more interaction
among ourselves, as far as our students are con-
cerned.

Charlene should have had a better composition back-
ground. She should have been advised differently--
even though you made the suggestion, you know, that
she take Comp 4, she leaned toward what'another
teacher said.

You are just saying what I have been preaching; that
we are not doing what we should do. I just left a
one-level class -- practical writing--students are
sitting there that have already passed with A or B
in Comp I which is a two-level class--and that should
not be allowed.

Is there a difference in grades according to teach-
ers? Is that what you're saying?

Padgett: Yes.

Investigator:

Padgett:

That's why when they come to ODU, we have to judge
their writing according to their performance on tbe
WSPT--we cannot take their high school records.
Parents used to come in and say, "Look, my daughter
has all these A's in these English courses and you
placed her in Basic Writing." I imagine that
Charlene would ask questions a lot?

Yes, I would reach a point, and I'd say "Now
Charlene, there are so many people in here." Now that
could be misinterpreted--"Shedoesn't want to help
me." Charlene is a demanding question-asking child.
Probably in order to get rid of her in elementary
school, they gave her grades she didn't earn. The
principal of the junior high school tells English
teachers to give A's and B's and C's. A friend of
mine who teaches English in junior high gives B's to
keep her job. Now a semester of grammar must be
taught--in isolation. City-wide requirement.
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Investigator:

Padgett:

Investigator:

Look at Charlene's case--straight A's in the two
grammar classes and she would say, "When I would
write--"

A person whn has the kind of mind that can memorize
this--all we have to do is write sentences.

And here we have Charlene with A's in grammar and she
has all these grammatical problems on her WSPT.
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APPENDIX C. Examples of Consultants' Responses

JAN'S CASE Consultant 1

; General Response

These tapes convince me of one thing concerning Writing anxiety:

results from a complex array of reasons, often determined by a combination

of extremes rather than moderate variety in teaching methods. Students sub-

consciously sense that writing is more than simplistic maxims based on

either style or usage; yet they have no central concept defining writing as

a way of learning and knowing to help them as they tackle a writing task.

They sense that writing, whether personal or adacemic, should have a pur-

pose, but they hold the reductive notion that the "prupose" in many writing

classes is to please the "teacher-as-audience." Even the well-liked teacher

Is apt to be a culprit here. All the reasons behind writing anxiety, in

other words, are subsumed under the question; "What is Writing?"

II. Specific Observations

1. Both these teachers seem to have no clear understanding of what

they are teaching when they teach writing. They perceive it as a collection

of discrete parts, not as a holistic process, a way of knowing and communi-

eating, with different, but clearly defined, goals. This lack of under-
_

standing on their part has had obviously negative effects on Jan's attitude

toward herself as a writer.. Sle never does have a clear sense of what she

is not doing; she has instead a rather fragmented perception of the flaws

(wordiness, for example) in her writing. This observation leads me to

suggest that writing teachers often negatively affect student attitudes not

solely because they fail to relate them affectively but because they simply

do not know their subject. This ignorance results in reliance on fragmented

criticism of the student's written products rather than a sensible and well-

rounded attention to a range of composing behaviors-emotional, logical and

technical.
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2. Jan is obviously what Kellogg Hunt would call a "fluent" writer,

although I have no quantitative measures of her T-units. But then, probably

early in secondary schobl, "flowery" language met head-on with the adult and

sober expectations of teachers who represented academic discourSe--term

papers and she like. These teachers emphasized the classical virtues of

style: correctness, clarity, appropriateness, dignity. Perhaps the clash

of these opposing pedagogical forces, one fostering what Moffett would call

"growing rank before being thinned," the other thinning at the expense or

richness of any kind, resulted in Jan's block._

3. Jan seems more mature in her reactions to criticism now (in col-

lege) than she seems to have been in these two teacher's classes. Is that

Simply because she is older and in a more sophisticated environment? Or is

it that she is getting a more cotcplete picture of the complex goals, par-

poses, and forms of writing?

_
4. My final observation concerns a generalization about writing that

seems to hold the key to Jan's and many college Student's problems with

Writing. Teachers of writing do not separate writing as an expressive ac-

tivity from writing as a way of communicating. In a sense, Emig says simi-

lar things when she draws implications about reflexive and extensive writing

in the composing processes of twelfth-graders. This separation, Jan's case

suggests, is an extremely important one in later elementary school, middle

school, and high school, and--in its more sophisticated for-73--it is also a

problem in teaching college writing. A clear-minded separat. -n of these two

aims of writing would have enabled well- meaning and conscier ,ut teachers

such as Wilson acid Brewster to provide a curriculum for etude Each as Jan

that would have offered the encouragement or reflexive writing ?nxi !_of

critical discipline of extensive writing, in a positive atmosp' One

would grow out of the other within the student's composing pre'..t

JAN'S CASE

Being in the "average" track influences everything-- verage

average incentive, program weak developmentally.

16o
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p. 1 Describes work as average. This is her own judgement. Does it

apply to all types of writing. R, stated on p. 5.

p. 2 Barrier. Unanalyzed experiences are hazy, only a collection of

experiences. Analysis produces something different. She does

not understand that all writers have this problem sometimes

until you suggest it. Or she perceives her problem as greater

than others. She cannot produce a paper quickly.

Like Charlene, she can write with enjoyment and a sense of

success to persons close to her.

. 4 Identifies problem as unnecessary words and a lack of organi-

zation. Later her teacher agrees. The power of the teacher is

seen in the red marks. Jan reacts by feeling that,she cannot do

anything right. She does not eem to know how to improve her

paper as a result of the marks. Did the teacher make helpful

commonts?

. 5 Jan learned more from the discussion with her peers than she did

from red marks. Classification and definition helped her.

That's the ground floor of idea development. May students rare-

p

ly get beyond that level. Knows value of writing to get better

grades.

Never had a trusting relationship in an English class. Very

significant. "Frankness" gave Jan a complen. It seems earier

for this teacher to criticize th'n to provide constructive

suggestions.

p. 7 Jan states that a positive .tituc'e is necessary for learning

even for getting to class. i; cnacerning high absenteei:5::.

for some classes. The expe;:s.!?ce w± Mr. Wilson turned out

well in the end. Some degree c depz:ls:or. is 'list harmful.

Does Jan have a lazy streak? how mac:, -.votiding z! RS she re-

quire?
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p. 8 Claims ahe knew the fundamentals of writing by grade 6. "I mean

not of writing but to do writing." A very significant comment.

She thinks you can learn how to write through skills activities-

spelling, sentence patterns. Like Charlene, she found the sixth

grade writing experiences positive and enjoyable. Dramatics

teachers may know more about the learning process than most

English teachers.

p. 9 Note Jan's approval of Ms. Brewster's rationale for writing

several essays prior to writing the research paper. Or is Jan

putting words into the teacher's mouth? Many teachers of re-
-,

search units decide to teach paragraph development before

launching into the major paper. They do n see how to teach

writing as students progress. Then they tnink -y can say,

"Write a research paper remembering what you have learned."

co- 10 Mr. Wilson rewrites students' sentences. This is editig. Some

can learn through this technique, but who would change the

teacher's sentence? It is easier to take it all even if a later

revIslon suggests it is no longer appropriate. A little teacher

ego to support here. "I don't really write you know what I like

to write."

A "hopeless case." Strong language for this situation. Reveals

how deep the complex was. Mr. Wilson has some good qualities.

but he may not have a comprehensive understanding of the com-

posing process.

12 "didn't really beat my brains just trying to get a good paper

down" An4,average commitment; average expectations. I am

puzzled about Jan's conviction that she learned all her grammar

by grade 6. Maybe because she sees her problem% as vordiness

and a lack of organization. Home background may havelessened

problems in this area.

Perfecting each sentence at the beginning. A starter device.

She was probably planning withOut fully realizing it.
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p. 14 WSPT. Entered with confidence but simply wrote. "that whole

happy year was--" Note that she had a happy year, thinking that

she had a guarantee of success.

CHARLENE'S CASE Consultant 3

I have several impressions from the transcripts about Charlene, but

what strikes me is the stronger impressions I have pout her teachers. In
.

isome ways, (and this is responding in an intuitive and quick way) I feel as

though Charlene was a victim to some extent of the scheduling and course

structure confusion which seems to characterize her progression through her
hid school composition class. I end up not feeling very good about the

lack of attention that was given to her placement in the courses and the

lack of congruence in teacher expectation and actual performance.

At the same time, it is very clear that Charlene went into these

courses with a poor writing self concept as well as a personal lack of con-

fidence in herself as a person. She seems outer-directed in many ways; she

equates teachers favoritism with only the popular kids, and takes it per-

sonally whena -eacher offers suggestions for improV-ment. She sees the

teachers' evaluation of her writing as equivalent to their perceptions of

her as a person..

She obviously haa had to compete agai ,L (at least in her own assess-

ment) against the positive perceptions that others have of her brothers.

She seems to have set their accomplishments and personalities as measure for

her own achievements. and, unfortunately, does not seem to measure up, at

least according to these teachers' evaluations. Ms..Mahoney and Mr. Newton

could hardly remember her. Ms. Padgett admitted a lack of feeling or under-

standing toward Charlene, and characterized her 4! s dull and uninteresting.

She seemed impatient that Charlene could not discern between the develop-

mental processes of composition and the mechanical aspects of mastering

grammar structures, She characterized Charlene as possessing few critical

thinking skills. Ms. Thompson remembers Charlene as net being very popular;

however, she did try hard and asked a lot of questions in Ms. THompSon's
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class. However, Charlene still seemed locked into her rather narrow con-

ception of the writing processthat is, follow steps one, two and three and

the writing will emerge in a proper manner. My sense is that she received

very little encouragement or individual attention from any of those teach-

ers, and thid seemed to solidify her weak self-concept as a writer.

Charlene, however, does seem'to respond to positive support and encour-

agement. Her boyfriend's attention to writing as well as attention in, the

BW class Seem at leaSt to be the beginnings of a movement beyonL perceiving

evaluation as negative and critical and thuti detrimental to her conception

of herdelf as a person. There seems to be a critical link between self-

concept and perceptions of self as successful student (and therefore person)

for Charlene. I guess I read through the transcripts a second time looking

for some hopeful signs for her and I found them in her apparent response to

Attention and support. (She's much like the rest of the human race,

yes?)

The implications of this case study for me rest strongly in teacher

attitude, approach, and conceptualization of the writing process.
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